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December 1, 1998

TO

The
The
The
The

Honorable Harry L. Carrico, Chief Justice of Vrginia
Honorable James Gilmore, Covernor of Virginia
Honorable Members of the Ceneral Assembly of Virginia
Citizens of Virginia

S 17. 1 - S03 of the Code of Virginia requires the Vrginia Criminal Sentencing Commission to report annually upon its work and recommendations. Pursuant to this statutory
obligation, we respectfully submit for your review the 1998 Annual Report of
the Criminal Sentencing Commission.

This report details the work of the Commission over the past year and outlines the
ambitious schedule of activities that lies ahead. The report provides a comprehensive
examination of .¡udicial compliance with the felony sentencing guidelines for fiscal year
1998. This report also provides a progress report on the implementation of an offender risk
assessment instrument and the Commissiont recommendations to the 1999 session of the

Vrginia Ceneral Assembly.
The Commission wishes to sincerely thank those of you in the field whose diligent
work with the guidelines enables us to produce this report.

Respectfully submitted,

lr,*f /,.'9&
Ernest

P.

Cates, Chairman
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This is the fourth annual report of

The Mrginia Criminal Sentencing

the Virginia Criminal Sentencing

Commission is comprised of 17

Commission. The report is orga-

members as authorized in Code

nized into six chapters.

of Mrginia

$tz.t-soz.

The

Chairman of the Commission,

Built tn tzgs, FairJax County's circuit
courtbouse is ouly one oJ tbree remaining
courtbouses buih between tbe American

Reoolution

and taoo. At tbis

site in

taaz, Cøþtaiu Jobn Quincy Mørr

oJ

Rflæ

ls

the Conjeáeracy's Wørrenton
reþorted to be tbe Jirst oJJíær

Jatally

uounáed in tbe Cioíl War.

The first chapter provides a gen-

who is appointed by the Chief

eral profile of the Commission

Justice of the Supreme Court of

and its various activities and

Vrginia, must not be an active

projects undertaken during 1998.

member of the iudiciary and must

The second chapter includes the

be confirmed by the General

results of a detailed analysis of

Assembly. The Chief Justice also

ludicial compliance with the discretionary sentencing guidelines

appoints six judges orjustices to
serve on the Commission. Five

system as well as other related

members of the Commission are

o
o
I
o

sentencing trend data. The third

appointed by the Ceneral Assem-

chapter contains the Commission's

bly, the Speaker of the House of

report on its work to develop an

Delegates designates three mem-

offender risk of recidivism

bers, and the Senate Committee

assess-

ment instrument and to imple-

on Privileges and Elections selects

ment it within the sentencing

two members. Four members, at

guidelines system. The fourth

least one of whom must be a vic-

chapter presents a look at the

tim of crime, are appointed by

impact of the no-parole/truth-in-

the Covernor. The final member

sentencing system that has now

is Virginia's Attorney Ceneral,

been in effect for any felony

who serves by virtue of his office.

committed on or after January

1,

In the past year, Virginia's Attor-

1995. The fifth chapter presents

ney Ceneral, Mark Earley, desig-

the Commission's recommenda-

nated Deputy Attorney Ceneral

tions for 1999.

Frank Ferguson as his representa-

tive at Commission meetings.
The Mrginia Criminal Sentencing
Commission is an agency of the
Supreme Court of Virginia. The
Commission's offices and staff are

located in the Supreme Court
Building at 100 North Ninth
Street in downtown Richmond.
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The guidelines worksheets are

nations, confusion over the post-

reviewed by the Commission staff

release term and supervision pe-

they are received. The Com-

riod, missing worksheets, and lack

Section 19.2-298.01 of the Code

as

of Virginia requires that sentenc-

mission staff perform this check to

of ;udicial signatures. However,

ing guidelines worksheets be

ensure that the guidelines forms

as a result

completed in all felony cases for

are being completed accurately

review process and the fact that

which there are guidelines and

and properly. \Øhen problems are

users and preparers of the guide-

specifies that judges must an-

detected on a submitted form, it is

lines are more accustomed to the

nounce during court proceedings

sent back to the sentencing judge

new system, very few errors have

that review of the forms has been

for corrective action. Since the

been detected during the past year.

completed. After sentencing, the

conversion to the new truth-in-

guidelines worksheets must be

sentencing system involved newly

signed by the judge and they then

designed forms and new proce-

are reviewed and determined to

become a part of the official

dural requirements, previous an-

be complete, they are automated

record of each case. The clerk of

nual reports documented a variety

and analyzed. The principal

the circuit court is responsible for

of worksheet completion prob-

analysis performed on the auto-

sending the completed and signed

lems. These problems included

mated worksheets concerns judi-

worksheets to the Commission.

missing judicial departure expla-

cial compliance with sentencing

of the Commis- sion's

Once the guidelines worksheets

guideli nes recommendations.

This analysis is performed and

I

presented to the Commission on
a

quarterly basis. The most recent

study of judicial compliance with
the new sentencing guidelines is
A rt",W¿ t4 il" CaÁq'í"o't

The full membership of the Commission met four times in
1998,

April

6,

)uly 31, September 28 and Novernlrer ló.

The following discussion provides an ovelview of some of
the Commission's actions and initiatives during the past year.

presented in the next chapter.

lrz^;ø^A^¡ a+,1 E/^^a,a,ø^

specific locations for probation

In addition to providing training

and parole officers, Common-

and education programs, the

wealth's attorneys, and members

Commission staff maintains

going activities of the Commis-

of the defense bar. The Commis-

line" phone system (804-225-

sion. The Commission gives high

sion also provided training on the

4398). This phone line is staffed

priority to instructing probation

guidelines system to newly elected

fromT:45 a.m. to 6,00 p.m., Mon-

and parole officers and Common-

judges during their pre-bench

day through Friday, to respond

wealth's attorneys on how to pre-

training program. Additionally,

quickly to any questions or con-

pare complete and accurate guide-

the Commission provided an edu-

cerns regarding the sentencing

lines work sheets. The Commis-

cational seminar for the general

guidelines. The hot line has

sion also realizes there is continu-

public at the Lynchburc "City

proven to be an important re-

ous need to provide training semi-

lX/ide Convention" held in May.

source for guidelines users around

taining

and education are on-

"hot

the Commonwealth. In the past

nars and education programs to

new members of the judiciary

The Commission will continue to

public defenders and private de-

place

fense attorneys, and other criminal

tencing guidelines training on

justice professionals.

a

priority on providing sen-

year, the Commission staff has

handled thousands of calls
o

through its hot line service.

request to any group of criminal

o

justice professionals. The Com-

The Commission also distributes

mission regularly conducts sen-

brochure to citizens and criminal

vided sentencing guidelines assis-

tencing guidelines training at the

justice system professionals ex-

tance in a variety of forms, train-

Department of Corrections' Tiain-

plaining Virginia's truth-in-sen-

ing and education seminars, assis-

ing Academy as part of the curricu-

tencing system. Additionally, the

tance via hot line phone system,

lum for new probation officers.

Commission distributes

and publications and training ma-

The Commission is also willing to

progress report which provides

terials. The Commission offered

provide an education program on

brief overview of ;udicial compli-

15 training seminars in nine differ-

the guidelines and the no-parole

ance

ent locations in the Common-

sentencing system to any inter-

guidelines and average sentences

wealth. The sites for these semi-

ested group or organ¡zation.

served for specific offenses.

In

1998, the Commission pro-

nars included the Richmond Po-

lice Tiaining Academy, the Fairfax

County Government Center, the

Hanooer Couuty's ori4 inal

Cardinal Criminal Justice Tiaining
Academy in Salem, the Vrginia

courthouse was buíh circa t7 s s.

Beach Fire Tiaining Center, the

PatrickHenry

Department of Corrections' Tiain-

Jirst deoeloped bís

reþutation as a lawyer here.

It

is

ing Academy, and the Supreme
Court of Virginia. By special request, seminars were also held in

not currently in

use

court, but is

by tbe circuit

set

in Hanouer

County's bistoric area

oJ the

go:)ernmetlt conþlex.

a

a

4

yearly
a

with the truth-in-sentencing

0 Ae4'&', N a1;Nlzz',1:,a,r

review of the sentencing system

about to re-enter society about the

Þ*5"t','n

since the 1995 abolition of parole

dramatic changes in our sentenc-

and institution of new sentencing

ing and parole laws. Many of-

Developed and initiated in 1996,

guidelines that are much tougher

fenders simply may be unaware

the offender notification program

on violent offenders. On average,

of the monumental changes that

is a joint effort of the Commission

a

and the Department of Correc-

the new guidelines should expect

been incarcerated. Second, it is

tions to provide educational infor-

to serve from 100% to 500o/o more

hoped that this program will

mation about recent significant

time incarcerated than typically

prove to have some specific deter-

sentencing reforms to inmates

served under the statei old laws.

violent offender sentenced under

about to depart from Mrginiat

L

o
o.
0

have occurred while they have

rent value in reducing the likelihood of recidivism. A number of

prison system and return to the

The rationale for the program

community. The program pro-

two-fold. First, the offender noti-

terrent value of new punishment

vides all exiting inmates a brief

fication program advises inmates

initiatives have produced mixed

ú

is

criminological studies of the de-

results, with some researchers

õ

concluding that many offenders
æ

Ol

@

were unaware of the sanctions
WARNING: Virginia

has abolished parole and imposed much

longer prison sentences on criminals with past records.

Vrginia has made big changes. If you commit a violent crime in Virginia in the future,
you will likely be sent back to prison for a very long period of time.
10

There is no more parole. Entire sentence imposed by the judge or jury will be serued,
w¡th Iimited good t¡me credits (5 weeks/year).
\ù/ith
Back

a prior record, a future conviction will cause you to serue far more hard time.
of card shows some actual prison time you will face if convicted aga¡n in Virginia.

build a productive life after release. You must understand
the very serious consequences if you commit future violent crimes ¡n Vrginia.
You must obey the laws and

that were enacted in hopes of
deterring their criminal behavior.

Unlike other punishment initiatives, the offender notification
program communicates specific

information about the sanctions
the offender is likely to incur
should he re-offend. Thus, the
program should increase the po-

Actual Prison Tìme to Serve Under Vrginia's Guidelines
These sentences could be increased based on your prior record and the facts of the case.

of
Conviction

Type

Old
System

System

First Degree

Murder

1

1 Years

50 Years - Life

Serious

Assault

I

Robbery

2 Years

9 - 14 Years

Rape

5

l2 - JJ lears

1/2 Years

Years

sentencing reforms among this

offender population.

New

No Parole

tential deterrent effect of Vrginia's

6 - 9 Yea¡s

As part of the offender notifica-

Coaq.oq:-t^lCorne¡trr¿,*t'

tion program, all inmates who

Reua¡2.7..o,t^

are

D

pansion of alternative sanction

options available to judges means

alz S,yalrr"

that the judiciary also are dealing

leaving the prison system due to
a completed sentence or parole

Under

(under the old sentencing system)

of Virginia, it is the responsibility

are given a type of "exit interview"

of the Commission to monitor

where they are informed about

sentencing practices in felony

the abolition of parole and the

cases

throughout the Common-

sion endorsed the implementation

old good conduct credit system.

wealth. \ù/hile the Commission

of a simple one-page form to suc-

Each departing inmate is given

maintains a wide array of sen-

cinctly capture a few pieces of

wallet-sized card that contains

$ t 7.

1-803(7) of the Code

with offenders who violate the
conditions of these new programs.
In the fall of 1996, the Commis-

tencing information on felons at

critical information on the reasons

the specifics on the possible sen-

the time they are initially sen-

for and the outcome of commu-

tencing consequences of being re-

tenced in circuit court, informa-

nity supervision violation pro-

convicted of a new felony offense.

tion on the re-imposition of

ceedings. Early in 1997, the

In simple terms, the information

pended prison time for felons

Commission teamed with the

on the card clearly communicates

returned to court for violation of

Department of Corrections to

the likely harsher consequences of

the conditions of community

implement the data collection

recidivism and sentencing under

superuision has been largely un-

form. Procedures were

the new system. Two cards have

available and its impact difficult

lished for the completion and

been prepared for distribution

a

sus-

o

to assess. Among other uses,

submission of the forms to the

information on cases involving

Commission. The state's probation

for nonviolent offenders. The use

re-imposition of suspended

officers are responsible for com-

of multiple cards conveys a mes-

prison time is critically important

pleting the top section of the

sage

to the inmate that is some-

what tailored to his situation. The

to accurately forecast correc-

form each time they request

tional bed space needs.

capias or a violation hearing with

a

the circuit court judge responsible

program became operational state-

wide in January 1997. Virginia's

\X/ith the recent sentencing re-

for an offender's superuision. The

offender notification program

forms that abolished parole, cir-

top half of the form contains the

cuit court judges now handle

offender's identifying information

is

the first of its kind in the nation.

a

variety of supervision violation
cases. Violations of post-release
supervision terms following release from incarceration, for-

merly dealt with by the Parole
Board in the form of parole viola-

tions, are now handled by judges.
Furthermore, the significant ex-

0

estab-

one for violent offenders and one

-

o

and the reasons the probation

11

officer feels there has been a vio-

The sentencing revocation form

swer any questions about the

lation of the conditions of super-

also provides a space for the judge

form or the completion process.

vision. In

a few jurisdictions, the

to submit any additional com-

ln addition, the Commission now

Commonwealtht Attorney's office

ments regarding his or her deci-

includes training on the sentenc-

has requested that prosecutors

sion in the case. The clerk of the

ing revocation form

actively involved in the initiation

circuit court is responsible for

standard training provided to new

of violation hearings also be al-

submitting the completed and

probation officers at the Depart-

lowed to complete the top section

signed original form to the Com-

ment of Corrections'Academy for

of the form for the court. The

mission. The form has been de-

Staff Development.

Commission has approved this

signed to take advantage of ad-

variation on the normal form

vanced scanning technology,

The sentencing revocation data

completion process.

which enables the Commission to

collection form was instituted for

quickly and efficiently automate

all violation hearings held on or

the information.

after July 1 , 1997. The Commis-

as

part of the

o

The sentencing revocation form is

úO

then submitted to the judge. The

6

judge completes the lower section

In the spring ol

of the form with his findings in

sion staff met with representatives

facet in the punishment of offend-

the case and, if the offender is

from probation offices around the

ers, and that data in this area has,

found to be in violation, the spe-

state to offer instruction about

in the past, been scant at best.

cific sanction being imposed.

completion of the form and an-

The communily corrections revo-

o.

c
æ

sion believes that the re-imposi1997 ,

12

Commis-

tion of suspended time is a vital

cation data system, developed
under the auspices of the Commission, will serve as an important

link in our knowledge of the sanctioning of offenders from initial
sentencing through release from

community supervision.

Albermarle County's courtbouse was buih
workeá Jor Tbomas JeJJerson at

iu

taos by Jobn Jordan, wbo

Mouticello. John Mosby (reknowned

leader oJ tbe ConJeãerate Mosby s Raiãers) was cowicted here
oJ

unløuJully sbooting

a

Jellow Uniuersity oJ Virginia student.

iu

t

e
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Vírgini.a Criminal &ntencing Commission

Sentencing Revocation Report

I.

First Nane:

L¡st Namc:

SID/CCRE:

Social Security Number

D¡te of Blrth:

I
Most Serious

D¡te of Sentencing (Original)

ô-riþinei Primary Ofiense (VCC)

Original Disposition:

Court (FIPS)

Q No Incarceration

g
probarion O Post Release
O Typu of Revocation: O
.ô. Conditions Cited In Viol¡tion Report:
(l)

-

Behavior

g

Suspended

Sentence Q

Communitv-Based Pmgram

(Maù alltløtqply)

+

g
g

O
O

¡

rô

O
O
O

Use alcoholic b€verages to excess

9
g
g

Change residence or leave State of Virginia without permission

k

f there are any new law or ordinance

VCCs for most serious new law violations

o
o
o

Location ofAnest:

6 InVirginia Q FederalorOutofState

Abscond from supervision
Fail to follow special conditions (Specify)

coñDLt.¿ bv

r| ,MÉ)

a

Not in violation

Final Disposition for Revocation:
Total Incarceration Time Imposed

C) Found in violation, continued under same conditions

g
g
6

I

Found in violation

Mtht

Taken under advisement

O BootCa¡np

6
9 Day Reporting

Communþ-Based Program

I

Wß

Total Incarceration Time to Serve

Released from supenision/restsictions

Sanctions Imposed for Revocation2

O
Q

violations:

Us€, poss€ss, distribute contolled substances or paraphemalia
Us€, owrL or possess firearm

Decision-of the Court:
9

Complete

Fail to obey all Federat, Stue and local laws and ordinances
Fail to r€port ony aness within 3 dûys to probation oftìcer
Fail to maintain ernployment or to report changes in employment
Fail to r€port as instructed
Fail to allow probation officer to visit home or place of employment
Fail to follow instuctions and be truthful and cooperative

O

1

C) Good

Jail or Prison

D€tention Center lncarceration

@Ia* att,hatappu)

O Diversion Center Inca¡ceration
O ElectonicMonitoring
O Inûensive.Probation

g

Incarceration¡øtrr

Other

¿¡,tpodnü

ùF

New Supervised hobation Period

þ,te ñstú)

n

Indefinite Supervised P¡obation

Judic¡al comments:

Date of Revocation Decision:
Judgos

Sþatue

13
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Sfr^/I

in embezzlement cases are not

of the PSI are not entered into the

captured on any current criminal

automated system. Of particular

Since the inception of the truth-

justice data base. Since there ex-

interest to the Commission is the

in-sentencing guidelines, the

ists no automated source of the

offense narrative, which describes

Commission has encouraged and

amount of money involved in

the facts and circumstances of the

welcomed feedback from judges,

embezzlement cases, the Commis-

offense. It is the offense narrative

prosecutors and other criminal

sion initiated a plan for manual

that is most llkely to report the

justice professionals. Concern

data collection of this and other

amount of money stolen in an

has been voiced that the guide-

related information. Between

embezzlement crime. In July of

lines fail to explicitly account

January 1 ,

1995 , and

1997, the Commission requested

June 30,

for the amount of money stolen

1997, the Commission received

copies of the offense narrative and

in embezzlement cases. Indeed,

572 cases involving convictions

the plan of restitution for each

the guidelines recommendation

for felony embezzlement. All 572

study case from local probation

o
Ê.
o

is not affected by dollar value,

cases were selected

regardless of how much is em-

in the study.

6

bezzled. Critics argue that

!

&

æ

o\
o\

offices around the state. Furthermore, due to the lag in time between the date of sentencing and

embezzlements involving large

The Commission maintains auto-

the actual later automation of PSIs,

monetary amounts deserve

mated data from all Pre-/Post-

many of the embezzlement cases

more severe sanctioning than

Sentence Investigation (PSI) re-

on the sentencing guidelines data

ports. However, the detailed of-

base could not be matched to

monetary loss and that the

fense and offender descriptions

corresponding automated PSI

guidelines should be modified in

contained in the narrative portions

record. In these

cases
1+

for inclusion

characterized by small

some fashion to accommodate

this concern.
Responding to the input of guide-

Aþþ om atox County's o ríg in al

lines users, the Commission has

courthouse was tbe \ocation oJ

completed a study

on

embezzle-

Generøl Robert F..

Ley's

surrender

ment cases to examine, among
other things, the dollar value
embezzled and its impact on sen-

tences.

Vhile Virginia

is fortu-

to Geuerøl Uþsses S. Grant in

taas.

AJter Jire áestroyed the

courtbouse

in tssz, Aþþomatox

nate in having an extensive data
system on felons convicted each

County buih the þictured

year in the Commonwealth, de-

courthouse at ø new locatton,

tails like the dollar value involved

Tbe original courthouse building
was restored as an bístorical
Ianámarþ ín tso¿.

cases,

a

the Com-

mission also requested a photo-

copy of the entire PSI in order to

S"løl¿",*" A[,,'-ø Sr,lt r';*¡
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supplement the existing auto-

convictions. The

fees are

paid

into the new Drug Offender
Assessment Fund.

mated data. The Commission has

During its 1998 session, the Cen-

received tremendous cooperation

eral Assembly passed sweeping

The new law created the frame-

from the probation offices around

legislation that requires many

work for screening and assessment

the state and has now received the

offenders, both adult and juvenile,

of offenders. For adult felons,

requested information.

to undergo screening and

screening and assessment will be

assess-

ment for substance abuse prob-

conducted by the probation and

Commission staff have completed

lems related to drugs or alcohol,

parole office, while local offices

the review of the PSIs and the

beginningJuly 1, 1999. The

of the Virginia Alcohol Safety

collection of information on the

new law targets all adult felons

Action Program will perform the

characteristics of the embezzle-

convicted in circuit court and

screening and assessment for adult

ment offenses. In addition to

adults convicted in general dis-

misdemeanants, pursuant to an

dollar value in the case, the Com-

trict court of any Class

agreement with the local commu-

mission collected other details

meanor drug crime or a second

nity corrections program. Juvenile

about the embezzlement act.

driving under the influence (DUI)

offenders are to be screened and

These include, the nature of the

offense committed within five

assessed

victim (whether the victim was

years of the previous

an

1

misde-

DUI. The

by the court service unit

law also targets all juvenile offend-

Relations Court. A goal of the

business, a banking institution, a

ers adjudicated for a felony or any

legislation is to provide a certi-

government agency, or some kind

Class 1 or 2 misdemeanor. To

fied substance abuse counselor

of charity or non-profit group),

provide judges with as much infor-

in each probation district of the

the duration of the embezzlement

mation

act, and the status of the restitu-

fenders they sentence, the legisla-

each court service unit receiving

tion to the victim at the time

tion mandates the preparation of

funding from the Department of

of sentencing.

pre-sentence reports (not post-

Juvenile Justice.

possible about the of-

Department of Corrections and

sentence reports) for adults con-

The results of the special em-

victed of felonies or selected mis-

The legislation established a work

bezzlement study were presented

demeanors in circuit court, and

group composed of the directors

to the Commission this past year.

the preparation of social history

of the Department of Corrections,

reports for juvenile offenders iden-

the Department of Criminal Jus-

tified for screening and assessment.

tice Services, the Department of

To defray the cost ol screening

Juvenile Justice, the Sentencing

and assessment, the new law in-

Commission, the Virginia Alcohol

creased court fees charged to drug

Safety Action Program, and the

offenders. Effective July 1, 1998,

Commissioner of the Department

fees assessed

for drug crimes in-

o
L

servíng the Juvenile and Domestic

individual, a private (non-bank)

as

o
o

of Mental Health, Mental Retar-

creased from $ t oo to $ 1 50 for

dation and Substance Abuse Ser-

felony convictions and from

vices. The work group is charged

$so to $zs for misdemeanor

with developing

a

plan for imple-

menting the legislation and is to
report to the General Assembly by

1S

January 1, 1999. Serving the work
group are three staff subcommit-

assessment. On the other hand,

tees, which met throughout the

tion, the purpose of which is to

summer and fall. The screening

establish definitively the presence

and assessment subcommittee has

or absence of a diagnosable disor-

focused on selecting instruments

der or disease. Results of compre-

and developing procedures for

hensive assessment are used for

screening and assessing Virginia's

developing treatment plans and

offender populations. A Sentenc-

assessing needs for services. It is

ing Commission staff member has

important that instruments are

served as the chairperson. The

used on the population for which

treatment/sanctions subcommittee

they were designed and on which

has assessed the current and the

they were tested and validated.

optimum substance abuse treat-

The screening and assessment

O

ment continuums and is develop-

subcommittee selected different

d

ing recommendations for a system

instruments for the adult and

of graduated sanctioning for pro-

juvenile populations.

ú,
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assessment is a thorough evalua-

bation violations related to substance abuse. The outcome mea-

The work group, assisted by the

sures subcommittee is developing

three staff subcommittees, will

measures of substance abuse treat-

develop its final recommendations

ment outcomes and is framing

and present its implementation

a

blueprint for short- and long-term

plan to the upcoming Ceneral

evaluations of the legislation.

Assembly. The recommendations

will range from specific proceThe work of the subcommittees

dures for screening and assessing

has been guided by defining the

the various offender populations,

roles of screening and assessment.

to a detailed plan for

Screening is a preliminary evalua-

sanctioning system for the sub-

tion that attempts to measure

stance abusing offender, to pro-

whether key or critical features of

posals for improving the treatment

a
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Section 30-

of the Code of
'5
Virginia requires the Commission
19. I

to prepare impact statements for
any proposed legislation which

might result in a net increase in
periods of imprisonment in state

correctional facilities. Such statements must include details as to

any increase or decrease in adult
offender populations and any
necessary adjustments in guide-

line midpoint recommendations.

During the 1998 legislative

ses-

sion, the Commission prepared

over 126 separate impact analyses
on proposed bills. These proposed bills fell into four catego-

ries: 1) bills to increase the felony
penalty class of a specific crime¡
2) proposals to add a new mandatory minimum penalty for

a

graduated

Go ocblan

á County's

h istor ic court

continuum and for evaluating

house, þictured here, was buih

individual. A screening instru-

screening, assessment and treat-

Wben selecting

ment does not enable

ment in the Commonwealth.

a

target problem are present in an

a

clinical

diagnosis to be made, but merely
indicates whether there is a prob-

ability that the condition is present. A screening instrument

is

used to identify individuals likely

to benefit from a comprehensive

a

síte Jor the

-

in t sza.

new court-

bouse, county oJJícials áiscooereá that

no laná bad euer been condemned or
aþþroþriated Jor

use

Cous e quently,

o o

G

by tbe county.

chl au

á

C ounty

acQuireá title to øll tbe laud on wbich

public buildings baá ølready

beeu

standing Jor sixty years.

specific crime; 3) legislation that

Þn.tn* Ár¿JÁ;l

would create a new criminal of-

Þ op,L.^l:,a,ø
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fense; and a) bills that increase

A House Joint Resolution requests

the penalty class of a specific

Since 1987, Virginia has projected

the Commission to study sentenc-

crime from a misdemeanor to

the size of its Êuture prison and jail

ing of juveniles. The Commission

a felony.

populations through a process

will examine juvenile sentencing

known
The Commission utilized its com-

as "consensus

forecasting."

by the circuit courts when sen-

This approach combines technical

tencing jr-rveniles as adults and

puter simulation [orecasting pro-

forecasting expertise with the valu-

by the juvenile courts when sen-

gram to estimate the projected

able judgment and experience of

tencing serious juvenile offenders

impact of these proposals on the

professionals working in all areas

and delinquents.

prison system. In most instances,

of the criminal justice system.

the projected impact and accom-

Complicating the issue of study-

panying analysis of the various

\X/hile the Commission is not

ing juvenile sentencing practices

bills was presented to the Ceneral

responsible for generating the

is the fact that during the same

Assembly within 48 hours of our

prison or jail population forecast,

session in which this study request

notification of the proposed legis-

it

was made, the Ceneral Assembly

lation. \When requested, the

is included in the consensus

o

U

forecasting process. During

also passed major legislation con-

Commission provided pertinent

the past year, a Commission staff

cerning the sanctioning of serious

oral testimony to accompany the

member serwed on the tech-

juvenile offenders. It made sense

impact analysis.

nical committee that provided

to the Commission that, in light

methodological and statistical

of this legislative action, the study

review of the forecasting work.

should focus on the sentencing of

Also, the Commission Executive

juveniles under the new laws.

Director served on the Policy

\X/hile Virginia is second to none

Advisory Committee.

in terms of the ability to study our
adult felon population, the same
cannot be said for offenders processed through the juvenile justice

,E

c

system. Given the lack of a reliable and comprehensive data system in the juvenile justice system,
as

well as the very recent changes

to the juvenile laws, the Commission believes it prudent to first put

in place an information system to
support this inquiry.

ln deciding the most appropriate
manner in which to complete this
study, the Commission chose to

employ a methodology which
mirrors that previously used by
the judiciary for a comprehensive

o

c

1l

study of adult sentencing practices

tion, family, health, and substance

its members did not include indi-

more than a decade ago. Unfortu-

abuse history. This particular data

viduals with expertise in the area of

nately, at that time there was no

base is, without question, one of

the juvenile justice system, the

information on felony sentencing

the most comprehensive and reli-

Commission voted to create

practices that was being routinely

able information sources on

venile Sentencing Study Advisory

collected in an accessiblc manner.

felon population in the United

Committee to oversee the creation

\What little was known about adult

States. Over the past decade, the

of the new data system as well as the

felony sentencing practices at that

analysis of this information for

subsequent analysis and interpreta-

time consisted of a one-time study

those in all branches of govern-

tion of the collected information.

of some non-randomly selected

ment has guided policy and deci-

o
U

ú,
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Ju-

sion making on numerous cri-

The advisory committee met

Covernor's Täsk Force on Sen-

minal justice policies, programs,

and discussed the pros and cons

tencing (19B3). This particular

cases

o

to support the work of the

a

a

and issues. The existence of this

of developing and implementing

task force was hampered in its

information system has allowed

the type of data system requested

work due to its inability to exam-

debate on critical justice system

by the Commission. Among the

ine comprehensive and reliable

concerns to be informed by sound

issues discussed were defining how

information on sentencing prac-

and objective data. Most impor-

broad the data collection should

tices across Virginia. Among

tantly to the Commission, this data

be (e.g., juveniles charged with

other things, this task force rec-

system served as the information

serious felonies, violent felonies,

ommended that the Common-

source for the judiciary's study of

etc.), deciding who will gather the

felony sentencing practices and for

information, defining what specific

the sentencing guidelines system.

information to collect, and decid-

wealth develop and implement

a

uniform data collection system on
all felony conviction cases. This

ing how to pay for getting such a

system was seen as critical to en-

There is no parallel data collection

complicated system up and run-

suring that future policy makers

system in the juvenile justice sys-

ning. During the past year,

could be guided by sound and

tem to that maintained for adults

vey instrument was designed and

reliable information on matters

by the Department of Corrections. \ù/hile some recent strides

distributed to juvenile and domes-

have been made by the Depart-

Commonwealth's attorneys, public

related to our felon population.

a sur-

tic relations district court judges,

This recommendation culminated

ment of JuvenileJustice in improv-

defenders, and the court service

in the creation of the automated

ing the information gathered on

units regional administrators and

pre-/post-sentence investigation

some segments of the juvenile

directors. The purpose of the

sur-

information system in 1985. Since

offender population, these data

vey was to determine judicial per-

February 1985, every pre-sentence

systems still fall far short of what

ception of the current sentencing

and post-sentence investigation

is required to complete a thorough

system for juveniles. The survey

completed on a convicted felon

study of sentencing practices.

results are currently being tabu-

has been automated by the De-

lated for presentation to the

partment of Corrections. Each

In essence, the Commission has

one of these investigations pro-

endorsed the idea of creating in

vides a wealth of critical informa-

the juvenile justice system a stan-

tion on the characteristics of the

dardized pre-sentence investiga-

crime, the court processing of

tion type form. Recognizing that

the case, the offender's criminal
record, and employment, educa-

advisory committee.

qr;¿¿;"ta4
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Louísa County's courtbouse uas buih in

tgos, and is tbe tbirá to be locateã on
tbe same site. Wben

it uas buih,

a

Coloríal Reoioal design was explicítly
chosen to bonor tbe þast.

l"¿,w^/l,¡¡*n
Since 1995, the sentencing

To date, the Commission has

guidelines have provided Vir-

received worksheets for .over

ginia's judiciary with sentencing

58,000 sentencing events under

recommendations in felony cases

the truth- in-sentencing system.

subject to the Commonwealth's

Once received, sentencing guide-

truth-in-sentencing laws, which

lines worksheets are entered into

dictate that convicted felons

an automated data base, along

selve at least 857o of the pro-

with

nounced sentence. Under truth-

to assist the Commission in con-

in-sentencing, parole has been

ducting detailed analysis of com-

eliminated and the guidelines

pliance and departure patterns.

recommendations for nonviolent

The analysis in this report will

offenders with no prior record

focus on cases, defined as sen-

of violence are tied to the amount

tencing events, from the most

of time they served during

recent year of available data,

a

case

disposition information,

period prior to the abolition of

fiscal year 1998 (July 1, 1997,

parole. In contrast, offenders

throughJune 30, 1998). Compli

convicted of violent crimes and

ance

those with prior convictions for

of ways in this report, but of par-

violent felonies are subject to

ticular focus will be the changes

guidelines recommendations up

to the guidelines which became

to six times longer than the historical time serued in prison by

effective July 1 , 1997. These new
features are the result of recom-

those offenders. Based on the de-

mendations presented by the

will be examined in a variety

gree of compliance with the truth-

Commission in its 1996 Annual

in-sentencing guidelines, there is

Report and adopted by the 1997

strong evidence that judges in

Ceneral Assembly.

Virginia have made the transition
from sentencing in a system with
parole to a system where felons
serue nearly all of an incarcera-

tion sentence behind

bars.
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Ca.tB

Number and Percentage of Cases
Received by Circuit - FYl998

Circuit

Number
640

1

Percent
3

.l

2

1487

7.3

3

638

3.1

4

1869

5

500

2.4

6

))1

l.ô

063

5.2

8

521

o

o
o"
o

9.

o/o

Cfuna¿lø;qru

rate of iury trials has been lower
under the [ruth-in-sentencing

For cases sentenced during fiscal

system than under the parole

year (FY) 1998, five urban cir-

system, declining from 4o/o in

cuits, following Mrginia's "Golden

FY1995 to 27o during FY199S.

Crescent" of the most populous

See Juries ønd the Sentencing

of the state, submitted more

areas

sentencing guidelines cases to the

Guiáelines

in this chapter for

more information on jury trials.

1

Commission than any of the other
31

judicial circuits in the Com-

Historically, of the 12 offense
groups which comprise Mrginia's

).5

monwealth. Mrginia Beach (Circuit 2), Norfolk (Circuit 4), New-

391

1.9

port News (Circuit 7), the City

(based on the primary or most

10

467

2.3

of Richmond, (Circuit 13), and

serious, offense), the Commission

ú,

11

483

2.4

Fairfax (Circuit 19) completed at

has received more cases

6

12

608

3.0

least 1,000 sentencing guidelines

crimes than any of the other

13

1260

6.2

æ

14

860

4.2

Or

15

839

4.1

l6

600

2.9

7

ç

4
oì

z0

1

cases each

during FY1998, and

together they represent more than

sentencing guidelines system

1

1

for drug

guidelines offense groups,

and FY1998 was no exception

one-third of all cases sentenced

(Figure 3). Drug offenses repre-

17

649

).2

during the year (Figure 1). An-

sented, by far, the largest share

18

505

2.5

other

(357o) of the cases sentenced in

19

1234

6.0

tween 500 and 1,000 felony

Virginia's circuit courts during the

20

355

1.7

offenders totaling one-half of

fiscal year. The vast majority of

21

5

5+

1.6

the FY1998 cases.

22

556

2.7

23

768

3.8

24

781

3.8

2)

5rB

2.5

26

528

2.6

from defendants or plea agree-

27

576

2.8

ments between the defendant and

16

circuits sentenced be-

f;5-r"Z
Virginia's criminal cases are resolved as the result of guilty pleas

28

236

1.2

the Commonwealth, adjudication

29

306

1.5

by

30

98

0.5

determination of

31

480

2.3

of Virginia's citizens. During

a

JuryTrial

2.2o/o

Bench

Trial

1

3.57o

judge in a bench trial, or
a

jury composed

FY199B, there were plea agreements or guilty pleas in four out

of five cases tried in Virginia's

circuit courts (Figure 2).
than

Percentage of Cases Received by
Method of Adludication - FYI ssa

14o/o

dicated by

Less

of the cases were adjua

judge. The overall

Cuilty Plea 84.3%

F;t^

t3

felony is one with a special penalty which does not fall into one

Percentage of Cases Received by Primary Offense Croup - FY1998

Drugs

E

Larceny
p¡¿u¿

Z

Miscellaneous

of the established Class
348%

1

through

Class 6 penalty ranges. In FY1998,

22.7o7o

nearly one-half of guidelines cases

13o7o

(46%) involved unclassed felonies,

8.7o/o

g a
- 4.3o/o
4.3olo
Assault I
4 lVo
Robbery I
37o
Burglary/Other Structure I
Sexual Assault J 2.1Vo
Murder/Homicide a l.4o/o
RaPe I 1.1o7o
Kidnapping I .5%
Burglary/Dwellin

mainly due to the overwhelming
number of unclassed drug offenses, particularly relating to the
sale

grand larceny offenses (Figure 4).
Because possession

I/ll drug

the drug cases were convictions

groups each accounted for just

for the possession of a Schedule

over

I/ll drug, such as cocaine. In fact,

kidnappings made up only one-

for one out of every five cases

half of one percent of the cases

received by the Commissron in

sentenced during the year.

1olo

was the single most fre-

most frequently occurring classed

of the cases, while

felony was that of Class 5 (30%).
The Commission received cases
for the more serious classed felonies (Classes 2, 3, and 4) much
less

mary (most serious) offense at

The sentencing guidelines cover

conviction. Larceny

wide range of felonies across many

a

most common offense group, rep-

statutory seriousness levels. The

resenting 23o/o of the cases, fol-

felony classification of an offense

lowed by fraud offenses, which

indicates the statutory seriousness

accounted for 13o/o. The miscella-

level of the crimes committed.

neous offense group, comprised

Class I crimes, the most serious,

of mostly habitual traffic offenses

are capital murder crimes and are

and convictions for felons illegally

not covered by the sentencing

possessing f irearms, captured

guidelines, while Class 6 are the

about 9olo of the guldelines cases.

least serious felonies. An unclassed

By comparison, the violent crimes

of a Schedule

quently occurring offense, the

FY199B this offense was the pri-

was the next

of a Schedule I/ll drug, and

attempted and conspired crimes
were infrequent, accounting for

only about 3% of the

cases.

For FY199B cases, the correspondence between dispositions rec-

ommended by the guidelines and

the actual dispositions imposed
was quite

htgh. In FY1998, the

F;5^".4
Percentage of Cases Received by Felony Class of Primary Offense - FY 1 99 s

sent a much smaller share of the

Unclassed

FY1998 cases. Assaults and rob-

Class 6

beries were the most common of

Class 5

the violent offenses, and the Commission received more cases for
each of these two crimes during

FY1998 than for burglaries of
structures other than dwellings.

The murder and rape offense

45.9o/o

Class 4

J
f30.3vo
4 3.6o/0

Class

a

3

Class 2

Attempts
Conspiracies

I
a

)o/"
lo/o
1.9o/o

|.6Vo

14.7o/o

d

E

o

O
O

U

'o

U

frequently. Convictions for

of assault, robbery homicide,
rape and other sex crimes, repre-

U
U
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guidelines recommended nearly

some offenders with a "no incar-

9,800 cases to incarceration terms

ceration" recommendation ended

of more than six months, and

C.'*¡1:,at',rzD4lr,"/

up with a short jail term, hardly

Judiclal compliance with the

judges concurred in the vast ma-

any of them were sentenced to

truth-in-sentencing guidelines

jority of

terms of more than six months.

voluntary. A;udge may depart

cases, sentencing B0%

of

them to incarceration in excess of
six months (Figure

5). \X/hlle

is

from the guidelines recommenda-

It

is worth noting that sentences

tion and sentence an offender

some offenders received a shorter

to the state's Boot Camp Incar-

either to a punishment more se-

than recommended term of incar-

ceration, Detention Center Incar-

vere or less stringent than called

ceration, few offenders recom-

ceration and Diversion Center

for by the guidelines. ln cases in

mended for more than six months

Incarceration programs have

which the judge has elected to

of incarceration went without

been defined as incarceration

sentence outside of the guidelines

an

incarceration sancti on.

sanctions for the purposes of the
sentencing guidelines since July

recommendation, he or she must,
1,

as stipulated

in s19.2 298.01(B)of

U

Judges also typically agreed with

1997. Vhile they continue to be

ß

recommendations for up to six

defined

months of incarceration. More

in their enactment clauses in the

than two-thirds of offenders re-

Code of Virginia, the Commis-

ceived a sentence resulting in

sion felt that it was important to

Compliance with the sentencing

confinement of six months or

recognize the punitive nature of

guidelines is measured by two

these programs by defining them

distinct classes of compliance,

ú
c
æ
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less

when such a penalty was rec-

as

"probation" programs

incarceration terms under the

the Code of Virginia, submit to
the Commission the reason for
departure in each case.

ommended. Moreover, nearly

as

eight out of ten offenders whose

sentencing guidelines, acknowl-

Together, they comprise the over-

guidelines recommendation called

edging that they are more restric-

all compliance rate. For

for no incarceration were given

tive than probation supervision

be in strict compliance, the of-

probation and no post-dispos¡-

in the community.

strict and general complìance.
a case

to

fender must be sentenced to the

tional confinement. Although

same type of sanction (probation,

incarceration up to six months,

F;5*.5

rncarceration more than six

months)

Recommended Dispositions and Actual Dispositions - FYl998

as

the guidelines recom-

mend and to a term of incarcera-

tion which falls exactly within the

Actual Disposition

Recommended

Disposition
Incarceration > 6 Months

sentence range recommended by

Itool¡

lrrcar. > 6rnos

I )o/o 8o/o

the guidelines. Three types of
compliance together make up

670/o Incar.< 6mos

Inca¡ceration < 6 Months

Probation / Alt. Sanct.

l8o/o

78o/o

22o/o

general compliance, compliance

by rounding, time served compliProb./ Alt. Sanct.

ance, and compliance by special

exception in habitual traffic offender cases. Ceneral compliance

a^il

results from the Commission's

though the judge does not sen-

0 uz*!,(. C",w¡!;va"øe

attempt to understand judicial

tence an offender to post-sentence

il. Sr','ar"*;a

thinking in the sentencing process,

incarceration time, the Commis-

and is also meant to accommodate

sion typically considers this type

The overall compliance rate

special sentencing circumstances.

of case to be in compliance.

summarizes the extent to which

Compliance by rounding provides

Compliance by special exception

recommendations of the sentenc-

for

arises in habitual traffic cases as

ing guidelines, both in type of

ance in instances when the active

the result of amendments to

disposition and in length of incar-

sentence handed down by a judge

546.2-357(Bz and B3) of the

orjury

Code of Virginia, effective luly

q 4^:&l:",'"e"

Virginia's judges concur with the
a

very modest rounding allow-

is very close to the sen-

ceration. For the 20,482
1,

cases

sentenced in FY1998, the overall

1997. The change allows judges,

rate of compliance with the sen-

at their discretion, to suspend the

tencing guidelines was nearly

considered in compliance with

mandatory, minimum 12 month

75o/o

the guidelines if he sentenced an

incarceration term required in

offender to a two year sentence

habitual traffic felonies and sen-

more severely than the guidelines

o

based on a guidelines recom-

tence these offenders to a Boot

recommend, known as the "aggra-

5C'

mended range which goes up to

Camp Incarceration, Detention

vation" rate, was

tencing guidelines recommended
range. For example,

a

judge is

(Figure

o
o
d

6). The rate at

which .¡udges sentence

12.5o/o

o.

of fenders

. The

"miti-

Center Incarceration or Diversion

gation" rate, or the rate at which

Commission allows for rounding

Center Incarceration program.

judges sentence offenders to sanc-

of a sentence that is within

For cases sentenced since the

1

year

1

1

months. In general, the
5olo

of

the guidelines recommendation.

effective date of the legislation,
mode of sanctioning of these

tended to accommodate judicial

offenders to be in compliance

discretion and the complexity of

with the sentencing guidelines.

the criminal justice system at the

F;g^^.6
Overall Cuidelines Compliance and
Direction of Departures - FYl998
Overall Compliance
Mitigation 12.8%

local level. A ludge may sentence
an offender to the amount of pre-

Aggravation

1

2.57o

sentence incarceration time served

in a local jail when the guidelines

o

(,5

¿t

the Commission considers either
Tìme served compliance is in-

E

U

Conpliance

74.7o/o

call for a short jail term. Even
Direction of Departures
Aggravation 49.37o

Mitigation

50.7olo

o,^¡t z'"r.*t, h7 S rr,at"'";*¡

tions considered less severe than

C

the guidelines recommendation,

q 4^:J¿l;"4,, 0

(,1,*

Ç

**f

ual assault) all had compliance rates

below 70o/o. Burglary of a dwell-

was justunder 13%.

ing reflected a compliance rate

Overall compliance with the senIsolating cases of departures from
the guidelines does not reveal

a

comparable to the person crimes.

tencing guidelines among FY199B
relatively high, and depar-

cases is

It

is

worth noting that offenses iri

strong bias toward sentencing

tures from the guidelines do not

the person offense groups, along

above or below guidelines recom-

favor aggravation or mitigation.

with burglaries of dwellings and

mendations. Of the FYl998 de-

However, examining compliance

burglaries with weapons, receive

partures, 49o/o were cases of aggra-

by the

statutorily mandated midpoint

vation while

make up the guidelines system

enhancements which increase the

reveals that compliance is not

guidelines recommendation in such

51olo

mitigation. [n its

were cases of
1996 Annual

Reoort, the Commission pre-

12 offense groups

which

uniform, nor is the departure

cases

by a minimum of l}Oo/o-125o/o

sented a compliance rate compa-

pattern consistent, across offense

(S 17.

1-805 of Code of Mrsinia).

O

rable to the FY1998 rate, but ag-

categories (Figure 7).

Further midpoint enhancements are

6

gravation departures outnumbered

o

ú,
c

mitigation departures
æ

o\

z4

The

55o/o

to

45o/o.

1996 analysis included a pe-

applied in cases in which the of-

Compliance rates ranged from

high of

81o/o

a

in the larceny offense

fender has a violent prior record,
resulting in a sentence recommen-

riod during which ludges were

group to a low of 620lo among rape

dation in some cases up to six

making the transition from sen-

offenses. In general, higher rates

times longer than historical time

tencing in a parole system to sen-

of compliance were found for

served by violent offenders con-

tencing in a system in which pa-

property crimes than the person

victed of similar crimes under the

role had been eliminated and the

offense categories. Larceny, fraud,

old parole laws. Undoubtedly,

guidelines for nonviolent offend-

drugs, burglary (other than dwell-

midpoint enhancements impact

ings), and the miscellaneous of-

compliance rates, and the effect is

fense group all had compliance

likely not uniform across guide-

rates above 7oo/o. The person

lines offense groups, but the im-

pattern towards mitigation may

offense groups (assault, homicide,

pact cannot be disentangled from

also be the result of expansion in

rape, robbery, kidnapping and sex-

the compliance rates of offenses.

ers had been reduced to reflect

historical time served. The
gradual change in the departure

the number and variety of alternative sanction programs since 1996.

F;g.rz)
Cuidelines Compliance by Offense Croup - FYl998

Compliance

Mitigation

Aggravation

Number
of Cases

Assault

66.9o/o

78.1o/o

15 .0o/o

873

Burglary/Dwelling
Burg./Other Structure
Drug

64.2

21.6

14.)

882

74.O

16.5

9.5

73.8

I1.9

14.3

Fraud

79.0

15.8

5.2

Kidnapping

67.9

17.0

15.1

106

Larceny

806

8.7

10.7

4643

618
7

t28

2667

Miscellaneous

77.9

7.3

14.8

1792

Murder/Homicide

64.5

13.0

22.5

Rape

62.4

27.1

10.5

284
218

Robbery

62.5

22.1

15 .4

833

Sexual Assault

62.6

17.1

20.3

4.3 8

Departure patterns among cases

D

a¡.a;Wr'øl

0 o'*p{;,.t^a<z

In FY1998, the dispositional compliance rate was 83% (Figure 8).

sentenced in FY1998 differ sig-

nificantly across the offense

The Commission examines com-

Such a high rate of dispositional

groups. Among the property

pliance with Virginia's sentencing

compliance indicates that, for more

crimes, fraud offenses and bur-

guidelines in

than eight out of every ten cases,

glaries of other structures (non-

Through this type of detailed

judges agree with the type of sanc-

dwellings) exhibited a marked

analysis, the Commission is able

tion recommended by the guide-

mitigation pattern among the

to gain perspective on which ele-

lines (probation/no incarceration,

departures, while drug, larceny

ments of the guidelines that are

incarceration up to six months,

and miscellaneous offenses reveal

functioning well and which have

or incarceration in excess of six

patterns of aggravation. Depar-

gained less acceptance among

months). The rate of dispositional

tures from the burglary of dwell-

members of the judiciary in the

compliance has remained largely

ing guidelines resulted in a miti-

Commonwealth. Dispositional

stable since the truth-in-sentencing

o
o

gation rate much higher than the

compliance, defined as the rate at

guidelines were implemented in

d

other property offenses and simi-

1995. Of the relatively few cases

lar to the rates of mitigation

which .¡udges sentence offenders
to the same type of disposition

not in dispositional compliance in

among several of the person

that is recommended by the guide-

FY199B, mitigations occurred more

crime categories. The violent

lines, is an important component

often than aggravations (560/o to

offenses of rape and robbery, and

of overall compliance with guide-

44o/o.)

lines, since the recommendation

reported that dispositional depar-

to

a lesser

extent assault and kld-

a

variety of ways.

ln

1996, the Commission

tures favored aggravation sen-

napping, demonstrated strong

as

mitigation patterns. In fact, in

foundation of the sentencing

tences. The gradual shift to miti-

more than a fourth of the rape

guidelines system. Determining

gations may be due to the expan-

the type of disposition or sanction

sion of alternative sanction pro-

beries, judges sentenced below

in a case is arguably one of the

grams which offer judges additional

the guidelines recommendation.

most important decisions

Despite the midpoint enhance-

will make,

ments for violent current offenses

decision to deny someone's liberry

cases and

over a fifth of the rob-

to type of disposition is the

since

a

judge

it involves the

choices for punishing offenders

other than traditional terms of
incarceration in prison orjail.

and violent prior records, the

guidelines offense groups of ho-

micide and sexual assault showed
stronger aggravation patterns

from the guidelines than that
for any other crime categories.
To a certain degree, the aggrava-

f;y^t9
Dispositional Compliance and Direction of Departures - FYt 99s

Direction of Departures

Dispositional Compliance
Aggravation

7 .5o/o

Mitigation

9.5olo

tion patterns for homicide and

Aggravation

sexual assault offenses may reflect

judlcial sentencing for "true" offense behavior in cases in which,
due to plea agreement, the offense at conviction is less serious

than the actual offense or the
offense for which the offender
was originally indicted.

Compliance 837o

Mitigation 55.8%

44.2o/o

o
E

o

U
O
O

t
25

Among FY1998 cases, disposi-

tried to address the tendency on

tional compliance rates by primary

the part of;udges to sentence sex

offense group ranged from a high
of g4'/o in homicide cases to a

offenders more harshly by adding

In addition to examining the de-

a factor to the guidelines which

gree to which ;udges concur with

low of

makes it more likely that the

the type of disposition recom-

offender will be recommended

mended by the guidelines, it is

74o/o

(Figure

for sexual assault

9). Dispositional compli-

D4^4/^1;Ø4^4lCor4",hUúq<z

ance rates for all offense groups

for incarceration if the victim of

important to study the degree to

were 80% or better, with the ex-

the sex crimes was under 13 years

ception of burglary of dwellings

of age at the time of the offense.

which ludges concur with the
sentence length recommended

and sexual assault. Until FY1998,

The dispositional aggravation rate

when the sentencing guidelines

departures from recommended

dropped from

dispositions in sexual assault cases

change to less than 15olo during

active term of incarceration. This

were overwhelmingly sentences to

the most recent fiscal year, accom-

is

o

more severe sanctions than those

panied by an increase in disposi-

ance, defined as the rate at which

úo

recommended by the guidelines.

tional compliance in sexual assault

judges sentence offenders to terms

6

In fact, the dispositional aggrava-

cases. See Senteøcing anáthe

tion rate in the sexual assault

Guiáelines Reoisions section

crime category previously was

chapter for more information

lines range. For the analysis pre-

more than three times the overall

regarding this modification.

sented here, durational compli-

o.

c

ø

24o/o

prior to the

call for an offender to serve an
known as durational compli-

tssT

of incarceration that fall exactly

of this

within the recommended guide-

average. The Commission has

ance considers only those cases

26

for which the guidelines recom-

fwq

mended an active term of incar-

Dispositional Compliance by Offense Group - FY1998

ceration and the offender received
an incarceration sanction consist-

Compliance

Mitigation

Assault

81.5o/o

11.7o/o

Burglary/Dwelling

76.4

12.6

Burg./Other Structure

82.2

l1 .5

Drug

80.6

9.8

Fraud

82.8

Kidnapping

Aggravation

Number
of Cases

ing of at least one day in jail.

6.8o/o

873

1.0

882

Durational compliance among

6.3

618

FY1998 cases was 76% (Figure 10).

9.6

7128

The rate of durational compliance

14.O

3.2

2667

82.1

11.3

6.6

106

1

is significantly lower than the rate

Larceny

83.7

7.6

8.7

4643

of dispositional compliance re-

Miscellaneous

90.0

6.2

3.8

1792

ported in the previous section.

Murder/Homicide

94.O

3.2

2.8

284

Rape

90.8

9.2

0.0

218

Robbery

93.3

Sexual Assault

74.4

1

This result indicates that judges

3.7

3.0

833

agree with the type of sentence

1.0

14.6

438

recommended by the guidelines
more often than they agree with
the recommended sentence

length in incarceration

cases.

For FY199B cases which were

relatively broad, allowing judges

F;f^..11

recommended for and received

to utilize discretion in sentencing

an incarceration term, but the

offenders to different incarcera-

Distribution of Sentences within
Cuidelines Range - FYl998

sentence was not within the rec-

tion terms while still remaining in

ommended range, those receiving

compliance with the guidelines.

more severe sanctions were nearly

For cases recommended for incar-

equal in number to those receiving

ceration of more than six months,

sanctions less severe than the

the sentence length recommenda-

guidelines recommendation. In

tion derived from the guidelines

previous years, aggravation depar-

(known as the midpoint) is accom-

tures in sentence length have out-

panied by a high-end and low-end

numbered mitigation departures

recommendation. The Commis-

Analysis of cases receiving incar-

(e.g., 560/o vs. 44o/o in the 1996

sion, therefore, is interested in the

ceration in excess of six months

Annual Reoort).

sentencing patterns exhibited by

that are in durational compliance

judges for cases in compliance

reveals that under one-fifth were

The sentencing ranges recom-

Above Midpoint

23.5olo

At Midpoint 19.3%
Below Midpoint 57.27o

sentenced to prison terms equiva-

with the guidelines.

lent to the midpoint recommen-

mended by the guidelines are

dation (Figure 11). Altogether,

fw10

almost 77o/o of the cases in dur-

Durational Compliance and Direction of Departures - FY1998*

tenced at or below the sentencing

0
a
.s

ã
E

o

U
U

=
0
-o

t

ational compliance were sen-

Aggravation

guidelines midpoint recommen-

Direction of Departures

Durational Compliance

dation. Only
11.7o/o

Mitigation

12.1olo

24o/o

of the cases

receiving incarceration over six
Aggravation

49.2o/o

months were sentenced above the

midpoint, in the upper portion of
the recommended range. It is
Comp1iance76.2o/o

Mitigation 50.8%

*Cases recommended for and rece iving more than 6 months incarceration

interesting to note that this pattern of durational compliance in
prison cases has been consistent
since the sentencing guidelines

took effect, indicating that judges
have favored the lower portion of

the recommended range.

zl
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As reported above, when incar-

Re¿¿¿,wt.

ceration was recommended by the

ileÇr^;JeL"teo

D

þrr^

to the drug sentencing guidelines,

guidelines in FY1998, judges

to account for the amount of drug

chose an incarceration term out-

Compliance with the truth-in-

side of the guidelines range in one

sentencing guidelines system,

out of four cases. Offenders re-

with its predecessor (the sentenc-

cocaine. See the Sentencing ønd

ceiving more than six months of

ing guidelines in place under the

tsgz Guidelines Reuisions section of

incarceration, but less than the

parole system) is voluntary. Be-

this chapter for more information

recommended time, were given

ginning in

on this modification.

1995 ,

involved in cases of offenders conas

however, judges

victed of selling large amounts of

fective" sentences (sentences

were required by S19.2-298.01(B)

less any suspended time) short of

of the Code of Virginia to articu-

Virginias judges are not hmited by

the guidelines range by a median

late and submit reasons for sen-

any standardized or prescribed

value of seven months (Figure 12).

tencing outside the guidelines

reasons for departure and may cite

recommended range. The Com-

multiple reasons for departure in

mission remains very interested in

each guidelines case. The Com-

Median Length of Durational

the departure reasons cited by the

mission studies departure reasons

Departures - FYt 998

judiciary. The explanations that

in this context. In FY 1 998 , 2,626,

judges provide indicate to the

or

Commission where judges dis-

cluded during the fiscal year re-

agree with the sentencing guide-

ceived sentences which fell below

lines and where the guidelines

the guidelines recommendation in

"ef

o
O

proved by the Ceneral Assembly,

F"5^

6

"12

æ

Mitigation

I

Cases

TMonths

Aggravation Cases

z9

l0Months

-

For offenders receiving longer

than recommended incarceration
sentences, the effective sentence

exceeded the guidelines range

by

a median value

of ten months.

Thus, departures from the guidelines in these cases are typically

short, indicating that disagreement with the guidelines recommendation is, in most cases, not
of a dramatic nature. Moreover,
the median length of departures
has dropped slightly since the
1997 Annual Report, when the

Commission reported median
departures of eight and 12

months, respectively.

13o/o,

of the 20,482 cases con-

may need adjustment or amend-

the case. These are defined

ment. As the Commission deliber-

"mitigation" sentences.

as

ates upon recommendations for

revisions to the guidelines, sub-

mitted to the General Assembly
each December

I in the Commis-

sion's annual report, the opinions

of the judiciary reflected in departure reasons, are an important part

of the Commissioni discussions.
For instance,

in

1996, based on

departure reasons cited by judges

in drug cases, together with input
from other criminal justice professionals, the Commission recommended modifications, later ap-

Isolating the FY1998 mitigation
cases reveals

that, most often,

judges emphasized the offender's

potential for rehabilitation in

Other than rehabilitation poten-

tion term in those

tial, the most popular reason for

the judge felt the offender was

rehabilitation were cited in one

departure reported by judges was

amenable to the program.

out of every five cases sentenced

the decision to utilize an alter-

below the guidelines. For in-

native sanction or community

\ùZhile rehabilitation potential and

stance, judges may cite the of-

treatment program to punish

alternative sanctions were the

fenders general rehabilitation

the offender. Detention Center

most frequently cited reasons for

potential or they may cite more

Incarceration, Diversion Center

mitigation in FY199B, other rea-

specific reasons such as the

Incarceration, Boot Camp Incar-

sons were also conveyed to the

offender's excellent progress in

ceration, intensive supervised

Commission. Judges, in

a drug rehabilitation program,

probation, day reporting and the

the low departures, indicated only

explaining their departures
(Figure

1

3). Factors related to

cases

in which

ot

13o/o

drug court programs are examples

that they sentenced in accordance

offender's remorse, a strong family

of alternative sanctions available

with

background, or restitution made

to judges in Virginia. The types

the mitigation cases, judges re-

by the offender. An offender's

and availability of programs, how-

ferred to the offender's coopera-

potential for rehabilitation is often

ever, varies considerably from

tion with authorities, such

cited in conjunction with the use

focality to locality. These mitiga-

ing in the apprehension or pros-

of an alternative sanction.

tion

ecution of others. Less often,

an excellent

work record, the

cases represent diversions

from a recommended incarcera-

a plea

agreement. In

10olo

of

aid-

as

U
d

o
E

o

U
o

=O
'=

(,

judges noted that the evidence
against the defendant was weak or

fw13

that a relevant witness refused to

Most Frequently Cited Reasons for Mitigation - FYl998
Cood Rehabilitation Potential
Plea Agreement

Cooperative with Authorities

Veak

testify in the case.
20.7o/o

Alternative Sanction to Incarceration

l9.8o/o

Zl2.7Vo
f

Case

f
Age of Offender J
Minimal Prior Record A

Already Seruing Another Sentence

According to departure reasons
submitted to the Commission,

10.2o/o

6.90/o

judges in some cases indicated

that the offender had already

S.lVo

been sentenced to incarceration

4.9o/o

by another jurisdiction or in

4.4Vo

a

previous proceeding (57o). Just
Note:

O

Represents most frequently cited reasons

only. Multiple

reasons may be cited in each case.

as often, judges considered the

offender's age. In 47o of the mitigations, judges specified the lack

of a prior criminal record, or at
least the lack of any serious prior

record offenses, as the reason for
sentencing below the guidelines
recommendation.

zq
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In FY1998, judges sentenced

stances, existed such that the

2,553 of the 20,482 cases to terms

offender deserved

more severe than the sentencing

The Commission studies compli-

guidelines recommendation, re-

recommended sentence. Just as
often, however, judges reported

sulting in "aggravation" sentences

the offender's prior convictions for

only because overall compliance

in

the same or a very similar offense

and departure figures are largely

12o/o

of the convictions during

a

S

higher than

ance by specific felony crime, not

the year. Examining only the

as

aggravation cases for FY1 998, the

in B% of the upward departures

occurring offenses, but because

Commission found that the most

that they felt the guidelines rec-

such analysis assists the Commis-

common reason for sentencing

ommendation was too low. Al-

sion in detecting and pinpointing

above the guidelines recommen-

most as many aggravation sen-

those crimes for which judges

dation, cited in over

tences (7olo) were imposed by

disagree with the sentencing

15olo

of the

the current case. Judges stated

a

driven by the most frequently

aggravations, was the offendert

jury. In nearly

criminal lifestyle including a his-

tions, judges conveyed that the

convenience, the guidelines are

ú,

tory of criminality beyond the

offender's true behavior or the

assembled

ñ

contents of his formal criminal

actual offense was more serious

but crimes which exhibit very

record of convictions or juvenile

than the offenses for which the

high compliance and those with

adjudications of delinquency

offender was ultimately convicted.

low compliance may be collected

(Figure 14). In almost as many

Finally, judges wrote that they

into the same guidelines offense

cases, judges recorded "plea agree-

sentenced more harshly in 4o/o of

group, thereby masking the

ment" as the only departure reason.

the cases because the offender was

underlying compliance and

under some form of legal restraint,

departure patterns that are of

such as probation, when the latest

interest to the Commission.

o
o.
a

c
æ
o.r

o\

30

Other aggravation reasons were
prevalent

as

well. Judges, for

60/o

of the aggrava-

guidelines most often. For

into

12 offense groups,

offense was committed.

more than one out of ten aggrava

The guidelines cover 159 distinct
Appendices 't ønd z contaín detailed analysis

tion sentences in FY1998, indi-

oJ tbe reasons Jor deþafture

cated that the facts of the case,

Jron guídelínes

rccommendations Jor eacb oJ tbe

or extreme aggravating circum-

oJJense

tz

guiãelínes

grcups.

felony crimes specified in the
Code of Virginia, encompassing
about 95o/o of all felony sentenc-

ing events in Virginia's circuit

courts. Figure 15 presents com-

f;ç^".14
Most Frequently Cited Reasons for Aggravation - FYI sse
Criminal Lifestyle
Plea Agreement
Facts of the Case

These 36 crimes account for
nearly all (9oo/o) of the FY199B

Previous Conviction for Same Offense

to.6vo

Legally Restrained at Time of Offense

7.lo/"

--

The compliance rates for the

5.5o/o

crimes listed in Figure l5 range

4o/o

Note:

guidelines cases.

Bvo

Jury Sentence
Real Offense Behavior

which served as the primary
offense in at least 100 cascs.

Zt5.1o/o
Z15o/o
Zto.Tvo

Recommendation Too Low

pliance results for those offenses

Represents most frequently cited reasons

only. Multiple

reasons may be cited in each case.

from a high of 93o/o for felony
shoplifting (goods valued more
than $200) ro a low of 60o/o for

F;5*'rz15

Compliance for Specific Felony Crimes - FYl998

Compliance Mitigation

Number
of Cases

Aggravation

Person

Malicious Injury....

............ 63.5o/o .....

Unlawful Injury
1st Degree

69.5

Murder

............ 80.4......,.

Aggravated Sexual Battery Victim Less than

1

3 years

old

62.6

Robbery of Business with Cun or Simulated Cun ............

............ 59.7 ........

Robbery ìn Street with Cun or Simulated Cun

66.7

Robbery of Business, No Cun or Simulated Cun .............

............ 67.3 ........

Robbery in Street,No Cun or Simulated Cun

61.2

............ 74.0 ........

Grand Larceny from a Person

..342

....22.5o/o ........

4to

15.6

.... 1 6.8 ...........

.. 107

23.7

131

.. 23.6 .................

..216

22.9

144

.. 107

.... 14.0 .................

23.7

219

...... 6.7 .................

.. 300

o
I

d

o.

Properry

E

o

Burglary of Dwelling with Intent to Commmit Larceny,
No Deadly \ù/eapon
Burglary of Other Stn-¡cture

No Deadly

U
13.0

753

10.

535

with Intent to Commmit Larccny,

..

Forgery of Public Record

72.9

17.O

80.2 .........

15.4

....... 4.4........

79.1

17.3

3.6

........... 77.4 .........

1

17.4

....... ).2........

76.5

16.3

7.2

.............. 84.3

12.3

....... 3.4........

90.0

5.5

4.5

More ...... 82.1

12.3

.......5.6........

74.6
Obtain Money by False Pretenses, Valued $zoo or
(srd
conviction) ........................ 86.5
Shoplifting Coods Valued Less than $u oo

18.4

7.O

.8.7

....... 4.8........

2.3

4.7

Crand Larceny, Not from Person

.9.2

..... r0.0........

Petit Larceny (3rd conviction)

r

0.5

9.9

Crand Larceny Auto ..............

11.7

..... 16.5........

Unauthorized Use of Vehicle Valued $zoo or More

10,8

8.3

Embezzlement of $200 or More

.2.5

..... I 3,0........

7.4

9.1

Forgery ............

Uttering

More
More

Bad Check, Valued $200 or
\Melfare Fraud, Valued $200 or

Bad Checks- 2 or More over 90 Days, Combined Value $ZOO or

More

Shophfting Coods Valued $200 or

More

93.0

Receive Stolen Goods Valued $200 or More

.......

3

1

8

Obtain Drugs by Fraud
Sale of .5

of

Schedule

I

I/ll Drug

.......751
276

....... 178
110

.......106
244

.......229
128

..... 1872

.......291
278

.......440
242

Sale of Schedule

......244

3.1 ........

16.6

oz - 5lb of Marijuana

4125

16.8........

l/ll Drug for Accommodation
l/ll Drug..........

...... 465

8.7

161

8.9........

Sale, etc. of Schedule

.... 1874

Other

Hit and Run with Victim
Habitual

taffic

Injury

Offense with Endangerment to

.................. 77.5

.......14.2

81.7

1.1

17.2

1.3

17 .2 ..... .......

Others

Habitual Tiaffic Offense - 2nd Offense, No Endangerment to Others........ 81.5
Possession of Firearm or Concealed

Veapon by Convicted

Felon

76.2

.........

16.7

8.3.............

7.1

O

474

D*g
Possession

c

o

Veapon

Credit Card Theft.................

o

120
354

.

605
424

31

offenders convicted of robbery of

mitigation rate (23o/o vs. 16%).

For most of the five drug offenses

Although compliance in person

in Figure 15, compliance was quite

ers convicted of this type of rob-

crimes is typically lower than

high, particularly for the act of

bery, nearly one in four received

compliance in property and drug

obtaining drugs by fraud and pos-

a sentence below the guidelines.

a business

with

a

gun. For offend-

l/ll

crimes, judges concurred with the

session of a Schedule

The single most common offense,

guidelines for first degree murder

previously discussed. Most sales-

simple possession of a Schedule

in more than

related Schedule

I/ll drug, comprised one out of

Fewer than two-thirds of aggra-

however, were characterized by

of the

B0o/o

cases.

drug,

l/ll drug offenses,

every five guidelines cases and

vated sexual battery (victim less

substantially lower compliance

registered a compliance rate of

than

rates. Sentences for the sale,

78olo. \{/hile compliance in

renced within the guidelines,

distribution, or possession of

13 years

old)

cases were sen-

as

a

Schedule

l/ll drug possession

while one in four was sentenced

Schedule

cases was

high, the rate of aggra-

befow them. All of the robberies

distribute comply with guidelines

vation departures was three times

on the list yielded below average

only

ú

higher than mitigation departures.

compliance. Departures in robbery

than a quarter ol offenders receiv-

6

This is most likely due to the fact

cases

o
a
o

typically favored mitigation.

that the guidelines typically recæ
O1

32

650/o

l/ll

drug with intent to

of the time, with more

ing a sentence below the guidelines recommendation. In many

ommend probation/no i ncarcera-

Half of the offenses listed in Fig-

of the mitigation cases, judges

tion for possession of

ure 15 are property crimes, includ-

have deemed the offender ame-

I/ll drug, particularly if the offender has little or no prior record.

ing two burglaries. Burglary of an

nable for placement in an alterna-

other structure (non -dwelling)

tive punishment such as Boot

If the recommendation is for no

with intent to commit larceny (no

Camp Incarceration or Detention

incarceration, the only way to

weapon) demonstrated a higher

Center Incarceration, programs

depart from the guidelines is to

compliance rate than the same

the General Assembly intended to

sentence above them-

burglary committed in a dwelling

be used for nonviolent offenders

a Schedule

(73o/o vs. 65o/o). Every fraud and

who otherwise would be incarcer-

Eight crimes against the person

larceny offense listed in the table

ated for short terms.

surpassed the 100 case mark. Two

had a compliance rate which

assaults, malicious injury (a Class

meets or exceeds the overall com-

Four offenses which fall in the

3 lelony) and unlawful injury

pliance rate, with many reaching

guidelines miscellaneous of fense

(a Class 6 felony) appear on the

into the

group appear in Figure 15: hit and

crime list. \While the compliance

most common of these, grand

in unlawful injury cases was about

larceny (not from person), bears

70o/o, malicious

injury

cases are

8Oo/o-89o/o

a compliance rate

range. The

of

817o.

run, both types of felony habitual

traffic offender violations and
possession of a gun by a convicted

characterized by a lower compli-

felon. All of these had higher

ance (64o/o) and a markedly higher

than average compliance rates.
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Compliance by Circuit - FY1998
Number
of Cases

Compliance rates and departure
patterns vary significantly across

Virginiat 31 circuits (Figure

16).

The map and accompanying table
on the following pages detail the

Circuit
1

640

2

1487

J

638

4

1869

5

500

specific location of Vrginia judi-

cial circuits.

Overall, 18 of the statek 31 circuits have compliance rates in
the 70o/o Lo 79o/o range, with an

additional seven circuits reporting
compliance rates higher than 807o,

Only six circuits had compliance

6

160/"

no/o

aaa

7

'1063

I

521

I

eol

O
O

467

11

483

12

608

13

1260

cal cases not reflected in statewide

14

860

averages. In addition, the avail-

'15

839

many reasons for the variations

in compliance across circuits.
Certain jurisdictions may see atypi-

abllity of alternative or commu-

,16

14o/o

600

nity-based programs currently
differs from locality to locality.

The degree to which judges follow

17

649

18

505

19

1234

guidelines recommendations does

not seem to be primarily related to
geography. Both high and low

20

334

21

556

compliance circuits were found in
close geographic proximity, with

¿5

768

24

781

25

518

26

528

27

576

28

236

29

JUb

30

98

31

480

no geographic pattern discernible.

However, the circuits in the
Hampton Roads area of Vrginia
rypically have maintained compliance rates above the statewide

average. Chesapeake (Circuit 1),

Virginia Beach (Circuit 2), Portsmouth (Circuit 3), Norfolk (Circuit 4), the Suffolk area (Circuit
5), and Newport News (Circuit 7)
reported compliance rates ranging
fromT5o/o to

85o/o.

E

O
10

rates below 707o. There are likely

6

!

Compliance E Mitigation

Aggravation

0
5

0
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Accomack

..

Danville......

22

Albemarle...

Dickenson..

29

Alexandria

D¡nwiddie..

11

..

Alleghany...
Amelia........

Emporia

Amherst......

Essex

...

.

6

d

æ

City

9

King and Queen ...
King Ceorge .........

15

King Villiam ........

9

9

15

.

Appomattox

o
o
o

James

Lancaster..

Arlington....

Fairfax City .........

Augusta ......

19

Lee ...........

Fairfax County ....

19

Lexington.

Falls Church ........

17

Loudoun

Bath ...................

Fauquier

20

Louisa.......

Bedford Citv .....

Floyd ...................

27

Lunenburg

Bedford County

Fluvanna

16

Lynchburg

Bland .................

Franklin Citv.......

5

Botetourt

Franklin County..

22

Madison .........

16

Bristol ................

Frederick

26

Manassas ........

31

Brunswick..........

Fredericksburg ....

15

Martinsville

21

...

Oì

34

Buchanan

. .

..

Mathews.........

9

Buckingham ......

CaIax........

27

Mecklenburg..

10

Buena Vista .......

Giles.........

29

Middlesex.......

9

Montgomery..

27

Cloucester

.9

Campbell

.......24

Goochland

16

Caroline

....... 15

Crayson

...

27

Nelson

Carroll

.......27

Creene .....

16

New Kent..........

Charles City........

.,.......9

Creensville

6

Newport News..

Charlotte

....... 10

Charlottesville

Norfolk

....

.......16

Halifax .........

Northampton....

Chesapeake .........

I

Hampton......

Northumberland

Chesterfield ........

.......

12

Hanover.......

Norton

Clarke

,,...'.26

Harrisonburg

Nottoway ..........

Clifton Forge.......

.......25

Henrico........

Colonial Heights

....... 12

Henry...........

Covington

.......25

Highlancl......

Craig ...................

25

Culpeper

...... 16

Cumberland ........

......10

Hopewell

Orange

.....

6

Isle of \ü/ight

5

16

Virginia Beach

2

Page ...............

Salem .........

23

Patrick

Scott ...........

30

Petersburg ......

Shenandoah

26

\Øarren

26

Pittsylvania.....

Smyth.........

2B

\ù/ashington...

28

Poquoson.......

South Boston

10

\Øaynesboro...

25

\üØestmoreland

15

Southampton

Portsmouth....

Spotsylvania

Powhatan .......

5
,

Stafford .......,

Prince Edward

15

\ùZilliamsburg

15

\ùZinchester.....

26

o

\ù/ise ...............

30

6

\Øythe

27

Prince Ceorge

Staunton......,

25

Prince \ù/illiam

Suffolk.........

5

Pulaski

Surry ...........

6

Sussex ..........

6

.

.9
U

o.
E

o

U

o

York

9
0)

Radford

27

Rappahannock ......

20

Richmond City .....

13

Richmond County

t5

Roanoke City........

23

Roanoke County...

23

Rockbridge

25

Rockingham ..........

26

Russell

29

V;ng;ø;a

J

rhc;al.

C

Tazewell

(,

29

35
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In FY199B, the highest compliance rate

with the sentencing

\ùØith regard

to high mirigation

rates, it would be too simplistic to

guidelines, 85olo, was found in

assume that this reflects an area

Newport News (Circuit 7). New-

with lenient sentencing habits.

port News is one of the five juris-

Intermediate punishment pro-

dictions which submitted more

grams are not uniformly available

than 1,000 truth-in-sentencing

throughout the Commonwealth.

guidelines cases to the Commis-

Those jurisdictions with better

sion in FY1998. The others, Vir-

access

ginia Beach (Circuit 2), Norfolk

may be using them as intended by

to these sentencing options

(Circuit 4), the Clty of Richmond
(Circuit 13) and Fairfax (Circuit

violent offenders who otherwise

19), returned compliance rates

would be incarcerated for short

o

between 75o/o and 787o, except for

periods of time. Such sentences

ú0

the City of Richmond, which had

o.
d

a

compliance rate of only

630/o.

the General Assembly' for non-

would appear as mitigations from
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The truth-in-sentencing guidelines
are designed specifically to pro-

vide sentence recommendations
for certain categories of offenses
that are significantly greater than
historical time served for these

crimes. Offenders who are convicted of

a

violent crime or who

have been previously convicted of
a

the guidelines.

Jp*A

violent crime are recommended

for incarceration terms up to six

ø
Ol
O1
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The lowest compliance rates

Inspecting aggravation rates re-

under the truth-in-sentenci ng

veals that the City of Richmond

guidelines in FY1998 were found

(Circuit 13) had the highest rate

in Circuit 6 in Sussex, Surry,

of aggravation of all circuits in

Brunswick and Creensville coun-

FY1998. Among the five circuits

ties (620/o), Circuit 29 in South-

with 1,000 or more

cases, Rich-

the City of

mond's aggravation rate far ex-

Richmond (63%) and Circuit 23

ceeded the aggravation rates in

in Roanoke.

other circuits.

west Virginia

(630/o),

times longer than offenders fitting

similar profiles served under the
parole system during the period

prior to its abolition. Section
17.1-805, formerly, $17-237, of

the Code of Vrginia describes the
framework for what are known

as

"midpoint enhancements," which
raise the score on the sentencing

guidelines worksheets in cases

Of all Mrginia's circuits, Roanoke
yielded the highest rate of miti-

gation,

197o. Roanoke was the

first circuit in the state to develop
a drug court program, and han-

dling some

cases

through the drug

court may explain at least some of
the mitigations. Of the five circuits

with 1,000 or more

cases,

Virginia Beach (Circuit 2) and
Richmond City (Circuit 13) had
the highest rate of mitigation,
74o/o and 157o, respectively.

Appendices s aød

t

present complíarceJígures

Jor juãicial círcuits by
íng guídelíru oJJense

eacb oJ the

lrouþs.

tz senterc-

involving violent offenders and,
therefore, increase the guidelines
sentencing recommendation.

Midpoint enhancements are triggered for homicide, rape, or rob-

bery offenses, most assaults and
sexual assaults, and certain bur-

glaries, when any one of these
offenses is the most serious offense, also called the "instant

offense." Offenders with a prior
record containing at least one

conviction for

a

violent crime are

Of the 4,722

cases

ments triggered by a combination

in FY 1 998

subject to degrees of midpoint

in which midpoint enhancements

of a current offense of violence

enhancements based on the nature

applied, nearly one-third (31o/o)

and a Category I prior record.

and seriousness of the offenderi

received these upward adjustments

criminal hisLory. Tlle rltost se¡ious

due to the violent nature of the

Since the inception of thc truth-

prior record receives the most

current, or instant, offense

in-sentencing guidelines, judges

extreme enhancement. A prior

(Figure 1B). More than one-third

have departed from the sentencing

record labeled "Category II" con-

(36%) were given an enhancement,

guidelines more often in midpoint

tains at least one violent prior

despite a nonviolent current of-

enhancement cases than in cases

felony which carries a statutory

fense, because the offendert crimi-

without enhancements. In

maximum penalty of less than 40

nal history was defined as a Cat-

FY1998, compliance was only

years, whereas a "Category I" prior

egory II prior record. The most

66% when enhancements applied,

record includes at least one violent

substantial midpoint enhance-

significantly lower than compli-

U
U

offense with a statutory maximum

ments for prior record, relating to

ance in all other cases (77o/o).

6

penalty of 4o years or more.

Category I, applied in only

Low compliance in midpoint en-

13%o

hancement cases is suppressing

of the enhancement cases. Over
are designed to target only violent

hancements for both a current

the overall compliance rate.
\ù/hen departing from enhanced

offenders for longer sentences, en-

violent offense and a Category II

guidel ines recommendations,

hancements do not affect the sen-

prior record. Only a minority of

judges are choosing to mitigate in

tence recommendation for the ma-

cases (77o) were targeted

three out of every four departures.

joriry of guidelines cases. Among

most extreme midpoint enhance-

Because

midpoint enhancements

127o, however,

qualified for en-

for the

The sentencing recommendations

the FY1998 cases, 807o of the cases

did not involve midpoint enhancements of any kind (Figure 17). Only
2oo/o

of the cases qualified for

a

f;*,tt19
Type of Midpoint Enhancement Received - FY1998

midpoint enhancement because of
the current or prior conviction for
a

felony defined

as

violent.

Caiegoryl Record

Z

13.4Vo

Category [[ Record

35.9o/o

Instant Offense
Instant Offense
Instant Offense

f;6*a211

31.2o/o

* Category lI
* Category I

12.4o/.

7.l%o

-

Application of Midpoint
Enhancements - FY1998
Midpoint Enhancement
Cases 20.17o

Cases

without Midpoint

Enhancements 79.9%

o.

o

U
o

5{J
'ú

(,

3]

produced by the guidelines are

overwhelming mitigation pattern

prior record, yielded even lower

in the form of ranges which allow

are evidence that judges feel the

rates of compliance (64Yo). ln

judges to exercise certain discre-

midpoint enhancements are too

FYl99B, enhancements for

tion in sentencing and still be in

extreme in certain cases.

current violent offense exhibited

compliance with guidelines. De-

o
o.
o

Compliance, while generally

all the enhancement types (607o).

midpoint enhancement

lower in midpoint enhancement

In each category of midpoint

cases in

FY1998, judges departed from rhe

cases

low end of the guidelines range

across the different types and

tion to aggravation departures

by an average of more than two

combinations of midpoint en-

was more than three to one, ex-

years (27 months), with the me-

hancements (Figure 20). In

cept for instant offense enhance-

dian mitigation departure at 16

FY199S, enhancements for a Cat-

ments, which maintained a ratio

months (Figure 19). The rela-

egory II prior record generated

of two to one.

tively low compliance rate and

the highest rate of compliance of

f;*,^t11

4
æ
Oj
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the lowest compliance rate of

spite this, when sentencing in

ú,
d
t

a

Length of Mitigation Departures
in Midpoint Enhancement Cases
FYI 998
Mean
2TMonths

-

than in other cases, varies

enhancements, the ratio of mitiga

all the midpoint enhancements

The tendency for judges to im-

(72o/o), and

the lowest mitigation

pose sentences below the sentenc-

rate (22o/o). Compliance in cases

ing guidelines recommendation in

receiving enhancements for a Cat-

midpoint enhancement

egory I prior record was several

readily apparent. Analysis of de-

percentage points lower (66Vo).

parture reasons in cases involving

The most severe midpoint en-

midpoint enhancements, there-

cases is

hancements, that for a combinaMedian

l6Months

tion of

a current

violent offense

and a Category I or Category II

-
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Compliance by Typ. of Midpoint Enhancement - FYt998*

Compliance Mitisation

Assravation

Number
of Cases

None

76.9o/o

Category II Record

72.0

22.O

6.0

1,480

Category I Record

66.3

28.3

5.4

554

Instant Offense

59.8

25.6

14.6

1,286

Instant Offense a Category Il

64.O

28.2

7.8

511

Instant Offense a Category

64.3

29.5

6.2

)91

x

I

9.7o/o

13.4o/o

16,360

Midpoint enhancements prescr¡be prison sentence recommendations for violent offenders which are significantly
greater than histor¡cal time sewed under the parole system during the period I 988 to I 992.

fore, is focused on downward

key witness refused to testify. In

departures from the guidelines

72o/o

(Figure 21). Such analysis reveals

was cited, a plea agreement was

that in FY1998 the most frequent

accepted by the judge.

of cases where weak evidence

rcason for mitigation in these
cases was based

Sr'laot"r;a

Mql
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In its 1996 Annual Report, the
Commission presented several

on the judge's

In about

60/0

of FY1998 enhance-

specific recommendations regard-

decision to use alternative sanc-

ment cases sentenced below the

ing revisions to the sentencing

tions to traditional incarceration

guidelines, judges reported only

guidelines. Under S17. 1-803,

that they had accepted a plea

formerly S17-238, of the Code

gation cases, the judge sentenced

agreement. The fact that the of-

of Virginia, any such recommen-

based on the perceived potential

fender already had sentences to

dations adopted by the Com-

for rehabilitation of the offender.

selve in other jurisdictions or

mission become effective the fol-

In one out of every ten

from previous proceedings was

lowingJuly l,

judges cited the defendantt coop-

suggested byjudges in another

acted upon by the General Assem-

eration with authorities in the

6% of the mitigation sentences.

bly. Since the General Assembly

current or other prosecutions. In

In

(17o/o). In over

about 8olo of

160/o

oÍ the miti-

cases,

it

these cases, judges

a

small percent of cases (5olo),

is apparent

that the judge

unless otherwise

O

mission's recommendations during

0

(,

its 1997 session, the changes were

mended sentence because of the

ommended range down to the

incorporated into the guidelines

offendert age. Just as often, judges

nearest whole year, so that the

July 1 , 1997. This section will

indicated that the evidence against

final sentence fell just short of

address the impact of some of

the defendant was weak or that

compliance with guidelines.

these changes on sentencing

and compliance.

F;ç^"21
Cocaine Sales Offenses
Enhancement Cases - FYl998

ln

1996, based on specific depar-

ture reasons cited by judges in
Alternative Sanction to Incarceration
Good Rehabllltation Potential
Cooperative with Authorities
\ù/eak Case

E
Z
Z

9o/o

8.3vo
g.3olo

Age of Offender
Plea Agreement

Already Seruing Another Sentence
Rounded to \ùØhole Year

A
-

l6.7o/o

drug cases, together with input

t6.tvo

from other criminal justice professionals, the Commission launched

efforts to address concerns relat'

6.4o/o

ing to the drug guidelines. Critics

63o/0

had argued that drug sales of

4.7o/o

E

o

U

did not revise any of the Com-

rounded the low end of the rec-

Most Frequently Cited Reasons for Mitigation in Midpoint

Q

d

imposed a shorter than recom-

a

o

larger amounts deserve longer

prison term recommendations.
Moreover, the reason most frequently cited by judges for imposing a term above the guidelines

in drug

cases was

the quantity

of the drug sold. Responding

to input of guidelines users, the
Commission examined drug quan-

tity and its impact on sentencing.

3q

Results of the study indicated that

Federal system and other states in

these offenders, but the sentence

the majority of drug sale cases

this area, the Commission pro-

recommendation has been ex-

prosecuted in Virginia's circuit

posed a tiered system to specifi-

panded to include the option of

courts involved small amounts of

cally account for drug quantily

sentencing these first-time felons

powdered or crack cocaine and

in cocaine sales related offenses.

to the Detention Center Incar-

that the severity of the sentence

o
o
o
d,

æ

Under the new work sheets, effec-

tional incarceration. Detention

different for sales characterized

tive since July 1 , 1997 , the midpoint recommendation is in-

Center Incarceration involves

by larger amounts of cocaine

confinement in a secure facllity

than those involving smaller

creased by three years in cases

from four to six months and re-

amounts. It is important to re-

involving 28.35 grams (1 ounce)

quires participation in a substance

member that cases involving the

up Lo 226.7 grams of cocaine.

abuse treatment program.

very largest drug amounts are

The midpoint recommendation is

prosecuted through federal, and
not state, courts. \While not

increased by five years in cocaine
sales cases

purely grounded in analysis of

(1/2 pound) or more were seized.

Commission has received 107

historical data, it was the con-

Concurrently, the Commission

cases

expanded the sentencing recom-

or five year increase in recommen-

sensus

of the Commission that

Virginia's guidelines should rec-

4o

ceration program in lieu of tradi-

imposed was not significantly

in which 226.8 grams

Since the modifications to the

drug guidelines took effect, the
which qualified for the three

mendation options for cases of

dation for the sale of large quanti-

ommend longer terms for offend-

offenders convicted of selling

ties of cocaine. So far, judges

ers selling, distributing, manufac-

small amounts of cocaine (1 gram

have elected to sentence just over

turing or possessing with intent

or less) who have no prior felony

half (ssø) of rhese offenders

to sell unusually large amounts of

record. The guidelines main-

within the new range recom-

cocaine. Based on the concerns of

tained the traditional sentencing

mended by the guidelines, and

guidelines users, and after careful

recommendation of a seven to

have departed below the guide-

review of the steps taken by the

16

month incarceration term for

lines in nearly all remaining cases.
\When sentencing below the new
drug guidelines, judges indicated

in more than one out of four

cases

that the offender cooperated with
Cumberlaud County
courthouse was buih
between

It

tsta and tszt

authorities and/or aided in the
prosecution of others, and in one

out of every five, that the offender
was sentenced to an alternative

is currently listed as a

sanction program.

signiJicant local lanà -

markby the Vir7inia

\While compliance with the new
drug guidelines is relatively low

Landmøtks Regíster.

and mitigation is high, the addi-

tion of drug quantity to the guidelines has had an effect on sentenc-

ing in these cases. The proportion
of offenders selling larger quantities of cocaine who receive an

effective sentence (imposed less

f;*^^.23

any suspended time) in excess of

Sentences for First-time Felons Selling
FY te97 and FYI gge

four years has nearly tripled, from
160/o

Detention Center

inFY 1997 to 42o/o in FY1998

(Figure 22). The proportion

Diversion Camp

short prison term (12 to 24

Boot Camp

months) dropped by more than
14o/o)

No Incarceration/Probation

and the pro-

portion of offenders given an

Incarceration Less Than 12 Months

alternative sanction program or
Incarceration 12 Months

no incarceration at all has de-

clined from

27o/o

Io

75o/o

I
I

Cram or Less of Cocaine*
5.1%o
15.60/o

<.rf

these offenders sentenced to a

half (33olo to

I

dvring

L20/o

lß

5o/o

18.6"/o
J 6.8o/o
Z
TJI.
f
ffi

1 5.1o/o
12.6o/o

15.4o/o
20o/o

orMore Z
ffi40o/o

55.6"/o

o

ItY tggz *

the same period. Although com-

U

pv rggs

d
É

pliance with the drug guidelines

o

*Cases Recommended for Prison or Detention Center Incarceration

U

has been lower for cases receiving

0

the increased recommendations

O

for large quantity than for other

lines provide a dual option recom-

Moreover, use of the Diversion

drug sale cases, the modification

mendation: either a traditional

Center program has increased

has had an impact on sentencing,

prison term (seven

resulting in harsher sanctions for

or Detention Center Incarcera-

available. The Diversion Center

some offenders.

tion. In FY1998, the Commission

program, like Detention Center,

received 340 drug cases in which

is a four to six month program

The other modification to the

the dual option recommendation

with a drug treatment component.

drug guidelines, focusing on first.

was applicable. Compared to the

Diversion Center operates similar

time felons convicted of selling

previous fiscal year, judges utilized

to a work release program, allow-

gram or less of cocaine, has also

the Detention Center Incarcera-

ing inmates to leave the center

had an impact on sentencing out.

tion program more frequently in

for jobs during the day. Clearly,

comes. In these cases, the guide-

FY1998, 5o/o vs. 160/o (Figure 23).

the proportion of offenders re-

a

to

16

months)

(oolo

to

5o/o) as

beds have become

ceiving an incarceration term of

fWzz

12 months or more has declined

Sentences for Felons Selling 28.35 Grams or More of Cocaine -

from FY1997 to FY1998 from

56o/o

to 4oo/o. The intent of this modi-

FY1997 and FYtsgg

fication was to afford judges the
No Incarceration/Alternative Sanction

Z

26.8Vo

lJ
lncarceration Less Than 12

Months

f

opportunity to sentence first-time

15o/o

felons convicted of selling a gram

8.5o/o

or less of cocaine to an alternative

?å 2.80/o

Incarceration 12 to 24

Months
and
Months

lncarceration More Than 24

32.9o/o

lrv otz

sanction program, such as the

Detention Center, and still be

15.9o/o

in compliance with guidelines.

26.2%
il
15 9o/o
48 Months f
Z42o/o

Up to 48
Incarceration More Than

Z
J14o/o

il

It appears that, in many

cases,

judges have taken advantage of
FY lsss

this new option.

+1

Sex Offenses Against Children

plied wlth the new penalties rec-

portion of offenders receiving

Since the truth-in-sentencing

ommended by guidelines. More

sanction other than prison or

guidelines became effective in

than one-fourth (27o/o) of the

jail dropped from20o/o inFY1997

1995, sentences for sexual assault

offenders affected by the mod-

to

crimes have resulted in consis-

ification were given sentences

receiving a short term of incar-

tently 1ow compliance rates. From

below the guidelines recommen-

ceration (less than 12 months)

dation in the case. It may be that

declined from

22, 1996, judges elected to impose

many judges who sentenced in

ure24). Conversely, the propor-

a sentence more severe than that

compliance with the previous

tion of offenders receiving

recommended by the guidelines

sexual assault guidelines when

24 months of incarceration rose

in nearly a third of sexual assault

the victim was under 13 have

$rom

cases. At that time, the sentenc-

maintained their sentencing pat-

tences of more than 24 months up

ing guidelines did not consider

terns after the addition of the

to 48 months (from 87o to 2\o/o).

victim age in the guidelines computations. In 1996, the Commis-

victim age factor, but now their

The intent of this modification

sentences fall below the new

was to recommend more offend-

sion conducted a detailed analysis

guidelines recommendation.

ers convicted of sexual assault

January

L

o

o.

C)

ô

1

,

1995, through October

Or
01

t+z

in FY1998, while those

22o/o

24o/o

to

160/o

(Fig-

12

to

to 27o/o), as did sen-

crimes against young victims for

of sexual assault cases which reæ

160/o

a

vealed that two-thirds were crimes

Notwithstanding the emerging

terms of incarceration, particu-

committed against victims who

mitigation pattern in sexual assault

larly prison terms. It appears,

were under the age of 1 3 at the

cases

time of the offense, and that,

dition of the victim age factor to

FY1998, that the change has re-

when the sex crime victimized

the sexual assault guidelines in

sulted in some shift in sentencing

such a young person, judges

FY1998 has had an impact on

patterns for these offenses.

sentenced the offender to prison

sentencing outcomes. The pro-

with young victims, the ad-

given sentencing outcomes in

more frequently than recommended by guidelines. The Commission responded by modifying

the sexual assault guidelines to

fþ,'r.2(+
Sentences for Sexual Assaults Against
FY 1997 and FYr sss

Vctims under Age l3

include victim age.
No lncarceration/Alternative Sanction Z

2Oo/o

Tru16.20/o

\X/ith the modification to the

Incarceration Less Than 12

Months

Incarceration 12 to 24

Months

guidelines, sexual assault crimes

committed against victims under
the age of 1 3 receive additional
points on the guidelines worksheets such that

it

is much more

likely that the offender will be
recommended for incarceration,

particularly a prison term. The
Commission received 179 sexual
assault cases sentenced in FYt998

involving victims less than 13 and,

in

630/o

of the them, judges com-

lncarceration More Than 24 and
Up to 48 f¡{6¡¡þ5
Incarceration More Than 48

Months

Z
23.6V"
n16.20/0
22.1o/o

re27.4Vo
IÜ

7.9o/o
19.60lo

f
26.40/o
n)0.60/"

f

rv

ogz

3

pv rsss
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Habitual Tiafflc Offenses

for those offenders they consider

J tn

Changes in the sentencing of

amenable to one of the alternative

q4,;d¿.;'?'(,t

habitual traffic offenders are not

sanction programs. Of the 95

the result of any direct changes

habitual traffic cases sentenced in

Today, Mrginia is one of only six

to the sentencing guidelines

FY1998, more than one out of

states that allows juries to deter-

but, instead, have resulted from

every ten

mine sentence length for non-

amendments to the Code of

to one of the alternative sanction

capital offenses. Mrginiai juries

Virginia passed during the 1997

programs allowed in the Code

have typically handed down sen-

session of the General Assembly.

(Figure 25). Since the modifica-

tences more severe than the rec-

Revision of S+ø.2-zsz(82 and 83)
allows judges, at their discretion,

tion,

offenders received a sentence

guidelines. In fact, in FY1998,

to suspend the 12 month manda-

equivalent to the 12 month man-

jury sentence was more likely to

tory minimum incarceration term

datory minimum penaky

exceed the guidelines than fall

for habitual traffic crimes, and

down to 557o). The results indi-

within the guidelines range.

instead sentence offenders to

cate that judges are being selective

Some have speculated that many

Detention Center, Diversion

in utilizing the new sentencing

citizens may be unaware of the

Center or Boot Camp Incarcer-

options for habitual traffic offend-

abolition of parole and Mrginia's

ation program.

ers, sentencing whom they believe

conversion to truth-in-sentencing,

are the most appropriate candi-

with its 857o minimum time to

dates to those programs.

serve requirement. As the result,

a

The change in the Code gives

a

( 1 1 7o)

1

were sentenced

smaller proportion of

(67o/o

ommendations of the sentencing
a

U
O

d

o.

judges the opportunity to suspend

jurors may be inflating sentences,

the mandatory minimum penalty

under the assumption that only

a

portion of the term will be served
because of parole release. More-

fWzs

over, juries are not allowed, by
law, to receive any information

Sentences in Habitual Tiaffic Cases - FY 1997 and FY I sga

regarding the sentencing guideDetention, Diversion, or Boot

Camp

*

11o/o

No Incarceration /p¡çþ¿¡isn I

.9o/o

|

.3o/o

lncarceration Less Than 12

lines to assist them in their sen-

l.1olo

Months I

tencing decisions.
The Commission has been moni-

I .2%

toring trends in the rate of jury

| .5o/o

Incarceration Equal to 12 Months
Incarceration More Than 12

Months

ryUm5'.3o/o

67.2o/o

trials in Virginia's circuit courts.

The Commission has observed

Z

3O.6Vo

that, since fiscal year (FY)1986,
the overall rate at which cases in

lpv

ßsz * rv rqss

-32.9o/o

the Commonwealth are ad¡udi-

E

o

U
a
i:

U

'¡
(,
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jury has been declining

of the Judicial Conference of Mrginia utilized the new data system

mines the guilt or innocence of

(Figure 26). Between FYtgg0 and
FY1988, the overall rate of jury

to develop Virginia's first volun-

the trial, and then, in a second

trials was above 67o. Starting in

tary sentencing guidelines, imple-

phase, the jury makes its sentenc-

1989, however, the rate began

mented statewide in 1991 . These

ing decision. lVhen the bifurcated

small but gradual decline. Ac-

events of the late 1980s and early

cording to available data, the

1990s may have influenced the

trials became effective on July 1,
1994 (FY 1995), jurors in Vrginia,

rate of jury trials was just over

rate of trials byjury in the suc-

for the first time, were presented

4o/" inFY1994.

ceeding years.

with information on the offendert

cated by

a

a

the defendant in the first phase of

prior criminal record to assist

o
o.
o

&
d

Some criminal justice profession-

Subsequent events have also likely

them in making a sentencing deci-

als have offered a possible expla-

influenced the rate on iury trials in
Vrginia. In 1994, the Ceneral

sion. During the first year of the
bifurcated trial process, the overall

Assembly enacted provisions for

rate ofjury trials dropped slightly

nation for the downward trend in
the rate of jury trials between

FYl989 andFY1994. In 1985, an

system of bifurcated jury

enormous statewide data collec-

bifurcated trials, the jury deter-

a

trials. In

to just under

4o/o,

the lowest rate

since the data series began.

tion effort was launched to create
æ
Or
Oì

a systematic

compilation of data

on felony convictions and sentences in Virginia's circuit courts.
t+4

fW26
Percentage of Jury Tiials FYl986 - FY1998
Parole System v. Tiuth-in-Sentencing (No Parole) System

Starting in 1987, data and analysis
on felony sentencings became
available in reports released to

criminal justice professionals and
the public, which, for the first
time, documented the longer sentences imposed in cases ad;udicated byjuries throughout the

Commonwealth, than in similar
cases sentenced

by circuit court

judges. In addition, the Judicial
Sentencing Guidelines Committee

lllliiiiii

'86 '87 'BB '89 '90 ',91 '92 '93 ',91
Parole System

',95

".

27 ,,

;É*ilru
'95 '96 '97

-

'98

Tiuth-in-Sentencing

Most recently, parole was abol-

jury trials, half the rate of the last

Inspecting jury trial rates by of-

ished and truth-in-sentencing was

year before the abolition of pa-

fense type reveals very divergent

instituted for felony offenses com-

role. Thus, while the shift to bi-

trends for person, property and

mitted on or after January 1 , 1995.
Among thc carly cases subject to

furcated trials may have been asso-

drug crimes. From FY1986

ciatcd with a small dccrcasc in thc

through FY1995 parole system

truth-in-sentencing provisions

rate of jury trials in FYl995, the

cases, the

(FY1995), the overall rate of jury

introduction of truth-in-sentenc-

against the person (homicide,

trials sank to just over 17o. Tiuth-

ing resulted in a dramatic reduc-

robbery assault, kidnapping, rape

in-sentencing laws, however, were

tion in jury trials. The rate of jury

and sexual assault) was typically

only in effect during the last six

trials rose inFY1997 to nearly

three to four times the rates for

months of FY1995, limiting the

but in FY1998, the most recent

property and drug crimes, which

time for conclusion of jury trials

year of available data, the rate

were roughly equivalent to one

during that fiscal year. During the

receded to 2o/o of all felony cases

another (Figure 27). However,

o
(J

first complete fiscal year of truth-

resulting in convictions in

Mrginia has witnessed

d

in-sentencing (FY1996), just over

Mrginia's circuit courts.

decline in the rates ofjury trials

2o/o

of the cases were resolved by

3o/o,

jury trial rate for crimes

a slow

across all offense types since the

late 1980s. \Wlth the imple-

jury trial rates for all crime types

Percentage of Jury Tiials by Offense Type FY t ee 0 - FY I 99 8
Parole System v. T¡uth-in-Sentencing (No Parole) System

Since the FY 1995 truth-in-sen-

Person Crimes

tencing cases, the jury trial rate
14.8

for crimes against the person

illl lÍÍílt

'86 '87 '88

'89

'90 '91 '92 '93 '94

'95

Parole System

has

*J lil
'95 '96 '97

'98

Tìuth-¡n-Sentencing

-

III rI IIrT
'86 '87

to lQo/o inFY 1997 and 9o/o
in FYl998. Rates for property
and drug crimes, on the con-

trary have not shown that
kind of rebound. The jury trial
rate for property crimes in

Property Crimes

4.8 4.8

rebounded somewhat from

7o/o,

-

4.9

4.4

T

'88

'89

3.8

'90

4.

1

'91

4.1 4 a^^)

'92 '93 '94

5,+

'95

FY1998 was still only 1olo. For

s t.3 16

rII:

'95 '96 '97

t.2

FYl998

'98

drug crimes in Virginia were

Tiuth-in-S€ntencing

Parole System

-

Drug Crimes

Iltllrlrrr

'86 '87 '88 '89 '90 '91 '92 '93 '94
Parole System

1.2 1.2

.8

'95 '96 '97

'98

\
;rf'95

o
o

'rJ

t

dropped dramatically, particularly

for property and drug crimes.

147 15 1 15'5

E

U
c.,

mentation of truth-in-sentencing,

F;9,^,øZl

o.

Tiuth'in'Sentencing

-

cases, less

than

adiudicated by juries.

1%o

of

4s

Additionally, the rate of aggrava

the judge modified the jury sen-

lyzed for this report, the Com-

tion, or sentencing above the

tence, nearly haff (47o/o) were

mission received 418 cases tried

guideli nes recommendation,

cases in

by juries. \X/hile the compliance

was nearly four times that of

was still higher than the guide-

rate for cases ad;udicated by

non-jury cases.

lines recommendation for the

judge or resolved by a guilty plea

case. Judges brought a high

jury sentence into compliance

Of the 20,482 FY1998

o

o

cases ana-

a

exceeded 75o/o during the fiscal

Judges, although permitted by law

year, sentences handed down by

to lower

jury sentence they feel

with the guidelines recom-

juries fell into compliance with

is inappropriate, typically do not

mendation in only four out

the guidelines in only

amend sanctions imposed by ju-

of ten modifications.

43o/o

of

a

the cases they heard (Figure 28).

ries. Judges modified;ury sen-

In fact, jury sentences were more

tences in 27o/o of the FY1998 cases

For those jury cases in which

likely to fall above the guidelines

in which juries found the defen-

the final sentence fell short of

(44o/o) than within the guidelines.

dant guilty. Of the cases in which

the guidelines, it did so by

&
6

(Figure 29). In cases where the

F;g^'29
æ

ultimate sentence resulted in

Sentencing Cuidelines Compliance inJury Cases and Non-Jury Cases - FYt99s

oì

Jury

Cases
Compliance

Non-Jury Cases

43.3olo
Aggravalion

a

sanction more severe than the
guidelines recommendation, the

l

t+6

a

median value of nearly 19 months

OJ

I

which the final sentence

sentence exceeded the guidelines
Aggravation

1

1.g%

Mitigation 12.8%
44.3o/o

maximum recommendation by
a median value

of more than

four years. ln many cases, juries
sentenced offenders to terms
Mitigation

12.4%o

Compliance

75.4o/o

which far exceeded the guidelines recommendation.

F;ç."2q
Median Length of Durational
Departures in Jury Cases - FYl998
Mitigation Cases
lgMonths

I

Aggravation Cases

-5oMonths

2$u&,rW
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1994, the Virginia General

Assembly required the Commis-

Development of the risk

sion ($17.1-803) to study the

ment instrument began by using

feasibility of placing ar least 25o/o

automated pre-/post-sentence

of incarceration bound drug and

investigation (PSI) report data

property offenders in alternative

to study recidivism among non-

sanctions based on a risk assess-

violent drug and property offend-

ment instrument that identifies

ers. A random sample of about

those offenders who pose a rela-

2,000 offenders who had been re-

tively low risk to public safety.

leased

The instrument has been devel-

July

oped and is

currently being pilot

tested in several judicial circuits.

assess-

c
U

1

from incarceration between

,

1991 ,

and December 31,

Buih ín tagt, Rockbriáge County
courtbouse's desi¡n was selected iu a comþe-

títion. The winnin! pløn was submitted by
W¡ll¡am McDowelt,

a

graáuate

oJ tbe local

Wøshingtcn College (now Wasbingtou ønd
Lee

1992,was drawn. A stratified sam-

o

sev-

offenders with juvenile criminal
records, as juvenile experiences

methodology used to develop

and especially delinquent behav-

the risk assessment instrument

ior have been shown to be a pre-

is briefly reviewed. Next, the

cursor to adult crime. Recidivism

process of integrating the risk

was defined as reconviction for

assessment component into the

a felony during a three year fol-

existing sentencing guidelines

low-up period. Sample cases

system in four pilot judicial cir-

were matched to PSI data to
determine which offenders were

then provides an analysis of data

subsequently re-convicted for a

J,M, Johnsou aunounced tbøt

collected during the first year of

felony by December 31, 1995.

$ta,goo courlhouse was "the cheaþest

good builáiuq and tbe best cbeap building
eoer erecteá

in Rockbriáge County."

A

colleølue, J.R, McCormick, suggested to
those

"tbe
þresent tbat

saJæt tbing

anã tbeir þocketbooks uas to

Jor tbem

keeþ as

Jar

away Jrom (the courthouse) as þossible."

o

eral sections. First, the research

cuits is discussed. The chapter

tbe

ú
Ð

pling technique was used to in-

Unioersity). At the deâication, county

suþeruísor

o

4
-v

crease the chance of including

This chapter is divided into

E

implementation. The evaluation
plan for an independent review

An empirical approach was used

of the risk assessment instrument

to construct the risk instrument,

is then described. The chapter

adopting factors and their relative

concludes with a discussion of

weights (degree of importance)

the Commission's decision to

determined by statistical analysis.

expand use of the risk assess-

The only exception to this ap-

ment component into additional

proach was the race of the of-

¡udicial circuits.

fender, a factor that was statisti-

cally significant in predicting

as

t+l

recidivism. The Commission
chose to remove this factor in

a

lo*¡lz*u"lz^l^aø ö4t R;41
A o,t .t t n^^l, løí'u^,n ol,f,

In the autumn of 1997, three
;udicial circuits agreed to serve
as pilot jurisdictions: Circuit 5,

statistically controlled manner,
viewing race of the offender as a

The risk assessment instrument

(the cities of Franklin and Suffolk

proxy for social and economic

was incorporated into the current

and the counties of Southampton

disadvantage. The remaining

guidelines system as an additional

and Isle of \X/ieht), Circuit 14

significant indicators were incor-

worksheet, Section D, as shown

(Henrico), and Circuit 19 (Fair-

porated into

worksheet, in

on the adjacent page, to be com-

fax). Staff conducted training

manner consistent with the

pleted when the primary offense

at the pilot sites in October and

guidelines format, based on their

is drug, fraud, or larceny and the

November of 1997. A manual

relative degree of importance.

recommended sentence includes

explaining how to score the risk

a

a

incarceration. If the sentencing

assessment form was also devel-

The Commission adopted a score

guidelines recommendation does

oped and distributed. New risk

threshold (nine points) on the

not include incarceration, Section

assessment

O

ú,

risk assessment scale which was

D is not completed. Additionally,

- Section D), distlnguishable from

d

expected to yield recommenda-

Section D is not scored if the of-

regular sentencing guidelines

tions for an alternative punish-

fender is ineligible as described in

forms, were printed and distrib-

ment for

the previous paragraph (Figure 30).

uted to the pilot circuits.

5
æ
Or
Or

25o/o

of the non-violent

work sheets (Section A

felons who would otherwise be

incarcerated. In the research used
49

to construct the risk scale, offenders who scored at or below the

f4,'ú30
Sentencing Cuidelines System/Risk Assessment

risk threshold of nine points had
one chance in eight (l2o/o) of

Felony Drug, Fraud and Larceny \üflorksheets

being re-convicted of a felony

within three

years.

lncarceration Recommendation
(Section B or C)

v
Eligible

Certain types of offenders and
offenses are excluded from risk

(e

.g., No Violent Convictions)

t

assessment consideration. By

Risk Assessment

statute (Sl 7. 1 -s03), offenders

(Section D)

who committed

a

v

violent felony

among either their current offenses or prior convictions are

excluded. The Commission also
decided to exclude from risk con-

sideration those offenders who
sold one ounce or more of cocaine.

Alternative

laditional

Punishment
Recommendation

Incarceration Sentence
Recommendation

(9 points or less)

(More than 9 points)

Drug *-Section
a

,.^o---

D

]-T-ll

Recommended for Probation or lneligible
A.

Was the offender recommended for No incarcerat¡on on Section B? ............

B.

Do any of the offenses at sentencing involve the sale, distribution, or possession with intent, etc.
of cocaine of a combined quantity of 28.35 grams (1 ounce) or more?

C.
D.

Are any prior record offenses violent (Category l/ll listed in Tables I or ll of the Guidelines Manual)?

Yes

No

Yes

No

..

Yes

No

Are any offenses at sentencing violent (Category l/ll listed in Tables I or ll of the Guidelines Manual)?

Yes

No

lf answered YES to AlrtY, go to 'Alternative Pun¡shment Recommendat¡ons" on cover sheet and check
Recommended for Probation or lnel¡gible. lf answered NO to ALL complete remainder of Sect¡on D worksheet.

a Offendgf

f

Score factors A

-

D and enter the total score

A.

Offender is a male

B,

Offender's age at time of offense
Younger than 20 years
20 - 27 yeaß
28 - 33 years
34 years or older

b
4
o
0

c.

Offender never married at t¡me of offense

1

D.

Offender unemployed at time of offense ............

1

Otfender Alone (no accomplice) When Primary Offense (any counts) Committed

a Additional Offenses

-

Score
Enler
A-D
Total

|f YES,

add2-]

t

0
0

Total the maximum penalties for additional offenses, including counts

Years

J

6-27.
28-48

0

a Prior Arrest or Confinement Within Past 12 Months

lf YES, add

2_}

0

a Total Felony/Misdemeanor Convictions and Adjudicat¡ons
Select the combination of prior felonies and criminal misdemeanors that characterize the offender's prior record
0 Felonies

'I - 2 Misdemeanors ...............
3

1 Felony

Misdemeanors ............... 2

0

Misdemeanors
Misdemeanors
Misdemeanors
Misdemeanors

1-2
3-7
8+

a

1

+

...............

2 - 3 Felonies

1

............... 2
............... 3
............... 4

4+ Felonies

o-2
3-7
8+

Misdemeanors ............... 3
Misdemeanors ............... 4
Misdemeanors ............... 5

0
7
I+

Misdemeanors ............... 3
Misdemeanors ............... 4
Misdemeanors ............... 5

1-

Prior Felony Drug Gonvictions/Adjudications
Number:

1

1

2

2
J

4

a

0

I
0

Prior Adult lncarcerations
Number:

0

a

Prior Juvenile lncarcerations/Comm¡tments

lf YES, add 4

-)

0

Total Score
Go to Cover Sheet and fill out Alternative Punishment Recommendations section.
lf total is 9 or less, check Recommended for Alternative Punishment.
lf total is 10 or more, check Do NOT Recommend for Alternative Punishment.
EFF. l-99

December 1, 1997, marked the

P.ult,A¿a¿¿n*ta

Rql Aq¿r'tt'^r"a

initial use of the risk assessment

C¡-tttC.'^¡'ü*).

EI;tú.l"2lle4,Js,,,

instrument by judges in the pilot

sites. Three months later, Circuit
22 (ciIy of Danville and counties

of

Franklin and Pittsylvania) be-

came the fourth pilot site to use

the risk assessment component.

o.

U

ú,
d

as a new

felons are considered for risk as-

mission received 1,247 risk

sessment. Offenders who are

work sheets from the

assessment

of these work sheets came

recommended for a traditional

incarceration term who have no
violent prior convictions, no vio-

from Circuit 19. Another 257o

lent additional offenses at sentenc-

came from Circuit 14. These

ing, and who are not being sen-

tem has been closely monitored.

two circuits comprise three quar-

tenced for drug sale offenses in-

ters of the cases received to date.

volving

About

ounce or more are eliglble for risk

gauge the instrument's effect on

;udicial decision-making, sentencing outcomes, and criminal justice
the Commission to make modifi-

760/o

of the cases have

come from Circuit 5, and

13o/o

cocaine amount of one

consideration. The exclusion
criteria greatly reduces the pos-

trates the breakdown of risk

sible number of offenders who are

assessment cases

by circuit.

assessed

for a risk of recidivism.

Among those not considered for
f4r.4¿31

The Commission recognizes that
not all offenders who receive

a

from Circuit 22. Figure 31 illus-

cations as necessary.

50

Only certain drug and property

component in the guidelines sys-

system resources. This will enable
æ

1997 and

September 21 , 1998, the Com-

(46o/o)

Experience gained will be used to
o

I,

four pilot circuits. Nearly half

During the pilot phase, application of the instrument

Between December

a

Circuit

recommendation for alternative

5

punishment will be sentenced
accordingly. Judges retain the
discretion to sentence as deemed

risk assessment, most (65olo) were

Number and Percentage of Cases
Received by Circuit

Cases

Percent

206

760/o

14

308

25o/o

19

575

46o/o

22

158

7

3o/o

appropriate; risk assessment is

bation. The remaining

judges to consider in sentencing.

Of the three offense groups con-

Judges are considered in compli-

sidered for risk assessment, drug

ance with the guidelines whether

and larceny offenses have com-

they sentence within the recom-

prised nearly 80o/o of the cases re-

if

ceived. The other

197o

were fraud

they follow the recommendation

cases. Figure 32 represents the

for alternative punishment.

risk assessment offense breakdown.

35olo

were

those with either violent prior
records, violent additional offenses, or offenders who sold large

amounts of cocaine. Some of the
cases deemed

seen as additional information for

mended incarceration range or

offenders recommended for pro-

ineligible for risk

consideration were labeled as such
due to problems in completing

the risk assessment work sheet.

After eliminating the cases ineligible for risk assessment scoring,
the Commission has received
545 cases where the risk assess-

ment instrument has been com-

pleted. The forthcoming analysis
F^g,'r"32

summarizes the results of a study

Number and Percentage of Cases
Received by Primary Offense

Offense Cases
D-g
535
Larceny
Fraud

Percent
43o/o

470

38o/o

242

19o/o

of these 545 cases.

Atú,Ir/ ;,r.,1

punishment to traditional incar-

2Ue4'Ju+Srr""*l
u;f/'Wwk Aur'ø'^r"a

ceration. Figure 33 provides

an

illustration of the score distribu-

tion on the risk assessment in-

The risk assessment instrument
consists of eleven factors on

which all ehgible offenders are
scored (see page 49). The higher

the final score on this worksheet,
the higher the likelihood of reci-

strument. Among the offenders
screËned for risk

to

fWSt+
Categories of Offenders
Based on Risk Recommendation
and Sentence Received

Not Recommended a Did Not

Receive Alte¡native

date,25o/o

have scored nine or less and thus

54o/o

Not Recommended a

Received Alternative

have been recommended for

alternative punishments. The
average risk score is 1 2 points.

Recommended a Received Alternative

f

t5vo

Recommended
a Did Not Receive Alternative
-2tvo

f

lQVo

divism. Among the 545 eliglble
offenders scored on the risk
assessment

instrument the scorcs

have ranged from a low
a

of 1 to

high of 26 points. Offenders

scoring nine points or less are
recommended for an alternative

The risk assessment cases have
been categorized into four groups
based upon whether an offender
was recommended for an alterna-

tive and whether he received an
alternative punishment (Figure 34).

o

Of the 545 eligible offenders,

157o

were recommended for and sen-

É

0

tenced to an alternative punish-

-v

ment while another 10olo recom-

&
o

mended for an alternative were
CJ

sentenced to traditional incarcera-

o

tion. In 21o/o of the cases, the
F;ç-+r33

offender was not recommended

Distribution of Scores on Risk Assessment lnstrument

for an alternative punishment but
was sentenced to

one. Over half

Number of Offenders

of the screened offenders (54%)

60

were not recommended for an
alternative and did not receive
an alternative sentence.

40

20

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12 13t4151617 181920212223242526
Risk Assessment Score

I

1r,^¡l':z'"øeRalot

F;6^ao35

lp

Judicial Compliance with Risk Assessment Recommendation

R;41, A¿¿e'w+.t'v,1, C¿qr't,

Since Virginia's sentencing guide-

Distribution

Risk Recommendation

lines are discretionary, judges
may depart from the guidelines

Sentenced

Not Sentenced

to Afternative

to Alternative

58o/"

42o/o

28Vo

7).o/o

Recommended

recommendation. In cases where

for Alternative

an offender is recommended for

Not Recommended

an alternative sanction, judges

for Alternative

can follow the traditional sen-

tencing guidelines incarceration
recommendation or the recomof

mendation for an alternative
o
O

ú,
6

c
æ

punishment. If the judge sentences in accordance with either

of these recommendations, he or

(7 2o/o)

ceration sentences (Figure 35).

grams; Virginia law permits of-

The other 287o were sentenced to

fenders to refuse some alternative

an alternative sanction. Many of

punishment programs.

these offenders scored just above

the threshold value of nine points
The Commission is particularly

Of the eligible offenders,

138

were recommended for an alterna-

tive punishment. About 5\o/o of
these recommended offenders

(80) were sentenced to an alterna-

tive punishment. Another 42%
were sentenced to a traditional

incarceration term (Figure 35).
\ùØhen offenders are recommended

for an alternative but not sentenced to one, judges are asked to

give reasons for not choosing an
alternative punishment. Approximately

40o/o

receiv ed traditional i ncar-

in alternative punishment pro-

she is in compliance with the

sentencing guidelines.

I

fenders declining to participate

of the time judges

do not cite a reason for choosing

which would have qualified them

interested in cases where an of-

for alternative sanction recom-

fender was recommended for an

mendations (Figure 36).

alternative but was not sentenced

accordingly. \X/lth the help of the

The most frequent departure

judiciary in the pilot sites, the

reason cited for cases sentenced

Commission hopes to increase the

above the guidelines recommen-

number of cases where written

dation was the offender's criminal

explanations for these decisions

lifestyle. For sentences below the

are provided.

guidelines recommendation, the
most frequently cited reason for

There were 407 offenders not

departure was the offender's good

recommended for an alternative

potential for rehabilitation.

sanction. Seventy-two percent
F^ç^""36
Risk Assessment Scores for Non-Recommended Offenders
\Øho Received Alternative Punishments

traditional incarceration instead of
an alternative sanction. Another
41o/o

of the time reasons cited are

similar to lypical guidelines departure reasons as discussed in the
compliance chapter.

ln

19o/o

of

the cases, reasons for not choosing
an alternative pertain to medical

or psychological suitability or

Number of Offenders

23

23

t9
1l

87

655

22

0

10 11 1) 13 14 15 t6 17 18 19 20 21 22
Risk Assessment Score

23

'l.tt-

O$er,JsrÞ*4rb- R;,tl/
Auu't'r.ud Eryúb C¿q't'
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Among the 80 offenders recom-

The risk assessment worksheet

One of the objectives of a pilot

mended for an alternative punish-

(see page

ment and sanctioned accordingly,

eleven different factors that cover

issues

61Vo (49 offenders) were sentenced

offender and offense characteris-

of a training and implementation

to probation. At this writing,

tics as well as prior criminal

phase. An issue that has surfaced

of these offenders have been sen-

record. The following data de-

during the past year appears to

tenced to the Department of Cor-

scribe the profile of the offenders

stem from the expectation that

rections probation programs such

screened to date with the risk

pre-sentence investigation reports

Ahønal'q,z

4
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project is to uncover and resolve

49) is comprised of

that develop over the course

assessment instrument. Most of

be completed by probation offic-

tion program and the diversron

the offenders were males (71vo).

ers for potential risk assessment

center incarceration program. No

The age of the offenders ranged

cases. During the initial training

offenders recommended for an

from 16 to 68, about half between

at each circuit, it was requested

alternative punishment have been

20 and 33 years old. Only 10%

that judges order a pre-sentence

sentenced to the boot camp incar-

were younger than age 20. The

report in drug, fraud and larceny

ceration program. Another 14%

majority of the offenders had

cases

of these offenders were recom-

never been married (6t 7o) and

The rationale for requiring pre-

mended for an incarceration pe-

two-thirds were unemployed at

sentence reports is grounded in

riod of more than six months but

the time of the current offense.

the belief that in order to apply

were sentenced to six months or

Approximately two-thirds of the

the instrument in an equitable

less. The remaining 25o/o of the

offenders committed crimes with-

manner, comprehensive and accu-

offenders recommended for and

out an accomplice. More than

rate information must be available

sentenced to an alternativc sanc-

90o/o

tion were punished with other less

criminal record, more than half

status and criminal record. The

restrictive incarceration programs

had at least one prior felony con-

pre-sentence report contains the

such as work release, electronic

viction. Almost one third of the

most detailed, comprehensive

monitoring, weekend sentences,

offenders had a prior drug convic-

and reliable information on an

or sentences to be served on a jail

tion. The prior adult incarcera-

offender's background and all of

farm (Figure 37).

tion rate is particularly high for
these offenders; 80o/o had at least

this information is subject to verification in court. \ù/hen a pre-

F;5*ae3)

one prior adult incarceration.

sentence report is not available

Disposition Outcome for Offenders
Recommended for and Sentenced to
Alternative Punishment

About

at sentencing, there is a much

as

the detention center incarcera-

c
O

E
U

¿,
U

Incarceration
< ó months

14olo

U

ol the

10ôlo

screened felons had

of these felons had

a

during the pilot test period.

regarding the offenders current

been committed to a juvenile

greater likelihood that important

corrections facifity.

information may be missed or
incorrectly scored on the risk
assessment instrument. Thus,

Other

25o/o

the judicial circuits selected
as

Probation
Sentence

pilot sites were among those

which already had high rates of
6

1

7o

pre-sentence reports completed.

o

I

Several months into the pilot
phase it was discovered that a

Aøl&4et&aa.
Euz."{.u¿f;ø,r

lines forms had been received for
(Section D) completed. As men-

tioned above, new work sheets
had been distributed which were
easily distinguishable from regular
guidelines worksheets; risk assess-

ment guidelines forms are printed
on yellow instead of white paper.
Further investigation revealed that
!

o

most of these forms were prepared

ù

by Commonwealth's Attorneys.

G

Upon reading the court orders, it

ú

was also evident that these were
æ

o\

primarily cases in which no presentence report had been pre-

pared. This situation
s+

was brought

to the attention of each circuit
through

a

letter sent to each af-

fected Commonwealth's Attorneys'

office and Probation office, with
copies to the chief circuit judge.

The Commission decided that,
for the present, it would be preferable to have the risk assessment

instrument completed even if it
were not accompanied by a presentence report. This problem will

continue to be closely monitored.

Commission's concern pertaining

to complete and accurate data
seems to be well-founded. The

number of cases in which no presentence report was prepared correlates well with risk assessment

forms received that are missing

pertinent information.

Þ

*,i*l

\While an independent evaluation

The National Institute of Justice,

of the risk assessment program

an agency of the United States

awaits, the Commission is pleased

Justice Department, has recently

with the progress made to date in

awarded the National Center for
State Courts in \ù/illiamsburg,

the four pilot sites which actively

Mrginia,

a

grant to evaluate the

use

the risk assessment component

of the guidelines. Civen that no

development and impact of the

significant problems have oc-

risk assessment instrument. The

curred and the fact that the judges

twenty-four month project will be

have found the instrument to pro-

the first comprehensive evaluation

vide useful information, the Com-

that examines how risk assessment

mission has decided to expand the

and alternative sanctions are inte-

use

grated into a sentencing guidelines structure, and the effect this

nent into a few additional ludicial
circuits. Potential sites for expan-

has on the criminal justice system.

sion have been identified and it is

The evaluation results should have

hoped that a few additional cir-

considerable policy and practi-

cuits will be using the risk assess-

tioner implications since no other

ment instrument by early 1999.

structured sentencing system in

The increased numbers of cases

the nation utilizes an empirically-

will facilitate

based risk assessment instrument

assessment

that relates directly to incarcera-

use

tion populations and explicit alter-

ment and the use of alternative

native punishment thresholds.

punishment on recidivism rates.

The evaluation study has three
goals, 1) to evaluate the develop-

ment of the risk assessment instrument; 2) to evaluate the implementation, use, and effectiveness
of the instrument; and 3) to estab-

It should also be noted that the

Þ.!rl

Sf^^/I

large number of sentencing guide-

which there was no risk assessment

En¡ao'ø'-,ø tN

lish a database and methodology
for a complete follow-up study on
recidivism for offenders recommended for alternative sanctions

through the use of risk assessment.

of the risk assessment compo-

a more thorough

of the impact of the

of the risk assessment instru-
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Tìuth-in-sentencing is approach
ing its fourth anniversary in

Virginia. Legislation

rince W iltíam Couuty's courtb ouse

oþeneá on

Jauuary

t,

tbe mooe oJ its

tas+, Jollouing
county

Bientsuille to Manassas.

seøt

Jrom

In ts t t,

Presi àent W ¡ll¡an How ar d TaJt

h

elp ed

celebrate the fiJtietb anniuersary oJ Ibe
Jirst battle oJ Manøssas here. Today,

Prince William county courts are newly
located in an aájacent juáicial complex.

The reform legislation passed in

the Ceneral Assembly in 1994

1994 was designed to accomplish

radically altered the way felons

several goals. One of the goals

are sentenced and serve incar-

of the reform was to drastically

ceration time in the Common-

reduce the gap between the sen-

wealth. Since January 1, 1995,

tence pronounced in the court

for felony offenses committed

room and the time actually

on or after that date, most of-

served by a convicted felon in

fenders have been serving at

prison. Prior to 1995, extensive

least 85% of their incarceration

good conduct credits combined

sentences in prison

P

passed by

orjail.

ö0

o
o
o

tJ)

.c

F
o

with the granting of parole re-

(J

sulted ¡n many inmates serving

E

In the last four years, over 58,000

at little as one-fourth of the sen-

offenders have been sentenced

tence imposed by

under truth-in-sentencing provi-

jury. Today, under the truth-in-

sions in Vrginias circuit courts.

sentencing system, parole release

The evidence is continuing to

has been eliminated and each

mount that the system is achiev-

inmate is required to serve at

ing much of what its designers

least 85%o of his sentence. The

intended. This chapter will exam-

system of earned sentence credits

ine the impact of truth-in-sen-

in place since 1995 limits the

tencing on several aspects of the

amount of time a felon can work

criminal justice system in Mrginia.

off his sentence to 15olo. The

a

judge or

o.

a

intent of the reform was to
establish a system by which oË
fenders must participate in work,

education, or treatment programs

while incarcerated in order to
earn time off their sentences.

d

55

The Department of Corrections

Analysis of earned sentenced

The rate at which inmates are

(DOC) has developed policies

credits gained by inmates sen-

earning sentence credits does not

for the application of earned

tenced under truth-in -sentencing

vary significantly across major

sentence credits. There are four

and confined in

different rates at which inmates

on December 31, 1997, reveals

larceny and fraud offenders, on

can earn credits, 4tn days {ror

that more than half (55o/o) are

average, are earning credits such

every 30 served (Level 1), three

earning at Level 2, or three days

that they are serving a little more

days for every 30 served (Level 2),

for every 30 served (Figure 38).

than 897o of their sentences, while

offense groupings. For instance,

Nearly one in three (30olo) is earn-

inmates convicted of robbery are

(Level 3) and zero days (Level 4).

ing at the highest level, Level

serving about 9lolo of their sen-

An inmate who served at Level

gaining 4tn days for every 30

1'rz days

1,

1,

tences. Inmates incarcerated for

the highest level, for his entire

served. Almost

sentence would end up serving

are earning at Level 3 (1'rr days

December

for 30 served), while

murderers are serving the highest

B5o/o
o.

for every 30 served

Vrginiai prisons

of the time imposed, while

7olo

of inmates

9o/o are

drug crimes are serving 89olo. As of
31

,

1997 ,

f

irst degree

o

an inmate at Level 4 for his whole

earning no sentence credits at all

portion of their sentences, on aver-

6

term would serve 100o/o. Most

(Level ¿). According to this "snap-

age, than any other offense cat-

inmates are automatically placed

shot" of the prison population,

egory (93o/o),largely because of-

in Level 2 upon admission into

inmates sentenced under the new

fenders sentenced to life in prison,

system are¡ on average, serving

which includes a disproportionate

æ

DOC, and an annual review
s(

is

performed to determine if the

just under

level of earning should be ad-

imposed in Mrginia's courtrooms.

90o/o

of the sentences

number of murderers, are not eli-

gible to earn sentence credits.

justed based on the inmatek con-

duct and program participation
in the preceding 12 months. An
inmate who refuses assignment to
a

f;f-,t39
Levels of Earned Sentence Credits among Prison Inmates
(December

work, vocational or treatment

tl,1997)

program is ineligible for any
earned sentence credits

(Doc

Level

Days Earned

Percent

Division Operating Procedure

Level I

4.5

days per 30 served

30.0olo

807). Inmates are not penalized

Level

2

days per 30 served

54.9

Level

3

3.0
1.5

days per 30 served

6.5

days

8.6

for lack of participation if they are
not recommended for a program
by corrections staff (e.g., a disabled inmate may not be able to

participate in

a

work program, or

certain programming may not be
available at the inmate's faclhty).

Level 4

0

I u^lr/41
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Achieving truth-in-sentencing by
abolishing parole and restructuring the system of good conduct
allowance was not the only goal

of sentencing reform. Ensuring
that violent felons were targeted
for longer prison terms than they
had serwed in the past was also

a

priority of the system's designers.
The truth-in-sentencing guidelines
were designed specifically to yield

longer sentence recommendations
for offenders with current or prior
convictions for violent crimes.

This is accomplished through

a

system of enhancements which
increases the guidelines recom-

mendations for violent offenders.

The guidelines recommendations
for those convicted of nonviolent
crimes with no history of violence

do not receive any enhancements
and are based on incarceration

time served during a period governed by parole laws prior to the

implementation of truth-in-sen-

tencing. In

cases

of offenders with

current or prior convictions for

The truth-in-sentencing guide-

cordingly. For drug crimes, of-

lines were crafted specifically to

fenders were recommended

maintain the historical rate of

for and sentenced to terms

prison incarceration, which, when

exceeding six months in 36Vo

truth- n-sentencing provisrons

and

were implemented, was defined

tively. Many property and drug

as any sentence exceeding six

of

months. The intent was to

the guidelines to more than six

lengthen the prison terms served

months of incarceration in

by violent offenders without in-

traditional correctional setting

creasing the proportion of con-

have been placed in state and

victed offenders sentenced to the

local alternative sanction pro-

state's prison system. Since the

grams instead

inception of truth-in-sentencing,

Alternatioe Sanction Optioøs

offenders have been sentenced

chapter for information regarding

to incarceration in

the development of alternative

i

excess

of six

3

prison in the past.

U

c
O

V)
'T

F
o
U

6

E

(Figure 39). For crimes against

the person, the guidelines have

Overall, there is considerable

recommended that 78% of the

evidence that sentences imposed

offenders serye more than six

for violent offenders under the

months, while

truth-in-sentencing system are

760/o

received such

sanction. The difference be-

resulting in dramatically longer

tween recommended and actual

lengths of stay than those seen

rates oI incarceration over six

prior to sentencing reform. The

months is larger in property and

majority of violent offenders con-

drug cases than [or person crimes.

victed under truth-in-sentencing

The guidelines have recom-

can expect to serve longer than

mended 42o/o of property offend-

they would have under the old

ers for terms over six months and

good conduct credit and parole

a

360/o

of them were sentenced ac-

ceration term exceeding six

the time they typically serued in

in this

truth - in-sentencing.

Recommended and Actual lncarceration Rates for
Têrms Exceeding 6 Months by Offense Type

that are significantly longer than

Ò0

U

See Exþansion oJ

recommended by the guidelines

recommended sentence whenever

mend sentences for violent felons

.

a

punishment programs under

f;g^ .31

in-sentencing guidelines recom-

of the cases, respec-

months slightly less often than

serve to substantially increase the

months. As the result, the truth-

o/o

fenders recommended by

violent felonies, enhancements

the guidelines call for an incar-

1

Type of

Offense

Recommended

Received

Person

78.)o/o

75.8o/o

Property

41.7

35.5

D-g

35.5

31.0

Other

74.5

67.5

I

laws. In fact,

a large number

of

violent offenders will be serving

they served under the parole

lent record (Category II), who

system (Figure 40).

served a median

of

14 years

when

parole was in effect, have been

two, three or four times longer
under truth-in-sentencing than

First-degree murderers previously

receiving terms under truth-in-

criminals who committed similar

convicted of violent crimes can

sentencing with a median time to

offenses didjust a few years ago

expect to serve even longer terms

serve of 51 years. Offenders con-

under the parole system.

under truth-in-sentencing. Of-

victed of first degree murder who

fenders with prior convictions for

had a previous conviction for

The crime of first degree murder

violent felonies receive guidelines

serious violent felony (Category I

serves as an excellent example of

recommendations substantially

record) will serve a median of nearly

the impact of truth-in-sentencing

longer than those without

96 years under truth-in-sentenc-

a

vio-

a

on the incarceration terms for

lent prior record, and the size of

ing, compared to the

violent offenders. Under the pa-

the increased penalty recommen-

cally served during the parole era.

o

role system, offenders convicted

dation is linked to the seriousness

0

of first degree murder who had no

of the prior crimes, measured by

The crime of second degree mur-

À
ú,
d

æ
Ol

s9

15 years

typi-

prior convictions for violent

statutory maximum penalty. The

der also illustrates the impact of

crimes typically served 121n years

truth-in-sentencing guidelines

truth-in-sentencing in lengthening

in prison, based on the time

specify two degrees of violent

prison stays. Second-degree mur-

served median (the middle value,

criminal records. A previous con-

derers with no violent prior convic-

where half of the time served val-

viction for

tions historically served less than

a

violent felony with

a

maximum penalty of less than 40

five years under the parole system,

In contrast, under truth-in-sen-

years is a Category II prior record,

and only six and one-half years to

tencing, first-degree murderers

while a past conviction for a vio-

seven years in cases involving vio-

having no prior convictions for

lent felony carrying a maximum

lent prior records (Figure 41). Since

violent crimes have been receiving

penalty of 40 years or more is a

the implementation of truth-in-

sentences with a median time to

Category I record. First degree

sentencing, offenders convicted of

serve of 37 years, three times what

murderers with a less serious vio-

second degree murder who have

ues are

higher and half are lower).

Tbese charts reþort oalues oJ

actual incarcera-

tion time ser¡eâ unâer parole laøs

tssz) ard

(toaa-

expected tine to be serued under

truth-iil-seúenciilg Þrooísíors Jor cases sentenced

iil FY

reþresenteã

by

tssl.
tbe

Prison Time Served' Parole System v. Truth-in-Sentencing (in years)

f,.*^""40
First Degree

F;'g*.41

Murder

Second Degree Murder

Tme serted talues are
95.6

nedian (the niâdle oalue,

whue balJ of the tine seroeá oahtes arc bígber
øndbalJ ørelouer). FYtgsa data íncludes
51
cases

recomnendtd Jor, and sentenced to, more

26

37.1

than six nontbs oJ incarceratíon.
14.1

12.4

I
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No Category

nl

Category II

14.7

Category

I

Ët rl

No Category

l/ll

Category II
P¡ior Record

7.2

I

Cateeory I
Pr¡o¡ Record

Category I ls defined as any prior conviction or juvenile adjudication for
statutory maximum penalty of 40 years or more.

a

violent crime with

Category II is defined as any prior conviction or juvenile adjudication for
a statutory maximum penalty less than 40 years.

a

violent crime

with

a

no record of violence have re-

previous convictions for violent

years, nearly twice the historical

ceived sentences which will lead

crimes, median expected lengths

time served. In contrast to the

to a median time served of over

of stay have risen to six and nine

parole system, offenders with

years. For second-degree murder-

years under truth-in-sentencing,

violent prior record will serve

who are repeat violent offend-

depending on the seriousness of

significantly longer terms than

ers, the impact of truth-in-sen-

the offender's prior record. Repeat

those without violent priors.

tencing is even more pronounced.

violent offenders convicted of

Based on the median, rapists

Tiuth-in-sentencing data reveal

voluntary manslaughter will serve

with

that these offenders will serve

two to three times longer than

(Category II) are now serving

they did when parole was in effect.

twice as long

ers

16

a

median between 26 and27 years,

a less serious

as

a

violent record

the seven years

they served prior to sentencing

ô0

Rapists and other sex offenders are

reform. For those with

O

also serving longer terms as the

serious violent prior record (Cat-

Offenders convicted of voluntary

result of sentencing reform and

egory I), such as a prior rape, the

manslaughter, likewise, are serving

truth-i n-sentencing provisions

sentences imposed under truth-in-

more time incarcerated than in the

(Figure 43). Offenders convicted

sentencing are equivalent to time

past (Figure 42). For voluntary

of forcible rape (no violent prior

to be served of nearly 32 years.

manslaughter, offenders sentenced

record) under the parole system

to prison typically served two to

were released after serving, typi-

three years under the parole sys-

cally,

tem, regardless of the nature of

a prior record of violence, how-

their prior record. \ù/ith no vio-

ever, made

lent prior record, persons con-

median time served. After sen-

served a median of four and a half

victed of voluntary manslaughter

tencing reform, rapists with no

to five and

under truth- in-sentencing will

previous record of violence are

even if they had a prior conviction

serve a median term of nearly five

being sentenced such that they

for

years. For those who do have

will

ure 44). Recommendations of the

f,6,^'r"42

ft5"^'r" 43

f;6^

Voluntary Manslaughter

Forcible Rape

Forcible Sodomy

instead of the six to seven years
served prior to sentencing reform.

a more

0
OJ

(1t

i

F
o
U

6

5tr,

years in prison. Having

little difference in the

serve a median term of nine

È
E

Results are similar for another

violent sexual crime. Historically,
under the parole system, offenders
convicted of forcible sodomy

a

a serious

half years in prison,

violent felony (Fig-

"44

31.5

ti

13.5
4.5

"
am
No Category

l/ll

¡til
Catesory II

9

8.9

6.3

5.6
3.1

I

Category

I

No Catecory I/ll

6.7

Category ll

Catesory I

13.5

10.8

45

il

No Caresory L4l

5.6

il

Catesory ll

-il
Category I

sq

truth-in -sentencing guidelines

serued for most offenders con-

injury

have led to increases in time to

victed of this crime.

pattern. Sentencing reform

serue for many of these offenders.

Once convicted of forcible sod-

cases demonstrates a

similar
has

more than doubled time served for

The truth-in-sentencing guidelines

those convicted of malicious in-

omy, offenders can expect to serue

have achieved longer incarcera-

jury who have no prior violent

terms typically ranging from

tion terms for offenders convicted

record or a less serious violent

years, if they have no violent prior

of aggravated malicious injury

record, and more than tripled time

convictions, up to a median of 27

1

1

a

crime which results in the perma-

to serye for those with the most

years if they have a Category I

nent injury or impairment of the

serious violent record (Fi1ure 47).

violent prior record.

victim. Prior to reform,

sentences

for aggravated malicious injury

The tougher penalties specified by

yielded prison stays of less than

the truth- in-sentencing guidelines

sexual battery have also increased

four years if the offender had no

for robbery with a firearm have

o

(Figure 45). Sentences handed

record of violent criminality. Un-

resulted in substantially longer

ú,

down under truth-in-sentencing

der truth-in-sentencing, however,

prison terms for this crime. Rob-

are producing a median time to

the median time to serve has more

bers who committed their crimes

serve ranging from three years for

than doubled (Figure 46). Like-

with firearms, but who had no

offenders never convicted of

wise, the median length of stay for

previous record of violence, typi-

conviction of aggravated mali-

cally spent fess than three years in

Lengths of stay for aggravated

o
U
d

æ
Ol

(0

a

violent crime, to over five years

a

for batterers who have committed

cious injury when an offender has

prison under the parole system

serious violent felonies in the past.

the less serious of the violent prior

(Figure 48). Even robbers with

For each type of prior record,

record types (Category II) has

the most serious type of violent

truth-in -sentencing terms are sur-

prior record (Category I) only

passing prison terms served under

to 10
years, and from 4tnyears lo 24

the parole system. In fact, sen-

years when an offender has a more

tencing reform has effectively

serious violent prior record (Cat-

doubled the median time to be

egory

increased from 4to years

I).

Sentencing in malicious

served a little more than four years

in prison, based on the median,
prior to the no-parole legislation.
Since sentencing reform, offenders

Prison Tìme Served, Parole System v. Tiuth-in-Sentencing (in years)

F;g^r"+S

F;,74,*46

f*Y"4)

Aggravated Sexual Battery

Aggravated Malicious lniury

Malicious Iniury

45
3

1.3

No Catceory

l/tl

Catesory

ll

it
,,:å:'i:i,.

8.1

9.9

i* iil ,il

No Cateeory

L4l

Câtesory

ll

Category

I

7

5.4
3.6
1.4

2.2

2.3

Catcgory II

Category

I

No Cateeory L4l

I

who commit robbery with a fire-

his current offense is considered

convicted of this offense served

arm are receiving prison terms

nonviolent. The system of mid-

prior to sentencing reform. ln

that will result in a median time to

point enhancements crafted dur-

the truth-

serve of over seven years, even in

ing sentencing reform addresses

these drug offenders are serving

cases in which the offender has no

this view. For instance, an of-

a

prior violent convictions. Thls is

fender who has most recently

(Figure 49). The sentencing rec-

more than double the typical time

committed a larceny, but who

ommendations increase dramati -

served by these offenders under

previously has been convicted of

cally, however, if the offender has

the parole system. For robbers

a

with the more

serious violent prior

record (Category I), such as a

robbery is classified

as a

violent

in

-sentencing period,

median of just over one year

violent background. Although

a

offender by the truth-in-sentenc-

drug sellers with violent criminal

ing guidelines and will receive

histories typically served only

a

prior conviction for robbery, the

longer sentence recommendation

about a year and a half under the

expected time served in prison is

than someone convicted of lar-

parole system, the truth-in-sen-

now

ceny who has no prior conviction

tencing guidelines recommend

16 years/

or four times the

historical time serued for offenders

for

a

violent crime.

sentences which

will result in

incarceration stays of 3/z ro 4/z

fitting this profile.
The truth-in -sentencing system
largely successful in in-

years, depending on the seriousness of prior record. Vrginia's

The truth-in-sentencing guidelines

has been

were formulated to target offend-

creasing incarceration terms for

judges are responding by sentenc-

ers convicted of violent crimes for

offenders whose current offense is

ing these drug felons to longer

longer incarceration terms. The

nonviolent but who have a prior

terms, approximating the guide-

designers of sentencing reform felt

record of violence. For example,

Ii

that any offender with a previous

for the sale of a Schedule I/ll drug,

conviction for

a

violent crime also

nes recommendations.

such as cocaine, the guidelines

should be characterized as a vio-

recommend a midpoint term of

lent offender, subject to enhanced

one year in the absence of a vio-

penalty recommendations, even if

lent record, the same as offenders

Category II is defined as any prior
conviction or juvenile adiudication for

F^g'""49

F;g-¿44

Robbery with Firearm

Sale

violent crime with

a

a

statutory maximum

penalty less than 40 years.

of a Schedule l/ll Drug
Category I is defined as any prior

conviction or juvenile adjudication for
violent crime with

penalty of 4o years or more.
16.3

10.9

7a
2.7

il

No Catesory

l/ll

3.8

41

1
Iã:
Catesory II

Category I

45

3.6

3J

1.3

No Category

l/ll

Catesory

ll

1.6

I

Category I

a

a statutory maximum

I
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In most cases of the sale of mari-

criminal history. \Øhen the guide-

cal evidence that the sentences

lines do recommend such a term,

being imposed under the new

than five pounds), the sentencing

grand larceny offenders with no

system for violent offenders are

guidelines do not recommend

violent prior record are being

producing lengths of stay drama-

incarceration over six months,

sentenced to a median term of just

tically longer than those histori-

over one year (Figure 51). Of-

cally seen. Furthermore, it was

minimal prior record. Nonethe-

fenders whose current offense is

the intent of the system's designers

less, in those relatively few cases

grand larceny but who have

that offenders with violent crimi-

in which judges choose to sen-

prior record with a less serious

nal histories serve longer than

tence marijuana sellers having no

violent crime (Category II) are

those with less serious records. It

prior violent record to a term ex-

serving twice as long after sen-

appears that median time served

ceeding six months, they have

tencing reform, with terms in-

prior to sentencing reform for

imposed sentences with a median

creasing from just under a year to

many of the offenses discussed

L

o

expected time to serve of approxi-

just under two years. Their coun-

here was not significantly related

c.)

ú

mately one year (Figure 50). \Øhen

terparts with the more serious

to prior record defined in terms

d

sellers of marijuana have the most

violent prior records (Category I)

of the previous acts of violence.

serious violent criminal history

are now serving terms of more

As the result of the design of the

(Category I), judges have responded

than 2rzzyears instead of the one

sentencing guidelines, sentences

by handing down sentences with

year they had in the past.

imposed under truth-in-sentenc-

juana (more than

l:

ounce and less

particularly if the offender has

æ

a

a

a

median 2tnyears to serve.

62

ing are producing terms of incarThe impact of Mrginia's truth-in-

ceration which increase as the

Similarly, in grand larceny cases,

sentencing system on the incar-

seriousness of prior violence in-

the sentencing guidelines do not

ceration periods of violent offend-

creases, creating the "stair step"

recommend a sanction of incar-

ers has been significant. The

effect intended by the 1994

ceration over six months unless

truth-in-sentencing data presented

sentencing legislation.

the offender has a fairly lengthy

in this section provide unequivo-

Prison Tìme Served, Parole System v. Tiuth-in-Sentencing (in years)

Category II is defined as any prior

conviction or juvenile adjudication for
violent crime with

F;4^azS0

f^g^^"51

Sale of Mariiuana (More than ttz oz
and less than 5 lbs)

Crand Larceny

penalty less than 40 years.
Category I is defined as any prior
conviction or juvenile adjudication for

violent crime with

.4

I
No Category

Irl

iI

Category

ll

iil
Catesory I

2.7

I
tr

1.3

:J åil
No Catesory

Irl

Cat€sory ll

Category

I

a

a statutory maximum

penalty of 40 years or more.
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a

a statutory maximum
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During the development of sentencing reform legislation, much
consideration was given as to how
best to balance the goals of truthin-sentencing and longer incar-

Some increase in the prison popu-

prisoners has slowed in recent

lation might also be anticipated

years. Virginia's official state re-

since violent of fenders are ser"ring

sponsible (i.e., prison) forecast has

longer terms than they did just

been revised downward in each of

prior to truth-rn-sentencing re-

the last fouryears. \Where the state

forms. The truth-in-sentencing
guidelines specify midpoint en-

once expected nearly 45,000 in-

hancements which increase sen-

projection for that date is 32,862.

mates in June 2002, the current

tence recommendations for of-

Prior forecasts predicted a rate of

fenders having current or prior

growth which would have doubled

convictions for violent felonies.

the inmate population within a dec-

Currently, one out of every five

ade, but the forecast for state pris-

offenders qualifies for these en-

oners developed in 1998 projects

with an eye towards Virginiai cur-

hancements. Thus, although re-

average annual growth of only

rent and planned prison capacity.

form measures substantially in-

2.5o/o

ceration terms for violent offenders with demand for expensive

correctional resources. Reform
measures were carefully crafted

bo

crease lengths of stay for certain

from 1999-2003 (Figure 52).
Unanticipated drops in the num-

Tiuth-in-sentencing is expected to

offenders, the number of offenders

ber of admissions to prison within

have an impact on the prison (i.e.,

targeted is relatively small com-

the last four years have caused

state responsible) inmate popula-

pared to the overall number of

these progressively lower forecasts.

tion.

criminals entering Virginia's pris-

Fewer than anticipated admissions

under truth-in-sentencing provi-

ons. Furthermore, because sentencing reforms target violent

to prison are key to the slower
rate of growth now projected for

sions than under the parole system

offenders, who were already serv-

Virginia's prison population.

and time served by nonviolent

ing longer than average sentences,

offenders has been held relatively

the impact of longer lengths of

constant, the proportion of the

stay for these offenders will not

prison population composed of

felt until several years from now

Because

violent offenders

are

serving significantly longer terms

The drop in admissions to prison
be

ers should increase over time.

Violent offenders will be queuing
up in Mrginia's prisons due to

flects the recent downturn in the

amount of crime reported in the

violent offenders relative to the
proportion of nonviolent offend-

that Virginia is experiencing re-

Despite record breaking increases

Commonwealth.

in the inmate population in the

Cdnr¿

late 1980s and early 1990's,

further discussion of crime and

growth in the number of state

the new sentencing system.

See Impact on

section in this chapter for

longer lengths of stay, while nonviolent offenders will continue to

FWs?

be released after serving approxi-

Historical and Prolected State Responsible (Prison) Population, 1993-2oo3

mately the same terms of incar-

Date*

Inmates

1993

20760
23648

13.9o/o

1995
1996
1997
1 998

27364

t

1999
2000

31 194

6.0

31950

will continue to grow over the

200

2.4
1.7

2002

32484
32862

next decade.

2003

33289

ceration

as

they did in the past.

Historical

1994

The Commission anticipates that
the percentage of the incarcerated

population defined
offenders with

a

as

violent,

current or previ-

Prolected

ous conviction for a violent felony,

*

1

28743
28743
29442

June data are used for each year

Percent Change

5.7
5.0
0.0
a)

1.2
1.3
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As part of the system, two new

E r,¡u"rab.*"

cornerstone programs, the diver-

AIIøral-vø

Þu't";¿/..t4
1ùØhen

ota
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/'lb*

and the detention center incar-

ceration program, were autho-

the new sentencing system

rized. The new programs, while
they involve incarceration, differ

established a two level commu-

from traditional incarceration in

nity-based corrections systemr one

jail or prison since they include

level pertains to state-responsible

more structured services designed

offenders while the other applies

to address problems associated

to local-responsible offenders.

with recidivism. Offenders ac-

This system was implemented to

cepted in these programs are con-

provide judges alternatives to trao.

sidered probationers since their

d¡tional incarceration [or nonvio-

entire sentence is suspended and

CJ

ú,
6

tr

4

lent offenders, enabling them to

the sentencing judge retains au-

reserve costly correctional institu-

æ

tion beds for violent offenders.

oì

Although the Commonwealth

6r+

a

In the four years since the new
sentencing system became effec-

tive, the Department of Corrections has gradually established
detention and diversion centers
around the state as part of the
community-þased corrections
system for state-responsible of-

fenders. These centers involve

highly structured, short-term
incarceration for felons deemed
appropriate by the courts and the

Department of Corrections.

thority over the offender should
he fail the conditions of the program or subsequent community

already operated some community

corrections programs¡

Þr^+";¿l"t'*+¿Þ*5,r""rnt,

sion center incarceration program

was created the Generaf Assembly

o

Abøn¡aat¿ l**a'wn¿W.

supervision requirements. This

more

section focuses on one level of the

comprehensive system was en-

system, the Statewide Commu-

abled through this legislation.

nity-Based Corrections System.

The detention center program
features military-style manage-

ment and supervision, physical
labor in organized public works
projects and such services as reme-

dial education and substance abuse
services. The diversion center

program emphasizes assistance to

the offender in securing and maintaining employment while also
providing education and substance

In

tesa, Greeue Counly

oJ Orange
oJ

wøs Jormeã Jrom tbe western

þortion

County. A reason cited uas that tbe bigh waters

two rioers anå poor roøá conditions maáe it exþensioe and

inconoenient to attend court. The courtbouse, ølso comþleted

in t st e, uas buih on land donateâ by

the

Joundu oJ

Standarásoille, Caþtain W¡ll¡am Støndarã.

abuse services. The Department

rable in length to the detention

of Corrections now operates four

and diversion center programs.

detention centers and four diver-

The few women referred and

sion centers throughout the state.

accepted to the program are sent

Figure 53 depicts opening dates

to

for the various detention and

in Michigan.

a

women's boot camp facility

llr-t^2,W" t¿. I c'<¿'w¿n¿**
Þ r^t ;,/^"t ø"2 Þ *./ltz'ro*t'
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In addition to the alternative incarceration programs described
above, the Department of Correc-

diversion centers.

tions operates a host of other nonOn July 1, 1998, approximately

incarceration programs

These two new types of alterna-

500 probationers were in the de-

its community-based corrections

tive punishment incarceration

tention, diversion, and boot camp

system. Programs such as regular

programs supplement the boot

programs while more than 700

and intensive probation supervi-

camp program which has been in

offenders were on facility waiting

sion, home electronic monitoring,

operation since 1991. This pro-

lists. The diversion center pro-

day reporting centers, and adult

gram for young adult offenders is

gram has been operating at full

residential centers are an integral

capacity while the detention cen-

part of the system.

a

military-style program focusing

as

part of

ôo

U
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(t)

F

on drill and ceremony, physical

ter program is functioning at near

labor, remedial education, and

full capacity. According to the

Regular probation services have

o
o

been available since the 1940's;

E

male offenders are received into

Department of Corrections' June,
1997 population report, there

the program once a month in pla-

were about 300 probationers in

izedby smaller caseloads, was

toons averaging about 30 each.

these programs at that time. This

pilot tested in the mid

The program has recently been

represents a 670/o increase from

Intensive supervision is now an

lengthened from three to four

June 30, 1997, to June 30, 1998.

alternative in most of the state's

a

drug education program. Young

intensive supervision, character-

1980's.

months making it more compa-

41 probation districts.

Fws3

The Department now operates

Opening Dates for Currently Operating Detention Centers
and Diversion Centers

centers feature daily offender

Detention
Center

Detention
Center

Oct.

)uly te97

1995

six day reporting centers. These

'lìdewater Detention
Center for'Women

Stafford

contact and monitoring
as

as

well

program services. Offenders

June 1998
Appalachian

Detention Center
July 1998

report each morning to the center
and are directed to any combina-

tion of education or treatment
Richmond

Chesrerfìeld

\ù/omen's

Ment

Divcrsion
Center

Diversion
Center

Dec

)uly

1996

Harrisonburg Meni
Diversion Center
July i99B
Diversìorr Center
'Women
for
at
Southampton
August I 998

1997

programs/ to a community center

work project, or

a

job. The centers

are considered a more viable

option in urban rather than rural
areas since offenders must have

't995

1996

1997

1

998

1999

6

transportation to the center. Four
more day reporting centers are in

the planning stage.
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lndex Crimes in Vrginia 1993-1997

\X/hile the sentencing reforms

L

o

o.

U

ú
d
t

c
æ

(6

in

1994 appear to be

Rate

fulfill

per

Percent

Modifications to the sentencing

passed

guidelines regarding first-time

ing many of the intended goals

felons convicted of selling a gram

(

or less of cocaine and amendments

ceration terms for violent offend-

to the habitual traffic offender

ers and expansion of alternative

statute have resulted in increased

sanctions), the impact of the re-

;udicial use of alternative punishment programs, especially the

forms on crime in Mrginia is diffi-

cultto ascertain. Between

detention center, diversion center

and

and boot camp programs. These

ginia declined. The overall rate

mentation of a new felony punish-

changes are described in the guide-

of "index crimes" (murder/non-

ment system and a drop in the

lines compliance chapter. Based

negligent manslaughter, forcible

crime rate raises the possibility

on sentencing data maintained by

rape, robbery aggravated assaults,

that there is some cause and effect

the Commission, approximately

burglary, larceny, motor vehicle

relationship. The following sec-

200 offenders were sentenced to

theft and arson) in Virginia (per

tions of the report discuss the

these programs between July

100,000 population) dropped

possible relationship between

1997,toJune 30, 1998, accompa-

from 4,210 in 1993 to 3,870 in

the implementation of truth-in-

nying these changes.

1997 , more than 87o (Figure 54).
\While four ol the index crimes

sentencing and the crime rate

1,

truth-in-sentencing, longer incar-

1997 ,

IOO,OOO

Population Change

1993

4210

1994

41 08

-2.4o/o

1995

4063

-1.1

1996

3971

1t

1997

3870

yielded a net decline for the five

1993

reported crime in Vr-

year period (Figure 55). Imple-

in Mrginia.

Although the risk assessment

rose slightly from 1996 and 1997 ,

component of the guidelines sys-

the rates of all eight index crimes

tem is currently being pilot tested
and is not operational statewide,

it

is expected that full implemen-

tation should result in increased

F:g^aeSS

Index Crime in Vrginia by Crime ^lype, 199?-1997

numbers of sentences to these

alternative incarceration programs as well as to other alter-

Percent
Change

Rate per lOO,OOO Population

1994

I 993

native punishment programs

Murder/Non -Negligent
Manslaughter

referred to in this chapter.

Forcible Rape
Robbery

8.4

8.8

1995
7.7

t996
7.4

1997

7.2

'92-'97

14.7o/o

32.6

28.7

27.4

26.4

26.3

19.2

144.1

133.7

133.1

122.0

123.8

l4.1

Aggravated Assault

192..7

192.0

197.2

183.2

185.0

-4.O

Burglary

677.7

645.O

601 .8

58).1

562.4

17.O

Larceny

2832.1

2785.4

2767.3

2744.1

2656.6

-6.2

80.5

295.6

276.4

277.2

-4.4

34.4

33.1

29.3

31.2

-4.8

Motor Vehicle Theft
Arson

289.8
5¿.ó

2
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One way for truth-in-sentencing
to have an impact on crime in

Virginia is by having a deterrence
effect. If sentencing reform

has

had an effect on crime, some persons who would otherwise have

broken the law may be deterred
from committing crime, or at least
certain types of crime, because of
the knowledge of the tough penalties associated with the truth-insentencing system. Deterrence is
one of the commonly acknowledged goals of criminal justice.

The criminological literature refers to both general deterrence

and specific deterrence. Specific
deterrence pertains to an indi-

vidual who has committed a crime
and the degree to which the threat

or actual application of punishment will deter him from engag-

ing in crime again. Theoretically,
the deterrent value of a specific
punishment is optimized when
the targeted person or population

Since December 1995, Virginia's

Another aspect of deterrence

offender notification program has

is

informed prison inmates about to

General deterrence is the degree

be released from incarceration

to which knowledge of criminal

about the statei new tougher sen-

penalties deters members of the

tencing laws. Under the program,

general population, not just those

correctional staff tell the inmate

convicted of crimes, from engag-

about the truth-in-sentencing

ing in criminal behavior. Ceneral

system and describe to the of-

deterrence effects are much more

known as general deterrence.

fender the harsher sanctions he is

diff¡cult to assess since it is very

likely to incur should he be con-

hard to measure the depth of

b0

victed of a new crime. Thus, the

knowledge people have of crimi-

U

program should increase the po-

nal punishments, and what, if any,

tential deterrent effect of Virginia's

impact this knowledge has in pre-

sentencing reforms among offend-

venting them from committing

ers being released from prison.

crime. At this time, the Commis-

Mrginia's offender notification

sion is not undertaking any study

program is the first of its kind in

of the general deterrence effect of

the nation. An evaluation of its

the truth- in-sentencing system.

sion and the National Center for
State Courts in \ù/illiamsburg,

Mrginia. Upon its release In 1999,
the evaluation will find an audience among legislators, criminal

justice agencies, and others
around the nation interested

in sentencing reform.

logical studies of the deterrent
The Orange County courtbouse, buih iu tasg,
was tbe Jirst desigued in

Vír¡inia under tbe

ínfluence

with some researchers concluding
that many offenders were unaware of the sanctions that were
enacted in hopes of deterring

F

o
I
d

À
E

o

conducted jointly by the Commis-

sanction. A number of crimino-

have produced mixed results,

o

U)

impact on recidivism rates is being

is adequately informed of the

value of punishment initiatives

o

oJ tbe þicturesQue monement. Comþetítion was Jierce

among localities to secure train stoþs. To þroject
ø þrogressioe ímø4e Jor the railroaás, Orange

their criminal behavior.
County built a courtbouse tbat resenbleá botb
Washington's

B*O Station

ønd øn Italian oilla.

l4<"<l on Cn'b¿ -

one convicted of a felony crime

l4a<l

øaAøAlza"at^ E N,l*t"

committed on or after January 1,
1995. Since the new sentencing

Crime has also been declining

Another way for truth-in-sentenc-

system has been in effect for less

nationally, with many states wit-

ing to have an impact on crime in

than four years, many of the vio-

nessing downward trends in crime

Virginia is through incapacitation

lent offenders would still be in

rates similar to those Virginia has

effects. Criminological research

prison even if the offender were

experienced. Some of these states

suggests that a relatively large

serving his sentence under parole

have abolished parole and tough-

I

ô,h C4;'t't4

- Sr,"t-t¿-^/

laws and the old system of good

ened their punishments for vio-

conduct credits. An incapacita-

lent offenders, while others have

ers. The designers of sentencing

tion effect of longer sentences can

adopted other crime fighting

reform targeted violent offenders,

only begin to be measured when

strategies. The issue of whether

particularly repeat violent offend-

a period of time has elapsed that

the drop in crime rates seen in the

ers, for significantly longer terms

exceeds the historical length of

Commonwealth is largely attribut-

in prison than those fypically

time serued in prison by violent

able to the sentencing reforms or

c

served under the parole system.

offenders. Further complicating

some other combination of initia-

4

By incarcerating violent of fenders

a study of incapacitation effects

tives is complex and requires more

longer than in the past, any new

is the fact that parole grant rates

rigorous research with consider-

crimes they might have commit-

have declined dramatically for

able longitudinal data that is

ted, had they been released

inmates incarcerated prior to sen-

simply unavailable at this time.

share of crime is committed by
a small

o

o.
U

ú,
6

æ
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portion of known offend-

tencing reform who are still serv-

Nationally, however, prison popu-

averted. Th¡s is known as inca-

ing out sentences under the parole

lations are at an all-tlme high

pacil.ation of offenders since

system. The drop from an average

which, some argue, indicates that

people who are incarcerated are

42o/o parole

into the community earlier,

are

grant rate in the early

of

the incapacitation effect is pfaying

prevented from committing crimes

1990s to an overall rate

against the general public.

1997 has resulted in significantly

drop in crime rates. Anecdotal

longer prison stays for felons com-

information from criminal justice

Unfortunately, at this time, the

pleting punishment under the

officials in rhe field suggests that

incapacitation effect of the new

parole system. The incapacitation

many violent offenders who likely

punishment system on crime

effect of just truth-in-sentencing

would have been back on the

difficult to measure. The truth-in

provisions is difficult to

streets under Virginias old sen-

sentencing system applies to any-

this context. Clearly, however, the

is

15o/o

in

assess in

a

significant role in the continuing

tencing system have remained in

substantial decrease in the parole

prison and, thus, are unable to

grant rate for violent offenders that

commit new crimes.

commenced in 1,994 achieved to

a

certain extent the incapacitation
effect desired by the designers of
the new felony sentencing system.

l*¿,rnh,á,-^
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The Commission closely moni-

resource for guidelines users,

tors the sentencing guidelines

has also been a rich source

system and, each year, deliber-

input and feedback from criminal

ates upon possible modifications

justice profesEionals around the

which may enhance the useful-

Commonwealth. Moreover, the

of the guidelines as a tool

Commission conducts dozens of

ness

of

for judges in making their sentenc-

training sessions over the course

ing decisions. Under S17. 1-806

of

of the Code of Virginia, any

sions provide information useful

modifications adopted by the

to the Commission. Finally, the

Commission must be presented

Commission closely examines

in its Annual Report, due to Cen-

compliance with the guidelines

eral Assembly each December

and departure patterns in order to

1.

a

year and, often, these ses-

Unless otherwise provided by

pinpoint specific

law, the changes recommended

guidelines may be out of sync

by the Commission become ef-

wirh judicial thinking. The opin-

fective on the followingJuly

ions of the judges, as expressed in

1.

areas

where the

the reasons they write for depart-

Reþlacing a log courtbouse at a þlace
once calleå "Finnelts Olá Fielã,"

Madison County's courthouse was
buih

ín taso. Tbis

courtbouse

ís

Jeatured on tbe cooer oJ this report.

The Commission draws on sev-

ing from guidelines, are very im-

eral sources of information to

portant in directing the Commis-

guide its discussions about modi-

sion to those areas of most con-

fications to the guidelines system

cern to judges.

Commission staff meet with cir-

wealth of

cuit court judges and Common-

This year, utilizing

wealths Attorneys aI various

information available from a vari-

times throughout the year, and

ety of sources, the Commission

these meetings provide an impor-

has

tant forum for input from these

for modifications to the guide-

two groups. In addition, the

lines system. The first five rec-

Commission operates a "hot line"

ommendations require legislative

phone system staffed Monday

changes to enact them. The re-

through Friday, to assist users

maining 19 recommendations

with any questions or concerns

affect guidelines worksheets or

regarding the preparation of the

preparation procedures, and do

guidelines. \X/hile the hot line

not require legislative action.

has proven to be an important

a

adopted 24 recommendations

o
E
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o

U
o
o
o
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Re¡n r+*t t'ø/¿',l,r,¿,ø 1
Amend S17.1-8o5(C) of the Code of Mrginia to add twelve offenses to those defined as violent crimes for
the purposes of the sentencing guidelines

lu'ru
Offenders with prior convictions
for violent felonies receive guidelines recommendations substan-

tially longer than those without a
violent prior record, and the size
of the increased penalty recommendation is linked to the seriouso

úo
d

c
æ

o\
or

ness

of the prior crimes, measured

by statutory maximum penalty.
Section 17.1-805(C) of the Code
specifies those offenses which are

to be scored

as

violent crimes

under the truth-in-sentencing
guidelines. There have been new

l0

o Assault

¡ Murder

Biological Substances

Manslaughter
Aggravated vehicular involuntary

Damage facihty involved with
i nfectious biological substances
s 18.2 s2.1(B)

995 that created violent offenses

that are not currently included in
the list of crimes defined

lent. Other

as

vio-

offenses existed in

Third Conviction Sexual Abuse
Third conviction attempted sexual

s18.2-52.1(A)

baftery s 18.2-67.5:

Drive \While Intoxicated

Third Conviction Sexual Battery

Victim permanently impaired, D\Øl
with reckless disregard S1 8.2-51.4

S18.2-67.5,1

Law Enforcement or Fire/Rescue
Personnel
Simple assault on law enforcement,
fire or rescue personnel

Vehicle
Shoot or throw missile aI train, car,
vessel without malice $18.2-t54

s18.2-57(c)
Simple Assault

Vehicle - Law Enforcemt./Emerg.
Shoot or throw missile at law enforcement or emergency vehicle

Hate crime - assault and battery

without malice

tation s18.2-32.1

Codc. The Commission now
In addition, a number of other
felony crimes in the 1995 Code
were not included in the list of

4zúq4;4

crimes that trigger increased sen-

Several new crimes added to the

tence recommendations. These are

Code sinceJanuary 1, 1995, should

offenses the Commission believes

be considered for addition to the

should be considered for addition

list of violent felony offenses which

to the list of violent crimes.

trigger increased sentence recommendations on the guidelines.

¡ Vandalism, Damage Property

S1

8.2- 1 54

These offenses occur with low
o Murder
Pregnant victim, without premedi

designated violent crimes.

1

(felony) S18.2-s7(B)

initial set of truth-in-sentencing

as

8.2-36. 1 (B)

with intent to injure with
infectious biological substances

Non-Caoital

recommends their inclusion

1

Possession

1995, but were omitted when the

guidelines was set out in the

S

o Sexual Assault

statutes added or modified since
1

manslaughter

frequency and the impact of add-

ing these offenses to S17. 1-805(C)
is expected to be minimal.

Þ*'¡.'øl
Code of Mrsinia

S 17.

1-805 (C)

should be amended to include

the following violent offenses,
SS 18.2-52.1(A), 18.2-52.1(B),
1

8.2

51

.4, 18.2-s7(B), 18.2-s7(C),

18.2-32.1, 18.2-51.3, 1 8.2-36. 1 (B),
and t8.2-62.5, 1. The reference to

S18.2 154 should be expanded to

¡ Assault

include both Class 4 and Class 6

Unlawful \X/ounding
Throw object from roof top etc.
with intent to cause injury

felonies as violent offenses.

S18.2-51.3

Re¿o&'dÅa,nZ
Amend S19.2-298.0f (C) of the Code of Vrginia to require probation officers to prepare sentencing guidelines
worksheets for all felony cases in whlch guidelines are applicable

l¿*¿

At'ú.W

worksheet, the worksheet was

Currently, in felony cases tried

The objective of the scoring reli-

prepared by a Commonwealth's

upon a plea of guilty, the court

ability study was to determine the

attorney (Figure 56). In contrast,

may direct the probation officer to

accuracy rate of guideline preparers

probation officers were responsible

prepare the guidelines or with "the

in scoring violent criminal history.

for this error 28o/o of the time.

concurrence of the accused, the

The study was based on a random

The impact of this error is signifi-

E
E

court and the attorney for the

sample of 2,400 sentencing guide-

cant, since the majority of points

U

Commonwealth, the worksheets

lines cases matched to a PSI report.

assigned on the worksheet depend

may be prepared by the attorney

The sample was designed to pro-

upon whether or not the offender

for the Commonlvealth." In 1998,

vide an equal number of cases

is scored as having a prior violent

the Commission conducted a scor-

with pre-sentence and post-sen-

criminal history.

ing reliability study to determine

tence reports from each of the six

the accuracy rate of worksheet

judicial regions in the state. In

Another common error found in

preparers in scoring violent crimi-

almost all cases in which a post-

the Commissiont study was the

nal history information that is

sentence report was prepared,

improper classification of an

detailed in the pre-/post-sentence

Commonwealthi attorney prepared

offenderi prior record. Offenders

investigation (PSI) report, and to

the sentencing guidelines forms.

with prior convictions for violent

o

E
E

a

differs between probation officers

The results of the study indicate

mendations substantially longer

and Commonwealth's attorneys.

that guidelines worksheets prepared

than those without

Results of the study indicate that

by Commonwealthk attorneys

record, and the size of the in-

worksheets prepared by a Com-

had an error rate of 36.5% while

creased penalty recommendation

monwealth's attorney are more

the error rate for probation officers

is linked to the seriousness of the

likely to contain significant errors

was 76.60/o. ln72o/o of the cases

prior crimes, measured by statu-

than worksheets prepared by

when a preparer failed to score

probation officers.

violent prior conviction on the

a

violent prior

tory maximum penalty. A cat-

a

egory I record is defined as any

f;g^'r"56
Percentage of Scoring Errors Committed by Commonwealth's Attorneys

and Probation Officers

7)th

Seriousness of Prior
Violent Of fense Underscored

28o/o

l7o/o

\ù/rong \ù/orksheet
l9o/o

Completed

I

U

d

felonies receive guidelines recom-

Failure to Score

o

o

determine if scoring accuracy

Prior Violent Record

,9

Commonwealtht

Attorneys f

Probation Officers

U

úU
11

prior conviction or juvenile ad;u-

One of the cornerstones of

research and use many additional

violent crime which

Virginia's no-parole sentencing

sources

carries a statutory maximum pen-

system is the tough sentencing

the defendant to compile a com-

alty of 40 years or more, while

guidelines for violent felons. Im-

plete and accurate accounting

cal"egory II record is any prior

portantly, "violent" felons are de-

of an offender's criminal past.

conviction or juvenile ad¡udica-

fined

tion for

is

dication for

a

a

violent crime with

a

a

as

including interviews with

those whose current crime

violent and those who have a

The Commission believes that

maximum penalty of less than 40

violent crime in their past. Unfor-

complete and accurate scoring of

years. Incorrectly classiÊying

tunately, the Commissiont study

prior record is crucial to the integ-

offenderi category I record as a

reveals that there are many in-

rity of the sentencing guidelines

category II yields a guidelines

stances when violent felons are

system, and therefore, recom-

recommendation substantially

not being appropriately identified

mends that probation officers

shorter than what he would have

to the judge. These errors of omis-

complete the guidelines worksheets

received, had his prior record

sion are predominantly found on

in all felony cases in which guide-

U

been properly classified. In the

sentencing guidelines forms com-

lines apply. In some circuits, pro-

6

Commissioni study, B37o of these

pleted by the Commonwealths

bation officers may experience

errors were committed by

Attorney's office.

workload impact due to the shift

o

À

ú
æ
Oì

an

Commonwealth's attorneys while

a

in responsibility of preparing the

probation officers were respon-

The Commission wishes to make

guidelines forms. It is impossible

sible for only

it clear that these audit findings

to predict if complete and accu-

should not be used to impugn the

rate scoring of the guidelines by

Failing to score an offender's com-

professionalism of our Common-

probation officers might affect

plete criminal history can also

wealtht attorneys in executing

the practices of prosecutors in

result in a guidelines recommenda-

their duties. In their prior record

plea negotiations.

tion for probation or

research, the prosecutort office

17o/o

(Fieure 56).

)z

a

short incar-

ceration term when the offender

must rely almost exclusively on

Þ*¡n'øl

should have received a recommen-

the "rap sheets" maintained on the

The Commission recommends

dation for a significant period of

central criminal records exchange

that language in S19.2-298.01(C)
of the Code which allows

incarceration in prison.

\ùØhen

system. These criminal histories

this occurs, the preparer completes

rarely detail any juvenile convic-

Commonwealth's attorneys to

the wrong guidelines worksheet.

tions and the adult arrests often

prepare the guidelines be stricken.

In

are missing final dispositions. In

81olo

of these errors identified

in the study, the Commonwealth's

contrast, probation officers use

attorneys failed to score a violent

these same "rap sheets" as the start-

prior conviction which resulted in

ing point in their criminal record

the prison worksheet not being
completed (Figure 56).

Re¿,r"*t^t'*/cfu,ø 3
Modify $sa.

t - t zs of the Code of Vrginia such that sentence credits earned by felons who perform work on state,
city or county property are eliminated

lu.*

Ar'ø1'/4;o

There may be some impact on

There is an apparent contradiction

That some felons are being

local responsible (i.e., jail) bed

in the Code of Mrsinia concern-

awarded sentence credits under

space needs in those jurisdictions

ing the amount of time felons

S53.1-129 in excess of the maxi-

that use this statute frequently.

must serve. The provisions of

mum specified by truth-in-sen-

553. 1 -202.3 that accompanied

tencing provisions undermines the

Þ*¡"a"'t

the abolition of parole limit

intent of the truth-in-sentencing

Amend S53.1- 129 ro eliminare

earned sentence credit to a maxi-

reform. Some felons are serving

any additional sentence credits

mum of 4/z days per thirry days

much smaller share of their sen-

earned by felons who work on

served for any felony committed

tences than others, and many are

state, city or county property.

on or after January 1, 1995. How-

serving significantly less than the

Sentence credits should be deter-

o

ever, S53.1 - 1 29 of the Code of

minimum 857o set when parole

mined by the provisions of 553.1-

E
E

a

jail in

202.3. Consequently, with these

sentence credit to felons who

the state is awarding credits under

changes in effect all felons would

work on state, city or county

S53.1-129 such that offenders are

be required to serve a minimum of

property, and there is no limit

receiving one day's credit for each

85o/o

to the amount of sentence credit

day worked. This is in addition to

that the judge may award for the

any other sentence credits earned

work performed.

under truth-in-sentencing laws.

Virginia allows

a

judge to award

was abolished. At least one

Moreover, this statute is not uni-

formly applied to all felons in the
Commonwealth, as some regions
use this statute more than others.

Consequently, the incarceration

time that will be served for a sentence imposed by

a

judge or jury

in Vrginia is unpredictable for
some number of felons. The in-

tent of truth-in-sentencing reform
was to eliminate unpredictability

in punishment.

of their sentences.

o
E
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o
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o
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SS53. I -2o, 5 3. I -2o.

I

-21 of the Code of Mrginia to eliminate any distinction between a felony
of I 2 months, and to make offenders with sentences of I 2 months or
more the responsibility of the state and the Department of Corrections

Modify

and

5 3. I

sentence of one year and a felony sentence

o

úO
d
l

c
æ
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lu'ru

Based

One of the goals of truth-in-sen-

Attorney Ceneral's office,

tencing reform was to ensure that

September

felons serue time under the same

ment of Corrections (DOC)

the correctional bed space needs

system, regardless of whether they

adopted a new policy of treating

of the Commonwealth. \ü/ithout

are a state responsible (i.e., prison)

offenders

inmate or a local responsible (i.e.,

as

jail) prisoner. \Øhen the Ceneral

one year sentences are considered

responsible (jail) population rang-

Assembly abolished parole and

state inmates. In a more recent

ing from 200 to 600 beds, with an

restructured good time, it defined

informal Attorney Ceneral's opin-

offsetting decrease in the state

a state responsible inmate as any

ion, the distinction between state

responsible population.

felon with an effective sentence

and local inmates was made even

(imposed sentence less any sus-

less

pended time) of greater than six

mal opinion, individual sentences

months. Under those provisions,

need to be considered separately

Amend S53.1-20(B) to read, Persons convicted of felonies on or

no distinction was made between

when the aggregate sentence

afterJanuary 1, 1995, and sen-

on

a

consultation with the

1

,

with

as

of

1998, the Depart-

12

month sentences

local prisoners. Persons with

clear. According to the infor-

is

l+4r4á
This move to clarify the Code of
Virginia would have no impact on

the Commission's proposal, there
would be an increase in the local

Þ*¡".ø'l

between 12 months and two years

tenced to incarcerøtion

or 365 days. ln 1997, the Ceneral

If none of the lndividual crimes

more shall be

Assembly redefined state and local

result in a sentence of one year or

of the Department. Code of Vir-

responsibility of offenders, making

more, then the offender is a state

ginia $53.1-20.1 should be modi-

"persons convicted of felonies com-

responsible inmate only at the

fied so that compensation is paid

mitted on or afterJanuary 1 , 1995,

discretion of the Director of DOC.

to the local jail for any person

a sentence

of one year, 1 2 months,

oJ

tz

montbs or

placed in the custody

convicted of a felony committed

and sentenced to the Department

(of Corrections) or sentenced to

The sentencing guidelines provide

on or after January 1,

confinement in jail for

no distinction between a 12 month

who is required to serve incarcera-

sentence and a one year sentence.

tion oJ

a

year or

more" the responsibility of the

tz

montbs or more.

of

1,995

, and

tinally,

The Commission believes that

subsection 4

Code after this change has created

this latest interpretation of the law

should be updated to reflect that

differing opinions about the mean-

provides a distinction where none

no person convicted of a felony

ing of a one year sentence versus

was intended when parole was

on or afterJanuary 1, 1995, should

abolished and truth-in-sentencing

be transferred to the Department

laws were passed. Tiuth-in-sen-

of Corrections when the com-

tencing aimed to simplify the

bined length of all sentences to be

sentencing system and eliminate

served iof¿ls

state. Language remaining in the

a 12 month sentence-

distinctions such as this one.

less

553.1-21(B)

tban tz montbs.

Re.<n&d^¿,øS
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Amend SS t s.z-zss .ot, 19.2368.2, and 30- 19. 1,5 0f the code
of Mrginia which refer to lìratters
pertaining to the Vrginia Criminal Sentencing Commission, substituting the Code sections which

Modify the sentencing guidelines to increase the primary (i.e., most serious) offense scores by one point on every worksheet with an offense that

l,

became effective October

1998,

for repealed Code sections

cumently receives a score of zero, simultaneously increasing by one point
the accompanying scoring thresholds and recommendation tables

la+*
There are numerous offenses which
receive a zero when they are scored

Effective October l,1998,Tttle 17
(Courts of Record) and 'lìtle

14.

ances) of the Code of Virginia
have been repealed and replaced

17

1

1

of

-fitle

pertained to the Virginia Crimi-

nal Sentencing Commission. The
same provisions are now contained

in Chapter 8 of

lìtle 17.1 How-

ever, three Code sections citing

the Commission in other'lìtles
were not amended when

-lìtle

17

was re-codified.

Þ*¡rn"'!

sheet score ol zero has been inter-

Prescription fraud

preted by some to mean an offense

Drug paraphernalia

has no value under the guidelines.

Distribute imitation drug,
marijuana on school property

AtøW

Distribute imitation drug to minor

There are several worksheets

Possess Schedule

(Sections A and B) which include
a

primary offense that receives

and worksheets are listed below

lìtle

19.2 and Ïtle 30

to substitute appropriate refer-

Offenses Receiving a Primary
Offense Score of Zero
Assault - Section A
Attempted or conspired
unlawful injury

Burglary/Dwelling - Section A
Occupied dwelling with intent
to commit a misdemeanor with
out deadly weapon

ences to the Commission,

¡

Amend S19.2-298.01, substituting Cbøþter

.
r

($tt.t-aoo

et

seq.)

Burglary/Dwelling - Section B
Dwelling with intent to commit
larceny, etc. without deadly

for Chaþter

rt

weapon

rz-zsz et seq ) oJTitle

n

Dwelling at night with intent to
commit larceny, etc. without

oJTitle
($

tt.t

a

E
E

o

U
0

Amend S19.2-368.2, substituting $rz.r-805 for Stz-zsz

deadly weapon

Burglary/Other - Section A
Amend S30- 19. I :5, substituting
$ r z. r-so: for $r z-z;s

Drug - Section

l/ll

drug

Possession of burglary tools

o
o
6
-d
o

¡

É
Ê
U

B

O

Prescription fraud
Drug paraphernalia
Distribute imitation drug, marijuana on school property

The Commission requests amendments to the following three Code

a

score of zero. The specific offenses

Any other unlawful in¡ury

sections in

.2

Drug - Section A

1

(Costs, Fees, Salaries and Allow-

by 'l-ìtle 17.1. Chapter

commit larceny

the primary offense. A work-

as

løu

Burglary/Other - Section B
Other structure with intent to

Distribure imitation drug to minor

Fraud - Section A
Passing bad checks, credit card
fraud, receiving goods from credit

card, making false statements to
obtain goods $2OO or more

Fraud - Section B
\ù/elfare and food stamp fraud,
$2oo or more

Kidnapping - Section A
Felony kidnapping by parent

Larceny - Section A
Attempted or conspired larceny

Any larceny with

a maximum

penalty of 5 years
Larceny - Section B
Any attempted or conspired
larceny

?s

Murder/Homicide - Section A

The Commission's proposal elimi-

Involuntary manslaughter

nates scores

Attempted or conspired involuntary manslaughter

Other Sexual Assault - Section A
Carnal knowledge, accused minor
3 years

junior

Carnal knowledge, person providing
service under purview of court

o
o.
o
d
I

æ
I

the preparer to complete Section

ing guidelines recommendations

B (the

in any substantive way. For ex-

incarceration up to six months)

ample, on Section A of the Bur-

the score on Section A is 13 or

glary of Dwelling guidelines, bur-

less and

glary of an occupied dwelling with

(the worksheet for incarceration

intent to commit a misdemeanor

over six months) if the total is 13

(without

or more. If the Commission gave

a deadly

weapon) re-

worksheet for probation or

if

to complete Section C

Marital sexual assault

each offense on the worksheet an

Bigamy

mary offense factor on the work-

additional point but did not adjust

sheet. Under the Commission's

this threshold, the proportion of

Other Sexual Assault - Section
All sexual assault offenses other

B

than aggravated sexual battery
Robbery - Section A
Attempted or conspired robbery

I

Miscellaneous - Section A
Threatening to bomb, burn, or
?(

Currently, the worksheet instructs

ceives a score of zero for the pri-

Various prostitution charges

&

ol zero without alter-

proposal, the primary offense score

offenders recommended for incar-

for every offense on the worksheet

ceration in excess of six months

would be increased by one point

would increase. Under the pro-

in order to maintain the same distribution of points (Figure S7). At

posal, the threshold for complet-

the same time, the scoring thresh-

by one point, in order to maintain

old at the bottom of the work-

the current distribution of sentenc-

sheet would need to be adjusted.

ing recommendations (Figure 57).

ing Section C would be increased

explode
Fail to appear in court for
felony offense

a

Possession of Schedule III drug or
marijuana by prisoner

Hit and run, driver fails to stop and
aid victim
Maliciously shoot, throw missile
at train, car

F;5*

".9

Primary Offense Factor and Scoring Threshold
Burglary of Dwelling - Section A

Primary Offense

A.
B.

Miscellaneous - Section B

Current

Occupied dwelhng with intent to commit a misdemeanor
without deadly weapon (all counts) ...
Dwelling with intent to commit larceny, etc. without deadly
weaponi Dwelling at night without deadly weapon
1 count
2 counts

Child neglect/abuse

3 or more counts

C. Dwelling at night with

deadly weapon (all counts)

F

0

2

5

4

5

6

7

6

7

4

5

8

9

13

l4

intent to commit larceny, etc. with

D. Dwelling with intent to commit

E.

Proposed

larceny with deadly weapon

(all counts) ..........
Occupied dwelling with intent to commit misdemeanor with
deadly weapon (all counts) ..
Dwelling with intent to commit murder, rape or robbery or
arson with or without a deadly weapon (all counts)

Current If total is 12 or less, go to Section B. If total is 13 or more¡ go to Section
Proposed

lf total ¡s 13 or

less, go

C.

to Section B. If total is 14 or more, go to Section C.

of offenders would

Similar changes would be made

a larger share

to Section B worksheets. On

be recommended for incarceration

Section B of Burglary of Dwelling

than in the past. If each range in

guidelines, for example, two of-

the table is augmented by one

fenses receive a score

of zero

point, current sentencing recom-

on the primary offense factor.

mendations will be maintained

Under the proposal, all primary

(Figure 59). The proposal does

offense scores on the worksheet

not alter the guidelines in a subs-

would be increased by one point

tantive way, but serves to allevi-

(Figure 5B). \X/ithout also adjust-

ate the perception that some pri-

ing the recommendation table

mary offenses have no value under

which accompanies this worksheet,

Re¡,o'rl^"t^¿'t^/¿"f;ø,*)
ModiÊy the larceny sentencing

guidelines to factor in the
amount of money or the valuc
of goods stolen in embezzlement cases

luoe
The guidelines currently do not

o

factor in the dollar amount or

.9

value of goods stolen or other

the guidelines.

potentially important factors related to the crime of embezzle-

fws9

ment. Although compliance with

Primary Offense Factor
Burglary of Dwelling - Section B

the guidelines for embezzlement

A. Dwelling with
B.
C.

intent to commit larceny, etc. without
deadly weapon (all counts)
Dwelling at night with intent to commit larceny, etc.
without a deadly weapon (all counts)
Other than listed above (all counts)

Proposed

0

I

3

4

d

E
E

ú

count dollar amount or value in
embezzlement cases.

ln

1997, the Commission began to

see

if the guidelines could be

modified to better reflect judicial
Current

Proposed

Score

Score

Cuideline Sentence

The Commission studied em-

0-5
6-7

1-

7-8....

bezzlement cases sentenced under

8+

9+

Probation/No Incarceration
Incarceration I Day up to 3 Months
Incarceration 3 to 6 Months

6...,

.9

o
(J
o

examine embezzlement cases to

Recommendation Täble
Burglary of Dwelling - Section B

o

guidelines have received some

(85o/o for

At'v,1'/4;4

F4^^'54

0

o

high

criticism for not taking into ac-

...........0

U

FY199s), the

is

Current

E
E

sentencing practices for this crime.

truth-in-sentencing laws between
January 1,1995 andJune 30,1997.
Pre-/post-sentence investigation
(PSI) report narratives were obtained for these cases in an effort

to collect information regarding
dollar amount taken and other
elements of the crime, such as the

duration of the embezzlement act
and the nature of the victim. Each
section of the larceny guidelines
was studied individually.

?t

Section A

more than six months incarcera-

sion decided not to recommend

Based on the study cases, there is

tion (Figure

inclusion of this factor on the

a relationship between dollar

bezzlements from a private citi-

amount embezzled and whether

zen, 40o/o were given a sentence

or not the offender received

exceeding six months, while only

a

61

). Among the em-

Analysis conducted on only those

8olo

incarceration (Figure 60). Judges

other rypes of victims were given

cases

were more likely to sentence an

such a sanction.

tion or up to six months incarcera-

of the embezzlements from

æ

l9

of offenders receiving proba-

tion indicated

a

relationship be-

of incarceration as the amount

F;¡" t61

tween the amount embezzled and

embezzTed grew larger. Yet, the

Percentage of Embezzlers Receiving

whether or not an incarceration

vast majority of offenders still

Incarceration >6 Months
by Nature of Vctim

sentence was imposed (Figure 63).

received a lesser sanction. For

ú
d
¡

Section B

sentence of more than six months

embezzler to more than six months

o
È
o

sentencing guidelines forms.

dollar amounts less than

$ZS,OOO,

Business, Bank,Covt.,

or Non-profit Croup

at least 85% received probation or

Private Citizen

-

A simpllfied categorization of
dollar amount (less than

7.go/o

Z

+ooL

$ t S,OOO

or $ 15,000 or more) proved to be

inçarçeration of six months or lçss,

the most useful, The results show

Only when the amount embezzled

that judges were more likely to

reached $zs,ooo or more dtd the

Under the Commission's proposal,

sentencing pattern change sub-

the larceny sentencing guidelines

months if the amount embezzled

stantially, with 50% receiving

would be amended by adding

was ar leasr $ts,oOo. The shtft in

incarceration in excess of six

new factor to Section A, appli-

the sentencing pattern is small but

months. The number of

cable only in embezzlement cases,

important statistically.

cases

a

involving such large quantities,

to account for the amount em-

however, is small (12 cases).

bezzled (Figure 62). Under this

modification, offenders who embezzle larger amounts would be

f;6ø260
Percentage of Embezzlers Receiving
lncarceration >6 Months
by Amount Embezzled

¡ 6.5"7"
- svo
t+.zyo
Z
$75,ooo or more -

$to,ooo
$ r o,ooo to $19 ,999
$zo,ooo to gts,sgs

much more likely to be recommended for Section C (incarcera-

points added.
soo/o

Analysis of the study cases also
reveals a relationship between the

nature of the victim (specifically,

that the victim was a private citi-

F;çr"63
Percentage of Embezzlers Receiving

Probation or Incarceration Up to 6
Months by Amount Embezzled
I ess than 5¡5

¡¡¡

tion over six months) than in the
past because of the additional

Less than

impose incarceration up to six

Vith

regard to the

nature of the victim, the Commis-

im20.7Vo

.."

$r5 ooo or N4ore
Probation ffi
-"'--

I-

---

f;5^rtA
Proposed Amount of Embezzlement Factor
Larceny - Section A
Amount of Embezzlement
Less than $to,ooo

0

zen and not a business, bank, gov

$

lo,ooo - $ts,ggg

3

ernment agency or a charitable

$2o,ooo - 574,999
S/5,U0U or more

6

group) and whether or not the
offender received a sentence of

' ' ' '"

9

Up to 6 months

Under the Commission's proposal,
an offender
$t

who embezzles at least

s,ooo who has multiple counts

much additional time it should
a term over six months is imposed.

of the primary offense, or any
additional offenses or any prior

Because amount embezzled ap-

record would be recommended

pears to be an important factor to

automatically for incarceration

judges when sentencing offenders

up to six months (Figure 64).

to prison terms, the Commission
proposes adding a factor to Sec-

Section C

tion C of the larceny guidelines to

For offenders in the study who were

address the dollar amount or value

sentenced to incarceration in excess

of six months, no consistent

of goods taken in an embezzlement crime. The new factor,

relationship between amount em-

scored only for embezzlement

bezzled and sentence length, or

offenses, would increase the sen-

between type of victim and sen-

tence recommendation by 24

tence length, could be determined.

points in cases involving $28,000

However, in over half of the cases

up to $89,999, and by 30 points

sentenced to prison terms exceed-

in

ing the guidelines recommenda-

$so,ooo or more (Figure 65).

cases

of embezzlements of

Amend the murder/homicide
sentencing guidelines to add the
crime of aggravated involuntary
vehicular manslaughter

luo.
Currently, aggravated involuntary
vehicular manslaughter

(S I

8.2-

36.1(B) of the Code of Vireinia)
is not covered by the murder/

homicide guidelines.

a

The Commissioni proposal is

lengthier than recommended sen-

designed to integrate current

tence. \While judges may believe

iudicial sentencing practices into

lar ge embezzlements deserve

the guidelines, therefore, no

longer sentences, there does not

impact on correctional bed space

appear to be consensus in what

is anticipated.

Aggravated involuntary vehicular

'o

manslaughter is an unclassed

felony which carries a statutory
penalty range of

1 to 2o years.

carceration. According to the pre-/
post-sentence investigation (PSI)
data base, there were 1 5 cases of
aggravated involuntary vehicular
manslaughter resulting in convic-

term exceeding six months. The
mean sentence for this offense
was 12 years and the median (the

Amount of Embezzlement
Less than $ts,ooo
$ ls,ooo or more

...0
...8

middle value, where half the sentences are higher and half are

lower) was seven years.

fW6s

The Commission utilized 1996-

Proposed Scores for Embezzlement Factor
Larceny - Section C

gravated involuntary vehicular

Amount of Embezzlement
Less than $zs,ooo ........
$zs,ooo - $as,sss ........
$so,ooo or more ..........

1997 sentencing patterns for ag-

manslaughter to develop guide-

.0
24
30

d

0
E
E

o
Q

úU

The statute requires a one year

sentenced to an incarceration
Proposed Scores for Embezzlement Factor
Larceny - Section B

o

c

tion under truth-in-sentencing

"64

o

U

o
r:

In every case, the offender was
F;6*

E
E

Atu,!"/4;4

provisions during 1996- 1997.

constitutes a large amount or how

9
.9

o

mandatory minimum term of in-

tion, judges cited a large dollar
amount as the reason for giving

Re<.M"|'*,r9

add to an offenderi sentence when

lines scores which better reflect
current judiclal thinking. Under

the Commissioni proposal, the

)q

score for the Primary Offense

Re¡,o,**¿'ø/¿,,1,r¿,*4

factor on Section A of the murder/
homicide guidelines would be
seven points. \X/ith this number of

points, an offender convicted of

Amend the drug sentencing guidelines to increase the recommended
sentence length for a second or subsequent conviction under $l S.248(C)
of the Code of Mrginia

this offense would automatically
be recommended for Section C

(incarceration greater than six

months). On Section C, the base
score for the Primary Offense

factor would be 71 points. In
accordance with S17. 1-805, the
guidelines scores are increased for
o
o.
o

ú,
6

offenders with prior convictions
for violent felonies. For an offender

with a prior conviction for a violent felony carrying

æ

a

statutory

maximum penalty of less than 40

l¿¿'ru

1998, indicates the compliance

Currently, a second or subsequent

rate for an initial sales-related

conviction under $t8.248(C) of
the Code of Mrginia (selling,

conviction is 630/o, with judges

manufacturi ng, distributing or

in more than a fourth (26o/o) of

possessing

with intent to

sentencing below the guidelines

sell,

manufacture, or distribute

the cases. By comparison, the
compliance rate for a second or

a

Schedule I or II drug) receives the

subsequent conviction for this

same primary (i.e., most serious)

offense is only 53o/o. For a second

offense score on the sentencing

or subsequent conviction, judges

guidelines as a first conviction

have sentenced a third (33%o) of

for this offense.

the offenders to prison terms in
excess

years (classified as a category Il

record), the score for the Primary
90

Offense factor would increase to
142 points. For an offender with
a

prior conviction for

a

violent

felony with a maximum penalty

of 40 years or more (a category
rec ord), the score for the Pri-

mary Offense factor would rise

to 213 points.

I

of the guidelines recommen-

44,ç,1'/4;4

dation for the case. The most

The penalty range for a first con-

frequently cited reason for sen-

viction under $18.2-2+8(C) is 5 to
40 years, while the penalty range

tencing above the guidelines in

for a second or subsequent con-

fender had a previous conviction

viction is 5 years to life. An

for the same offense. Another

analysis of truth-in-sentencing

reason frequently cited byjudges

cases received from January 1,

is that the sentence was based on

1995, through September 30,

a

these cases has been that the of-

jury recommendation.

f^¡."66
The Commission's proposal

is

designed to integrate current

Proposed Primary Offense Factor
Drug - Section C

¡udicial sentencing practices in
to the guidelines¡ therefore, no

Sell, Distribute, Possession with Intent, Schedule I or II drug

impact on correctional bed

Category

Completed

1

count

2 counts

space is anticipated.

.. .. .. ...

...... ..

3 counts
4 or more counts ...

Attempted
or conspired

I count...........................
2 counts . .....

I

Category II

Other

60
80
95

r30
48

............... 64
.. ... ... ........ 76

.. . ..

3 counts ...... ...
4 or more counts.......... 104
.

Sell, Distribute, Possession

Completed

I

with Intent, Schedule I or II drug, subsequent offense

count

. 1 10 ............... . 66 ............22
2 or more counts .......... 310 .............. 186 ............ 62

Attempted 1 count
... 88 ................44 ............22
or conspired 2 or more counts .......... 248 .............. 124 ............ 62

R¿aM^I^¿,r10

According to the pre-/postsentence investigation (PSI) data
base, during 1996-1997, there

were I 44 truth-in-sentencing cases
involving a second or subsequent
conviction under St s.z-z+g(C).

Amend the drug sentencing guidelines by adding a factor (on Sections A
and B) to increase the likelihood that an offender convicted of possession
of a Schedule I or ll drug will be recommended for a term of incarceration if the offender has prior convictions for the possession or sale of a
Schedule I or II drug

The data indicate that more than
9Oo/o

of these convicted felons

were sentenced to terms of incar-

ceration exceeding six months.
For cases involving one count of

the offense, the mean sentence
length was just over five years,
while the median sentence length
(the middle value, where half the
sentences are higher and half are

lu.t'ø

victed of possession of a Schedule

Currently, under the existing sen-

I or II drug under truth-in-sentenc.

o

tencing guidelìnes, offenders con-

ing provisions during 1996-1997.

.9

victed of possession of a Schedule

The data indicate that there is

Ior II drug

relationship between the number

(S18.2-250(A,a) of

the Code of Mrginia) typlcally

of prior convictions for the pos-

are not recommended for incar-

session or sale of a Schedule I or

ceration unless there is a substan-

II drug (under S18.2-250(A,a) or

tial prior record.

S18.2-248(C) of the Code) and
the probability that the offender

lower) was three years. For two
or more counts, the mean sen-

Atç144;4

tence rose to 9t/t years, with

An analysis of truth-in-sentencing

a

median of six years.

a

cases

received a term of incarceration.
lùZith no prior possession or sale

received from January 1, 1995,

convictions, only

33o/o

ers were incarcerated, but, with

The Commission utilized 1996-

cates the compliance rate for pos-

one prior possession or sale con-

1997 sentencing patterns for this

session of a Schedule I or II drug

viction, the incarceration rate rose

offense to develop guidelines

is79o/o. Nearly all the departures

to 6o0/o (Figure 67). Over 9}o/o of

scores which better reflect current

have been sentences above the

offenders convicted for possession

.¡udicial thinking. On Section C,

guidelines recommendation

of a Schedule I or II drug who had

the points for a second or subse-

for the case.

four prior convictions for posses-

will

appear as a separate category

under the Primary Offense factor

sion or sale were given incarcera-

According to the PSI data base,

tion sentences, and most of these

there were 8,98 1 offenders con-

received an incarceration term in

with the points shown in Figure 66.

f4-,"4
The Commission's proposal

is

designed to integrate current

Actual Dispositions for Possession of a Schedule I or ll Drug

ludicial sentencing practices into
the guidelines; therefore, no im-

Number of Prior Possessions
or Sales of Schedule l/ll Drug

pact on correctional bed space

None

67o/o

25o/o

One

40

35

is anticipated.

No
lncarceration

Incarceration

< 6 months

Incarceration
> 6 months
8o/o

¿5

Two

32

36

5¿

Three

26

29

45

8

18

74

Four or more

o

U
O

o

o
6
C)

É,

Ë

o
(')
0

ú

of offend-

through September 30, 1998, indi-

quent conviction of S18.2-248(C)

E
E

91

excess

of six months rather than

Rea&^f,ø,n11

a shorter term of confinement.

The Commission utilized 1996

-

Amend the drug sentencing guidelines to add crimes defined in SI8.2-24s(G)
of the Code of Mrginia relating to an imitation Schedule I or II drug

1997 sentencing patterns for the

o
À
0

ú
6

æ

o\

possession of a Schedule I or II

lu'*

two years and the median sen-

drug to develop guidelines scores

Currently, convictions under

tence length (the middle

which reflect current judicial

value, where half the sentences

thinking. Under the Commission's

S18.248(G) of the Code of Virginia (selling, manufacturing, dis-

proposal, when the primary of-

tributing or possessing with intent

was one year.

fense is possession of a Schedule

to sell, manufacture, or distribute

I or II drug, a new factor will be

an imitation Schedule I or II drug)

The Commission utilized 1996-

scored on Sections A and B of the

are not covered by the drug sen-

1997 sentencing patterns for this

drug guidelines. The new factor

tencing guidelines.

crime to develop guidelines scores
which better reflect current judi-

will add two points to the total
score on the worksheet if the of-

44,úlf;o

cial thinking. Under the Commis-

fender has a prior record that in-

siont proposal, the score for the

cludes two or more convictions

A conviction under $18.2-248(G)
is punishable as a Class 6 felony

for possession or sale of a Sched-

with a penalty range of one to five

four points on both Sections A

years. According to the pre-/

and B. On Section C, the base

or Stg.z-z¿g(C) of the Code of

post-sentence investigation (PSI)

score for the Primary Offense

Virginia. The same factor is rec-

data base, during 1996

ule I or II drug under S1s.2-250(A,a)
gz

are higher and half are lower)

- 1997,

Primary Offense factor would be

factor would be three points for

ommended for both Sections A

there were 135 offenders c<¡n-

one count of the offense, and five

and B. The intent is to increase

victed of this offense under truth-

points for two or more counts. In

the likelihood that an offender

in-sentencing provisions. About

accordance with

convicted of possession of

a

37o/o

of these cases received no

Schedule I or II drug will be rec-

incarceration,

ommended for a term of incar-

ceration of six months or less, and

ceration if the offender has prior

27o/o

36010

received incar-

received an incarceration

S 17.

1-805, the

guidelines scores are increased for
offenders with prior convictions

for violent felonies. For an offender with a prior conviction

convictions for the possession or

term of more than six months.

for

sale of a Schedule I or II drug.

Among the latter group, the mean

statutory maximum penalty of

sentence length was just under

less than 40 years (classified as

a

violent felony carrying

The Commission's proposal is designed to integrate current judiclal

F^g^'&69

sentencing practices into the guide-

Actual and Proposed Cuidelines Dispositions for Selling an lmitation
Schedule I or ll Drug

lines; therefore, no impact on cor-

rectional bed space is anticipated.
Type of

r\isposition

Actual

Recommended

Under Proposed Cuidelines

No Incarceration

37o/o

Incarceration g 6 months

JÓ

36

Incarceration > 6 months

27

25

39o/o

a

a category

II record), the score

Re¿ot-t'e'ø/¿W,ø 17

The Commission utilized 1996-

Amend the drug sentencing guide-

crime to develop guidelines scores

lines to add the crime of transporting five or more pounds of
marijuana into the Commonwealth

which better reflect current judi-

for the Primary Offense factor
would increase to six points for
one count of the crime and to

ten points for two or more counts.
For an offender with a prior con-

viction for a violent felony with
a maximum

penalty of 40 years

or more (a category I record),
the score for the Primary Offense
factor for one count would rise

to

12 points, and increase further

to 20 points for an offender
convicted of two or more counts.

1997 sentencing patterns for this

l.u'ru

Currently, transporting five or
more pounds of marijuana into

the Commonwealth with intent
to sell or distribute such substance ($18.248.01 of the Code

of Vrginia) is not covered by the
drug guidelines.

cial thinking. Under the Commissioni proposal, the score for
the Primary Offense factor on
Section A of the drug guidelines

would be 12 points. \X/ith this

of marijuana into the Commonwealth with the intent to sell or

The Commission's proposal is
designed to integrate current
.¡udicial sentencing practices in-

to the guidelines; therefore, no
impact on correctional bed space
is anticipated.

distribute the drug is an unclassed
felony with a statutory range of
five to 40 years. According to the
pre-/post-sentence investigation
(PSI) data base, during 1996-1997,
20 offenders were convicted for

this crime under truth-in-sentencing provisions. More thanTOo/o
of these offenders were sentenced

to an incarceration term of greater
than six months, while most of the
others (25%) were sentenced to
no incarceration. Of those sentenced to more than six months,

o

greater than six months). The

o

Of-

o

fense factor on Section C would

(Figure 68).

(,o

for Section C (incarceration

approximate actual sentencing

A+ø14;o

E
Ê

automatically be recommended

base score for the Primary

Tiansporting five or more pounds

.2

convicted of this offense would

The Commission's proposal will
dispositions for this crime

o
'õ

number of points, an offender

d

o

be 19 points. In accordance with

o
o
o

S17.1-805, the guidelines scores
are increased for offenders

ú

with

prior convictions for violent felonies. For an offender with a prior
conviction for
carrying

a

a

violent felony

statutory maximum

penalty of less than 40 years (classified as a category II record), the
score for the Primary Offense
factor would increase to 38 points.
For an offender with a prior con-

viction for

a

violent felony with

a

maximum penalty of 40 years or

more (a category I record), the
score for the Primary Offense
factor would rise to 76 points.

the mean sentence was 6.8 years
and the median was 2.5 years.
Every offender sentenced to serve

more than six months was also
convicted of a lesser charge in-

volving the sale of marijuana.

E
E

The Commission's proposal is
designed to integrate current

¡udicial sentencing practices into the guidelines¡ therefore, no
impact on correctional bed space
is anticipated.
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Amend the drug sentencing guidelines to increase the likelihood that an offender convicted of manufacturing
marijuana will be recommended for a term of incarceration

l¿'*"

the guidelines. In particular, the

zero to five points. Such modifi-

Currently, offenders convicted of

guidelines currently recommend

cations will increase the likelihood

manufacturing marijuana (S 1 8.2-

a much higher proportion of of-

that offenders convicted of manu-

2a8.1(c) of the Code of Mrginia)

fenders to no incarceration than

facturing marijuana will be recom-

receive incarceration sentences,

is observed in actual sentencing.

mended by the guidelines for

particularly prison terms, more
The Commission utilized 1996-

demonstrates that these changes

the guidelines.

1997 sentencing patterns for this

bring the guidelines dispositional

crime to develop guidelines scores

recommendation into line with

A"Áq;o

which better reflect current judi-

judicial practice.

Manufacturing mariiuana under

cial thinking. Under the Commis-

S18.2-24S.1(c) of the Code is an

sion's proposal,

Þ"

d

æ
O¡

Ol

9(+

term of incarceration. Figure 70

often than recommended by
o

úo

a

with

the score for the

The Commission's proposal is

a penalty

Primary Offense factor on Sec-

designed to integrate current

range of 5 to 30 years. Analysis

tion A would increase from five

of truth-in-sentencing cases re-

to eight points. On Section

;udicial sentencing practices into the guidelines¡ therefore, no

ceived from January 1, 1995,

the score for the Primary Offense

impact on correctional bed space

through September 30, 1998,

factor should be increased from

is anticipated.

unclassed felony

B,

indicates the compliance rate for
manufacturing marijuana is

7

7

o/o.

Judges have sentenced one in four
(24o/o) oflenders convicted of this

F:g^,oo64
Actual and Current Cuidelines Dispositions for Manufacturing Mariiuana

crime to terms which exceed the
Recommended under

guidelines recommendation for

Type of Disposition

the case. As can be seen in Fig-

No Incarceration

560/o

ure 69, the dispositions received

Incarceration < 6 months
Incarceration > 6 months

t4

5

30

17

by offenders who manufacture

Actual

CurrentCuidelines
78o/o

marijuana are frequently more
severe than those called for by

F^g^,rt)0
Actual and Proposed Cuidelines Dispositions for Manufacturing Mariiuana
Recommended under

'Iype of Disposition

Actual

ProposedCuidelines

No Incarceration

560/o

Incarceration 3 6 months
Incarceration > 6 months

14

t4

30

.33

53o/o

R¿¿o,^rt^t'ø/¿f'-,n 1 4
Amend the robbery sentencing guidelines to add the crime of cariacking

The Commission utilized 1996-

l¿ar^¿

On Section C, the points for

1997 sentencing patterns for this

primary offense are shown in

of the Code of Virginia) is not

crime to develop guidelines scores

Figure 71. In addition to points

covered by the robbery guidelines.

which better reflect current judi-

assigned for the Primary Offense

cial thinking. Under the Commis-

factor, a new factor would be

At'é.L/44

sion's proposal, the score for the

scored only for carjacking cases.

Carjacking is an unclassed felony

Primary Offense factor on Sec-

If there is an accompanying felony

tion A would be four points for

assault or abduction conviction,

U

carjacking committed without

then the Section C score would

.tr

Currently, carjacking

with

a penalry range

(S

1 s.2-58. 1 (A)

of

15 years

to

E
E

o
o

life. According to the pre-/post-

a

sentence investigation (PSI) data

a firearm and six points for a

be increased by 57 points. This

o

base, during 1996-1997, there

is equivalent to adding more

o

were 68 offenders convicted of

cariacking committed with a firearm. \ù/ith these point values, an

carjacking sentenced under truth-

offender convicted of carjacking

recommendation.

in-sentencing provisions. Nearly

with a gun would automatically

all of these offenders (887o) were

be recommended for Section C

The Commission's proposal is

sentenced to terms of incarcera-

(incarceration greater than six

designed to integrate current

tion greater than six months.

months). For carjackings without

About

d

than 41/z years to the sentence

E

o
U
o

a gun¡ an offender would only

ludicial sentencing practices into the guidelines; therefore, no

sentenced to no incarceration,

need one additional point on the

impact on correctional bed space

while only

worksheet to be recommended

is anticipated.

10olo

of these cases were

2olo

received incarcera-

tion of six months or less. For

for such a sanction.

offenders sentenced to more than
six months, the mean sentence
was

just over 1 6 years and the

median (the middle value, where

Fw11
Proposed Primary Offense Factor
Robbery - Section C

half of the sentences are higher
and half are lower) was 10 years.

Residence, bank, business, street or carjacking without a gun or simulated gun
Category

\Øhen the carjacking was accompanied by felony assault or abduc-

tion, however, the mean sentence
increased to over 23 years, with a

median of 21 years.

I

Category

count
2 counts..........
3 or more counts ......................
Carjacking with gun or simulated gun
1

All counts

O

64

II

Other

ú
9S
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1

S

Amend the assault sentencing guidelines to increase the recommended sentence length for malicious wounding
offenses resulting in serious physical iniury to more than one victim

Fwlz

l¿a.r'ø

Currently, when there are multiple
victims in a malicious wounding
case,

points are assigned on the

guidelines based on the one victim
receiving the most serious injury.

o
o

ú
6

Number
of Counts
,l

Compliance Mitigation Aggravation
62o/o

21o/o

17o/o

The assault sentencing guidelines

2

69

0

31

have received some criticism for

3+

50

12

38

not making a higher sentence
length recommendation when

According to the pre-/post-

The Commission utilized 1996-

there are multiple victims who

sentence investigation (PSI) data

1997 sentencìng patterns for this

receive serious physical injury.

base

æ

for 1996-1997, there

is

crime to develop guidelines scores

a

relationship between sentence

which better reflect current

A'"llyLt

length and the number of counts

For the analysis, the number of

of malicious wounding when the

¡udiclal thinking. Under the
Commissiont proposal, the vic-

counts for the primary offense

case involves serious physical

tim injury factor on Section C of

was used to approximate the

victim injury. \X/ith one count,

the assault guidelines would be

number of victims. An analysis of

the mean sentence length was

replaced with one that accounts

truth-in-sentencing cases received

B7r years and the median (the

for multiple victims instead of the

middle value with half the

one victim most seriously injured

September 30, 1998, indicates the

sentences falling above and half

(Figure 73).

compliance rate for one count of

below) was 5 years. \X/ith two

malicious wounding is 62% when

counts, the mean sentence length

The Commission's proposal is de-

victim suffers serious physical

rose to 10 years. In cases involv-

signed to integrate current ;udicial

ing three or more counts/ judges

sentencing practices into the guide-

above the guidelines

imposed an average sentence of

linesr therefore, no impact on cor-

these cases (Figure

more than 15 years.

rectional bed space is anticipated.

Ol
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Sentencing Cuidelines Compliance in Malicious \Øounding Cases
with Serious Physical Vctim Injury

from January

a

1

,

1995, through

injury with judges imposing terms

in 17o/o oÎ
72). The rate

at which judges sentence above

the guidelines recommendation
(the aggravation rate) in these
cases rises

dramatically as the

number of counts of malicious

wounding increases.

F;4,,*13
Proposed Vctim Iniury Factor
Assault - Section C
Number of Victims Receivìng Serious Physical Victim In;ury
Primary offense malicious, aggravated malicious wounding or use of firearm
Number,

14

70
85

Rezo&^l^a*16
Amend the assault sentencing guidelines to add the crime of assault and battery against law enforcement,

fire or rescue personnel

the offender was sentenced

are increased for offenders

with

l¿¿.tu

cases,

Currently, the crimes of unlawful

to the mandatory minimum sen-

prior convictions for violent felo-

wounding and malicious wound-

tence of six months while the

nies. For an offender with a prior

remaining offenders received sen-

conviction for

tences greater than six months.

carrying

ing of a law enforcement officer,

a

fire fighter or a rescue squad member are covered by the sentencing

a

a

violent felony

o
'õ

statutory maximum

.g
E
Ê

penalty of less than 40 years

o

guidelines, but assault and battery

Under the Commission's proposal,

(classified as a category II record),

pursuant to S18.2-57 (C) of the

the score for the Primary Offense

the score for the Primary Offense

Code of Vrginia is not.

factor on Section A of the assault

factor would increase to 16 points

guidelines would be six points.

For an offender with a prior con-

At'øtf;o

\X/ith this number of points, an

viction for

Assault and battery against a law

offender convicted of this offense

maximum penalty of 40 years or

enforcement officer, fire fighter or

would automatically be recom-

more (a category I record), the

a rescue squad member is a Class 6

mended for Section C (incarcera-

score for the Primary Offense fac-

felony with a penalty range of one

tion greater than six months). On

tor would rise to 32 points. Th'

to five years. The statute requires

Section C, the base score for the

Commissiont proposal

a mandatory six month minimum

Primary Offense factor would be

proximate actual senten' ,ng dis-

term of incarceration. Prior to

eight points. In accordance with

positions for this crir.c (Figure 74).

July 1, 1997, this offense was clas-

S17.1-805, the guidelines scores

a

violent felony with

wiil

sified as a Class 1 misdemeanor.

According to the pre-/post-sentence investigation (PSI) data
base, nine offenders have been

F;g^,&14
Actual and Proposed Cuidelines Dispositions for Assault and Battery of
Law Enforcement, Fire or Rescue Personnel

convicted of this offense since it
became a felony. ln 22o/o of the

Recommended
Type of Disposition

Incarceration = 6 months
lncarceration > 6 months

Actual
22o/o

78

Under Proposed Cuidelines
0o/o

100

a

.p-

U
O

o
o
rd

q,
É,

E

o
o
q)

ú
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Re¡n'ø'"n"e,ø/¿W¿^ 11
Amend the assault guidelines to add the crime of assault and battery against a family member
(third or subsequent conviction)

l¿¿.ru

scores which better reflect current

Currently, third or subsequent

iudicial rhinking. Under the

On Section B, two new factors

conviction of assault and bat-

Commission's proposal, the score

would be scored for this offense

tery against a family member

for the Primary Offense factor on

(Figure

(S18.2-57.2(8) of the Code of

Section A of the assault guidelines

scored on Section B, an offender

Vrginia)

would be two points. A new fac-

who

tor on Section A will be scored

will be more likely to be recom-

only when the primary offense is

mended for a short term of incar-

At'ç.L/4;4

a third or subsequent conviction

ceration than he is to be recommended for probation. On Sec-

is not covered by the

assault guidelines.

ceration greater than six months).

is

75). \ü/ith these

factors

convicted of this crime

A third or subsequent conviction

of assault and battery against

d

for assault and battery against

family member. The new factor

tion C, the base score for the

d

family member is a Class 6 felony

will add three points to the work-

Primary Offense factor would be

which carries a statutory penalty

sheet score if the offender has

seven points. For an offender with

ú
OJ

æ

prior conviction for a violent

prior convictions for domestic

a

to the pre-/post-sentence investi-

violence. If an offender

felony carrying a statutory maxi-

gation (PSI) data base, during

convicted previously of any felony

mum penalty of less than 40 years

1996-1997, there were 70 cases

crime against the person, four

(classified as a category II record),

of assault and battery against

points will be added. \ù/ith points

the score for the Primary Offense

a family member (third or sub-

added for previous domestic vio-

factor would increase to 14 points,

sequent conviction) convicted

lence or person crime convictions,

and increase further to 28 points

an offender convicted of a third

for an offender with a prior con-

range of

99

a

a

I to 5 years. According

under truth-in-sentenci ng provi

-

has been

assault and battery against a family

viction for

were sentenced to no

member is more likely to be rec-

statutory maximum penalty of 40

incarceration , and 3lo/o were sen-

ommended for Section C (incar-

years or more (category I record).

sions. The data indicate that
about

160/o

a

violent felony with

tenced to incarceration of six

months or less. Over half of the
offenders (53%) were sentenced

to a term of incarceration greater
than six months, with a mean
sentence

of

1.7 years.

The Commission utilized 19961997 sentencing patterns for assault and battery against a family

member (third or subsequent con-

viction) to develop guidelines

Fwls
Proposed Factors for Assault and Battery against a Family Member
(Third or Subsequent Conviction)
Assault - Section B
Prior Incarcerations/Commitments

Number, I
)

......................

3 or more

1

3

5

Prior Misdemeanor Convictions/Ad¡udications

Number,

1-2

0

6-8

2

9 or more

3

1

a

Rea,t+*t^t*/,1',1,ra,n

1

I

Amend the sexual assault guidelines to increase the likelihood that an offender convicted of marital sexual assault
will be recommended for a term of incarceration

luo¿

The Commission utilized 1996-

cases where any weapon was used,

Currently, under the existing

1997 sentencing patterns for mari-

brandished, feigned, or threat-

sentencing guidelines offenders

tal sexual assault to develop guide-

ened. Such modifications will

convicted of marital sexual assault

lines scores which better reflect

increase the likelihood that of-

current judicial thinking. Under

fenders convicted of marital sexual

Mrginia) typically are not recom-

the Commissioni proposal, the

assault

mended for incarceration unless

score for the Primary Offense

the guidelines for

term of incar-

U

the offender has a substantial

factor on Section A of the sexual

ceration. Figure 76 demonstrates

.c

prior record.

assault guidelines (not the rape

that these changes bring the

o

guidelines) would increase from

guidelines dispositional recom-

o

Atúl^/4;o

zero to three. On Section B, two

mendation more into line with

An analysis of truth-in-sentencing

factors would be added which

ludicial practice.

(S

18.2-67.2: 1 of the Code of

cases received from January 1,

will be recommended by
a

would be applied only in cases of
marital sexual assault. First, two

1998, indicates the compliance

points would be added in cases

designed to integrate current judi

rate for marital sexual assault is

where the victim sustained physi-

cial practices into the guidelines¡

55o/o. The rate at which iudges

cal or serious physical injury. Sec-

therefore, no impact on correc-

sentence above the guidelines

ond, one point would be added in

tional bed space is anticipated.

recommendation (aggravation
rare) is 45o/o.

F:g^,r"16
Actual and Proposed Guidelines Dispositions for Marital Sexual Assault

tence investigation (PSI) data
Recommended

Actual

Under Proposed Cuidelines

No Incarceration

42o/o

42o/o

Incarceration < 6 months
Incarceration > 6 months

26

32

32

26

Type of Disposition

ual assault convictions under
the truth-in-sentencing provisions during 1996-1997. About
42o/o

of offenders were sentenced

to no incarceration,

260lo

were

sentenced to a short term of in-

carceration (six months or less),
and

320/o

were sentenced to

terms of incarceration exceeding
six months.

o

d
O

E
E

U

1995, through September 30,

base, there were 19 marital sex-

o

o

The Commission's proposal is

According to the pre-/post-sen-

É
E

úO
94
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14

Amend the miscellaneous sentencing guidelines to increase the recommended sentence length for violations of
the habitual traffic statutes, particularly in cases involving multiple counts of the offense or an accompanying
conviction for driving while intoxicated (D\X4)

f"g^,w)9

l¿¿'tu

Currently, under the existing sen-

Proposed Primary Offense Factor and D\Øl Factor for Habitual Tiaffic Cases
Miscellaneous - Section C

tencing guidelines, offenders convicted of habitual traffic offenses

Habitual offender operate vehicle, endangerment; Habitual offender,
no endangerment subsequent

under $46.2-3 57(8,2i) and $+o.z-

Category

357(8,3) of the Code of Mrsinia

o

o.

I count

typically are recommended for the

2 counts

mandatory minimum sentence of

3 or more counts

CJ

12 months (with a range

d

14

of

I

Category

28............
68............

II

Other

14

.............7

)4

........... l2

34

...........17

D\ù/l Convictions for Current Event (Score only if primary offense is habitual

12 to

offender

months) even when there are

If YES, add I I

)

multiple counts of the offense or
æ
Or

40

when there is a D\Øl as an addi-

According to the prelpost-sen-

The Commission utilized 1996-

tional offense.

tence investigation (PSI) data base,

1

during 1996- 1997, 2,353 were

crime to develop guidelines scores

997 sentencing patterns for this

which better reflect current judi-

4,,,ú1"/;o

convicted of one count of being

An analysis of truth-in-sentencing

habitual traffic offender, while 124

cial thinking. Under the Commis-

cases received from

were convicted of two counts and

sion's proposal, the scores for the

January

1,

a

convicted of three or more

Primary Offense factor on Section

1995 through September 30,

18 were

199B, indicates the compliance

counts. For a single conviction, the

C of the miscellaneous guidelines

rate for a habitual traffic offense is

mean sentence length was nearly

are increased and a new factor

79o/o. As can be seen in Figure77,

1

.4 years, but the mean sentence

"D\ù/l conviction for Current

rose to over two years when the of-

Event," scored only in habitual

the number of counts increases.

fender was convicted of two counts

traffic

Similarly, when D\Øl is an addi-

and to 2 /zyears when convicted of

(Figure 78). The result is an in-

tional offense, the compliance rate

three or more counts. An accom-

crease in the sentence length rec-

drops from about 827o to 610/o,

panying D\ù/l conviction added

ommendations for habitual traffic

with the aggravation rate more

nine months to the mean sentence

offenders, particularly in cases

than doubling (160/o vs. 38o/o).

length for habitual traffic offenders.

with multiple counts of the of-

the compliance rate decreases

as

cases,

would be added

fense or an accompanying con-

F;g^,&)1

viction for D\VI.

Sentencing Cuidelines Compliance for Habitual Tiaffic Cases by
Number of Counts

The Commission's proposal is designed to integrate current judicial

Number of

Counts

Compliance Mitigation

Aggravation

1

79o/o

2o/o

79o/o

2

70

7

t3

3+

6t

6

33

sentencing practices into the guidelines; therefore, no impact on cor-

rectional bed space is anticipated.

Re¡.,^rt^t'ø/¿A^.,r 20

Re¿o'rl^¡t t t^/¿^í'ra,ø

Amend the larceny sentencing guidelines for grand larceny from a person
to better reflect current iudicial sentencing patterns

Amend the larceny sentencing
guidelines to add ( t ) failure of
a bailee to return an animal,
vehicle, boat, etc., valued at
$loo or more and (2) grand
larceny of a firearm

lu'*

ceration over six months, than is

Currently, offenders convicted of

observed in actual sentencing. In

grand larceny from a person (S18.2 95

addition, more offenders receive

of the Code of Virginia) often re-

disposition of no incarceration than

ceive dispositions other than those

are recommended by guidelines.

a

The Commission utilized 1996Ar,ç.1'/.,;4

1997 sentencing patterns for

According to the pre-/post-sen-

grand larceny from a person to

tence investigation (PSI) data base,

cases

51

I

of grand larceny from a per-

develop guidelines scores which

better reflect current ludicial
thinking. Under the Commission's

son convicted under truth-in-sen-

proposal, the score for the Primary

tencing provisions. Thirty-one

Offense factor on Section A of the

percent of these cases were sen-

larceny guidelines would be in-

tenced to no incarceration,

creased by one

31o/o

were sentenced to incarceration

point. On Section

B, two points would be deducted

were sentenced to a longer term

from the Primary Offense score.
\ù/ith these modifications, the

of incarceration. The dispositions

guidelines will more closely reflect

recommended by the sentencing

¡udicial sentencing patterns for
this offense (Figure 79).

less than six months,

and 38%

guidelines for these cases appear

'õ

tencing practice (Figure 79). ln

The Commissiont proposal is de-

particular, the guidelines currently

signed to integrate current ¡udicial

recommend a much higher propor-

sentencing practices into the guide-

tion of offenders for

lines; therefore, no impact on cor-

short term

of incarceration, and less to incar-

E
E

return an animal, vehicle, boat

o

or other item valued at $200 or

rectional bed space is anticipated.

o

arm (SSl 8.2-117 and 18.2'95(iii)

c

of the Code of Mrginia) are

õ

not covered by the larceny

o

sentencing guidelines.

o
I
o

At'çW
Failure of a bailee to return an
41

animal, vehicle, boat or other
item valued at $200 or more
(S18.2-1 17) is an unclassed felony

with

a

penalty range of

1

to 20

years. According to the pre-/postsentence investigation (PSI) data

victed of this offense under truthin-sentencing provisions during
1996-1997. About 53% of these
cases were sentenced

ceration,

14o/o

to no incar-

to incarceratión six

sentenced to more than six months

incarceration. For the latter group,

Actual and Current Guidelines Dispositions for Crand Larceny from a Person
Recommendedunder Recommendedunder
Type of Disposition

Actual

CurrentGuidelines Proposed Cuidelines

o

E
E

months or less, and 337o were

F;g-")1

O
o
.c

more and grand larceny of a fire-

base, there were 2 1 offenders con-

to be out of sync with actual sen-

a

l¿ntu

Currently, failure of a bailee to

recommended by the guidelines.

during 1996-1997 , there were

71

the mean sentence length was

1%

years and the median (the middle

value, with half the sentences

No Incarceration

3 lo/o

23o/o

29o/o

falling above and half below)

Incarceration <6 months

31

47

35

was two years.

fncarceration > 6 months

38

30

36

L

o

Crand larceny of a firearm is also

The Commission utilized 1996

ú

an unclassed felony with a penalty

1997 sentencing patterns for these

as any

offenses to develop guidelines

a maximum

data base for 1996- 1997 contains

scores which better reflect current

For grand larceny of a firearm,

28 truth-in-sentencing cases for this

¡udicial thinking. Under the

the base score for the Primary

crime. For grand larceny of a fire-

Commission's proposal, the score

Offense factor on Section C

other larceny offense with
penalty of 20 years.

arm, about 39o/o of these offenders

for the Primary Offense factor on

would be 22 points. In accor-

were sentenced to no incarcera-

Section A would be four points for

dance with S17. 1-805, the guide-

tion, while 29o/o werc given incar-

failure of bailee to return animal,

lines scores are increased for of-

ceration up to six months and

32o/o

vehicle, etc., and one point for

fenders with prior convictions for

were sanctioned with a longer term

grand larceny of a firearm. On

violent felonies. For an offender

of incarceration. For the latter

Section B, both offenses would

with a prior conviction for

group, the mean sentence length

score one point on the Primary

lent felony carrying a statutory

was just under two years and the

Offense factor. On Section C,

maximum penalty of less than 40

medi an was approxim ately 1 /z years.

failure of bailee to return animal,

years (classified as a category II

6

æ

vehicle, etc., would score the same

range of 1 to 20 years. The PSI

o.
C.'

-

a

vio-

record), the score for the Primary
Offense factor for grand larceny

F:gnz90

of a firearm would increase to

Actual and Proposed Guidelines Dispositions for Failure of a Bailee to Return
Animal, Vehicle, Boat, etc., Valued at $2oO or more
qz

Type of Disposition

Actual

Recommended
Under Proposed Cuidelines

No Incarceration

5 3o/o

57o/o

Incarceration < 6 months

14

10

Incarceration > 6 months

33

33

44 points. For an offender with
a prior conviction for a violent

felony with a maximum penalty
of 40 years or more (a category

I

record), the score for the Primary
Offense factor would rise to 88
points. The distribution of actual
and recommended dispositions are
displayed in Figures B0 and

8 1.

F:g^n291
Actual and Proposed Guidelines Dispositions for Grand Larceny of a Firearm

Type of Disposition

Actual

Recommended
Under Proposed Cuidelines

The Commissiont proposal is
designed to integrate current

No Incarceration

39o/o

360/o

ludicial sentencing practices into the guidelines; therefore, no

Incarceration < 6 months

29

29

impact on correctional bed space

Incarceration > 6 months

a)

35

is anticipated.

Rczt**t*/¿,W,r77
Amend the assault, sexual assault and miscellaneous sentencing guidelines such that probation supervision following a period of incarceration for a felony will be scored the same as parole or post-release supervision

the post-release term. \X/ith this

lu'+¿

stead, after an incarceration term

Most of the sentencing guidelines

has been

completed, they are re-

tool, judges could impose and

worksheets contain a factor which

leased to

fulfill any terms of pro-

suspend an additional term

assigns additional points if the

bation or post-release supervision

incarceration of up to three years

offender was under some form of

set by the sentencingjudge. Cur-

(per felony count) on the condi-

legal restraint at the time the new

rently, offenders who are released

tion that the offender

felony offense was committed.

from prison and placed on proba-

period of post-release supervision

U

The assault (Section A), sexual

tion will not always score addi-

in the community. The conditions

.tr

assault (Section C) and miscella-

tional points for being on a form

of post-release supervision are the

neous (Section A) guidelines

of post-incarceration supervision

same as probation. However,

make a distinction between parole

at the time they committed a new

since the abolition of parole,

and post-release supervision and

felony crime.

judges have used this tool in less

of

satisÊy a

d
O

of cases. The majority

as supervised probation. The

At"4/"/.t;4

of offenders are placed under

legal restraint factor on these

\Øhen parole was abolished, the

traditional probation supervision

worksheets was designed to give

General Assembly created a new

period. Judges have utilized pro-

more points to offenders on some

sentencing tool forjudges called

bation instead of post-release

17o

a

felony than to offenders who had
been given probation without

incarceration for their previous
In taEo Spotsyloania County's court-

has meant that offenders sen-

tenced under truth-in-sentencing
provisions are not released from

prison incarceration to a term of

bouse was buih on land known

as "Taoern

locally

Tract." Tbe land was

on

tbe major road connecting Fredericþs-

supervision called "parole." lnburg to Ricbmond, and haá been a
þroJ¡table location Jor tbe local taoern

owner. Thís location, boweoer, wat
also imþortant to General Grant in

MayoJ 4864. DurillgthebattleoJ SpotsyluaniaCourthouse,oueoJ tbeblooáiestoJthe
Wilderness Camþaign, he declareâ,

"I intend

to

E
É,

o
o

O

ú,

a

form of legal restraint following

crime(s). The abolition of parole

o
o

than

period of incarceration for

E
E

o

U

other types of legal restraint, such

a

o

Íigbt ¡t out on this line iJ it taku all summer."

q3

supervision as the preferred method

Reø,**tø/¡,A;¿,r73

of community supervision follow-

Modify the drug sentencing guidelines recommendation for cases that
involve offenders with no prior felony record who are convicted of selling

ing incarceration.
Under the Commission's proposal,

one gram or less of cocaine to include the Boot Camp Incarceration Program

the legal restraint factor on Sec-

tion A of the assault guidelines,

la't'tø

The Commission believes that

Section C of the sexual assault

Currently, the sentencing guide-

the Boot Camp Incarceration

guidelines and Section A of the

lines for drug offenses recommend

Program is also an appropriate

miscellaneous guidelines would be

incarceration of seven to

option in the

modified. Instead of "parole/post-

16

cases

of first-time

months or the Detention Center

felons who sell one gram or less

release supervision," the factor

Incarceration Program for offend-

of cocaine. This would result in

would read "post-incarceration

ers who sell one gram or less of

a guidelines recommendation

supervision." Under this modifi-

cocaine who have no prior

with three options: incarcera-

(.,

cation, offenders on probation

felony record.

tion from seven to

d

following incarceration for

o

æ
01

q4

a

16 months,

Detention Center Incarceration

felony would receive the same

A'øW

or Boot Camp lncarceration.

score on the legal restraint fac-

Both the Detention Center and

Aludge sentencing an offender

tor

as offenders

who had been

Boot Camp programs are highly-

to any of the recommended

released on parole or post-

structured alternative incarcera-

options would be considered

release supervision.

tion programs operated by the

in compliance with the sentenc-

Community Corrections division

ing guidelines. The Virginia

of the Department of Corrections.

Department of Corrections sup-

In the Detention Center program,

ports this recommendation.

offenders are confined from four

to six months. StartingJanuary

1,

1998, the Boot Camp program
was lengthened from three

months to four months. Both
programs have drug education/

treatment components.

Caroliue County's courtbouse was buih in the taso's. hs Tuscau
design bears møny similarities to the

Madison County courthouse,

and so it is belieued by many tbat it was also áesigned and buih by

W¡ll¡am Phillips and Malcolm CrawJorá. Tbe áistinctioe bell
tower, once described as a "Þartybat," is sQuare and cooeredby

lattice, but it probably aas uot pa*

oJ the

original structure.

Re¿,^rt^¿'n/¿fnø74
Modify guidelines preparation procedures to require that only the truth-in-sentencing guidelines be prepared for

a

felony which occurred over a period of time spanning before and after January 1, I 995

l¿,*.

guidelines that were in use under

At"/,!,/44

\ù/hen the commission of an of-

the parole system must be pre-

It

fense spanned across a period gov-

pared so that the judge is provided

sources available to the Commis-

erned by parole laws into a period

a sentence

governed by Virginia's truth-in-

the old and new systems. If there

tiple worksheets are completed.

sentencing provisions, the court

are several offenses in a sentencing

However, based on calls to the

must decide under which system

event which occurred over a pe-

Commission, the majority of

to sentence the offender. This

riod of time that encompassed the

these offenses involve drug con-

decision is typically made on the

abolition of parole, the number of

spiracies and sexual abuse. Under

date of sentencing. Currently, two

worksheets that must be prepared

current preparation procedures,

of guidelines must be pre-

multiplies. For example, if there is

whoever is preparing the guide-

sets

recommendation for

conviction for a felony with an

is not possible to use the data

sion to evaluate how often mul-

lines must complete multiple sets

pared for a felony offense which

a

began prior to the abolition of

offense date period that spanned

of guidelines forms, when, ulti-

parole (prior to January 1, 1995)

between 1994 and 1996 and an

mately, only one set will be used

and continued until sometime

additional conviction with an

by the court for its sentencing

after parole was abolished and

offense date period extending

decision. Moreover, if the court

truth-in-sentencing was instituted.

from 1989 into 1995, the guide-

does not make it clear on which

Both the truth-in-sentencing

lines preparer might prepare

as

system (parole or truth-in-sen-

guidelines and the sentencing

many as six different worksheets.

tencing) the sentence is based,
the Department of Corrections

will determine if the offender
is parole eligible.

The Commission! proposal
would eliminate the need to prepare multiple sets of guidelines

and establish that the sentence is
based on the truth-in-sentencing
system in these cases.

o
E
E

o

O

o
o
o
6
O

E

o
U

ú0
4s
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Judicial Reasons for Departure from Sentencing Guidelines

Property, Drug and Miscellaneous Offenses
Burglary

Reasons for

MITICATION

No reason given
Minimal property or monetary loss
Minimal circumstances/facts of the case

ú
d

a

q6

Burglary of

2o/o

Drugs

Fraud

Larceny

Misc

1.9o/o

O.7o/o

2.50/o

0.5

0

0

I

3

0

2.6

3.9

1.5

2.9

2.5

16

0

0

Oo/o

Small amount of drugs involved in the case
o
a.
o

of

Dwelling Other Structure

1.5o/o

2.6

0

0

1.5

Offender and victim are friends
Little or no injury/offender did not intend to harm;
victim requested lenient sentence

2.1

1

0

1.9

2

1.5

t.o

2

0

1.4

1.7

1.5

Offender has no prior record
Offender has minimal prior record
Offender's criminal record overstates his degree of
criminal orientation
Offender cooperated with authorities
Offender is mentally or physically impaired
Offender has emotional or psychiatric problems

0

0

0.7

0.5

0

0

2.9

4.2

3.1

2

6.9

Offender has drug or alcohol problems
Offender has good potential for rehabilitation
Offender shows remorse
Age of Offender
Multiple charges are being treated as one criminal event
Sentence recommend by Commonwealth Attorney
or probation officer

1

2.1

0

0.9

1.2

0

2.3

8.4

18.6

13.4

9.3

7.7

9.2

0

1

2.4

4.5

5

3.1

2.6

4.9

0.5

3.1

4.2

3.1

2.6

2

0.4

0.2

1.2

0.8

13.1

19.6

19.7

34.2

23.3

13.7

1

1

1.3

2.9

o.7

6.1

7.9

2.9

3.9

1.4

3

1.5

0

0

1

0

0

4.9

3.3

4.3

3.2

6.1

1

\Weak evidence or weak case

5.2

3.9

5.3

4

6

Plea agreement

5.2

8.8

14.2

14.7

17.9

Sentencing Consistency with co-defendant or with
similar cases in the jurisdiction

0.5

0

0.1

0.7

1.5

9.4

2

2.5

8.6

2.1

1

1.2

32.5

26.5

31.9

Offender already sentenced by another court or in
previous proceeding for other offenses
Offender will likely have his probation revoked
Offender is sentenced to an alternative punishment
to incarceration
Cuidelines recommendation is too harsh
Judge rounded guidelines minimum to nearest whole year

Other reasons for mitigation

1

6.1
1

5.3
0

5.2

9.9

0.7

0.8

12.4

15.9

3.8

1

0

0.5

3.3

0.5

3.1

4.2

2

1.3

1.7

2.5

0.8

1.8

8.7

6.1

4.7

7.2

5.2

Note: Percentages indicate the percent of mitigation ças€s in which the judge cites a particular reason for the mitigation departure.
The percentages will not add to 100% since more than one departure reason may be cited in each case.
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Judicial Reasons for Departure from Sentencing Cuidelines

Property, Drug and Miscellaneous Offenses
Burglary

Reasons for AGGRAVATION

of

Burglary of

Dwelling Other Structure Drugs

Fraud

Larceny

Misc

No reason given

0.8%

0.70/o

1.8o/o

1.1o/o

Extreme property or monetary loss

4.8

8.5

0

7.2

9.3

1.1

The offense involved a high degree of planning
Aggravating circumstances / ilagrancy of of fense
Offender used a weapon in commission of the offense
Offenders true offense behavior was more serious than
offenses at conviction

0.8

3.4

0.3

4.3

2.6

0

24.2

23.7

3.8

8.6

9.3

11.7

0

0

1.6

0

0.2

2,3

3.2

3.4

5.8

7.9

5.3

3.4

Oo/o

2.50/o

u
I

Extraordinary amount of drugs or purity of drugs
involved in the case
Aggravating circumstances relating to sale of drugs
Offender immersed in drug culture

0

0

0

8.2

0.7

0

0

0

0

0.4

0

0

0

0

0

3.3

0

0

Vctim injury

0.8

0

0.1

0

1

Previous punishment of offender has been ineffective

0.8

7

2.5

4.3

2.4

1.1

Offender was under some form of legal restraint at
time of offense

1.6

5.1

66

1.4

3.5

2.3

7.3

13.6

13.6

20.9

20.9

258

1.6

5.1

11.9

4.3

10.2

27.7

1.6

5.1

2.4

7.2

5.1

4.5

2.4

3.4

3.6

1.4

1.8

2.3

3.2

1.7

2.7

5

3

6.4

0

1.7

0.8

2.2

2.8

1.1

4.8

11.9

2,9

5.8

4.5

6.4

21

11.9

19.9

13,7

15

6.4

4

1.7

2.3

2.9

0.6

0

0
1.5

Offender's criminal record understates the degree of his

criminal orientation
Offender has previous conviction(s) or other charges
for the same rype of offense
Offender failed to cooperate with authorities
Offender has drug or alcohol problems
Offender has poor rehabilitation potential
Offender shows no remorse
Jury sentence
Plea agreement

Community sentiment
Sentencing consistency with codefendant or with

other similar cases in the jurisdiction
Judge wanted to teach offender a lesson
Offender was sentenced to boot camp, detention
center or diversion center
Guidelines recommendation is too low
Mandatory minimum penalty is required in the case
Other reasons for aggravation

0

4

3.4

1.9

1.4

1.6

0

0.7

0

0.6

0.4

6.5

6.8

4

1.4

4.9

2.7

9.7

10.2

5.3

7.9

6.9

8

0

0

0.9

0.7

0.2

2.7

9.8

6.5

9.5

6.6

8.4

7.2

Note' Percentages indicate the percent of aggravation cases in which the judge cites a particular reason for the aggravation departure.
The percentages will not add to 1000,6 since more than one departure reason may be cited in each case.
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Judicial Reasons for Departure from Sentencing Cuidelines

Offenses Against the Person

Sexual

Reasons for

Assault

MITICATION

No reason given
Minimal circumstances/facts of the

case

Offender was not the leader or active participant in offense
Offender and victim are related or friends
Little or no victim injury/offender did not intend to
harm¡ victim requested lenient sentence
Mctim was a willing participant or provoked the offense

Kidnapping Homicide Robbery

2.5o/o

Oo/o

4.4

0

2.7

5.4

1.3

5.6

13.5

8.2

111

54

0o/o

O.5o/o

Rape

Oo/o

Assault
Oo/o

3.4

6.7

9.2

0

0

0

11.9

6.7

11 .1

2.7

0.5

16.9

5.3

1.3

0

5.4

0

5.1

5.3

10.

1

o

o.

úo
6
I

æ
Oj
Oj

q9

Offender has no prior record
Offender has minimal prior criminal record
Offender's criminal record overstates his degree of
criminal orientation
Offender cooperated with authorities or aided
law enforcement
Offender has emotional or psychiatric problems
Offender is mentally or physically impaired
Offender has drug or alcohol problems
Offender has good potential for rehabilitation
Offender shows remorse
Age of offender

Jury sentence

1.3

0

0

1.1

0

1.3

6.3

0

5.4

6

10.2

5.3

0.6

0

0

0

0

0
5.3

1.9

11.1

13.5

10.9

5.1

4.4

0

0

3.3

5.1

4

3.8

0

0

0

5.1

5.3

1.9

0

2.7

1.1

0

1.3

15.8

5.6

16.2

11 .4

11 .9

20

3.2

5.6

0

3.3

3.4

2.7

2.5

5.6
5.6

8.1

23.4

8.5

2.7

18.9

4.3

10.2

0

11.1

8.1

1.1

17.1

27.8

10.8

4.3

11.1

5.4

6

16.9
6.8

25.3

7
2.5

0

0

4.3

1.7

0

4.4

0

2.7

6.5

3.4

0

5.6

2.7

0.5

0

7

5.6

2.7

1-3

3.4

2.7

0

0

0

0.5

1.7

2.7

7

5.6

0

2.7

0

0.1

6
7.3

0

3.8

6.6

3.6

3.2

Sentence was recommended by Commonwealth's

attorney or probation officer
\Weak evidence or weak case against the offender
Plea agreement

Sentencing consistency with codefendant or with
other similar cases in the jurisdiction
Offender already sentenced by another court or in
previous proceeding for other offenses
Offender will likely have his probation revoked
Offender is sentenced to an alternative punishment
to incarceration

Cuidelines recommendation is too harsh
Judge rounded guidelines minimum to nearest
whole year

Other reasons for mitigation

Note:

1.9

Percentages indicate the percent of mitigation cases in which the judge cites a particular reason for the mitigation departure.
1 00o/o since more than one departure reason may be cited in each case.

The percentages will not add to

1.7

2.7

12

2.7
4
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Judicial Reasons for Departure from Sentencing Guidelines

Offenses Against the Person

Reasons for ACCRAVATION

No reason given
The offense involved a high degree of planning
Aggravati ng circumstances/f lagrancy of offense
Offender used a weapon in commission of the offense
Offenderi true offense behavior was more serious
than offenses at conviction
Offender is related to or is the caretaker of the victim

Assault
Oo/o

Homicide Kidnapping Robbery
Oo/o

Rape

4.3o/o

Sexual
Assault

Oo/o

Oo/o

0.8

0

0

0.8

0

1.1

Oo/o

19.1

21 .9

25

27.3

13

22.5

2.3

0

0

3.9

0

0

8.4

6.3

12.5

31

0

7.9

0

0

0

0

o

4.5

Offense was an unprovoked attack

1.5

0

0

0

0

0

Offender knew of victimi vulnerability
The victim(s) wanted a harsh sentence
Extreme violence or severe victim injury
Previous punishment of offender has been ineffective
Offender was under some form of legal restraint at
time of offense

1.5

4.7

12.5

6.3

17.4

24.7

0

1.6

0

5.5

8.7

5.6

o
o

21 .4

25

12.5

10.2

8.7

0

o

0

0

0

0.8

0

0

o.

0

0

6.3

2.3

0

1.1

qq

Offendert record understates the degree of his
criminal orientation
Offender has previous conviction(s) or other charges
for the same offense
Offender failed to cooperate with authorities
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